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Summary
Our daily life is increasingly influenced by data-driven decision processes, both for good
(e.g., machine learning algorithms being used to detect cancer1 ) and bad purposes (e.g.,
Cambridge Analytica influencing the 2016 U.S. presidential elections2 ). These decision processes rely on a large amount of (input) data.
To create high-quality decision processes, a large amount of high-quality data is needed.
However, it is infeasible to integrate large amounts of diverse data manually. This is one
of the reasons that a set of technologies, namely, Semantic Web technologies, are proposed.
Semantic Web technologies allow generating and processing so-called knowledge graphs: a
means to exchange data values, and additionally their meaningful (i.e., semantic) relationships, between multiple agents. These agents generate and use data in different ways on a
large scale. Knowledge graphs thus ease (automatic) data integration, and can thus be an
essential element of future data-driven decision processes.
However, automatic processing (of knowledge graphs) lacks manual inspection
(i.e., human supervision that can help to interpret and nuance results), and thus requires
a strong level of quality assessment. Without quality assessment, the past has shown that
data can be incorrectly integrated due to semantic differences (e.g., mixing the metric and
imperial system, which led to the crash of a NASA Mars orbiter3 ) or processed badly (e.g., introducing rounding errors, halving the value of the Vancouver Stock Exchange in less than
a year4 ). If we want to use knowledge graphs in a real-world context that does not result in
crashes or massive money loss, we need to improve and assess its quality, both on the level
of data values and semantic relationships.
This dissertation focuses exactly on this: improving data quality and assessing semantic
quality of knowledge graphs. We specifically investigate following two challenges that complementary tackle knowledge graph quality. The first challenge is including data transformations in knowledge graphs as this can help cleaning the data (e.g., by including data nor1

K. Kourou, T. P. Exarchos, K. P. Exarchos, M. V. Karamouzis, and D. I. Fotiadis, “Machine learning applications in cancer prognosis and prediction,” Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal, vol. 13, pp.
8–17, 2015.
2 D. Byers, “Facebook is facing an existential crisis,” CNN Business, Mar. 19th 2018.
3 A. G. Stephenson et al., “Mars Climate Orbiter Mishap Investigation Board Phase I Report” NASA, 1999.
4 K. Quinn, “Ever Had Problems Rounding Off Figures? This Stock Exchange Has,” The Wall Street Journal,
p. 37, Nov. 8th 1983.
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SUMMARY

malization functions when generating a knowledge graph from existing data), and further
complete knowledge graphs (e.g., by calculating derived data values automatically). The second challenge is validating knowledge graphs as this makes sure that the knowledge graphs
fit the data processing task they are subjected to. The two challenges are spread over three
chapters: two on data transformations, one on validation. The first chapter introduces these
challenges, and the final chapter provides concluding remarks.
In the second chapter, we discuss how we enable the improvement of data values during
knowledge graph generation in a sustainable way, by aligning a declarative knowledge graph
generation framework and a declarative data transformation model. We first discuss how we
aligned the RDF Mapping Language (“RML”) with a declarative description of a function
as a set of inputs and outputs using the Function Ontology (“FnO”), to align knowledge
graph generation and data transformations, respectively (“RML+FnO”). This solution was
validated by implementing it as a sustainable new version of the generation framework that
generates one of the community’s most central knowledge graphs: the DBpedia Extraction
Framework. Our solution is not only as complete and of similar performance as the original
hard-coded framework. As our solution is fully declarative, it is also easier to maintain and
easier to validate.
In the third chapter, we extended the data transformation solution (“FnO”). We investigated which models and technologies are needed to provide for automatic implementationindependent function execution. Our interoperable, extensible, and scalable solution consists of publishing abstract function descriptions, with mappings to concrete implementations as Linked Data resources on the Web. This way, we can link to existing implementations, and we provide a uniform search interface, usable across development contexts, with
more advanced search operators. Additionally, we provide exploitation tools such as the
Function Hub and Function Handler for users to consume these resources, and allow for
automatic execution and code generation. We validated that our approach and set of tools
are functionally sufficient for (automatic) exploration of functions and exploitation of implementations, and the user evaluation shows that the exploitation tools are more usable
than traditional methods. By providing these models and technologies, derived data values
can be calculated and existing knowledge graphs can be made more complete. The provided exploitation tools such as the Function Hub and Function Handler allow automatic
discovery and execution of functions.
In the fourth chapter, we handle the intrinsic dimension of a knowledge graph, namely,
the semantic relationships within knowledge graph concepts. Existing validation approaches cannot always explain the root causes of violations (inhibiting knowledge graph
refinement processes), and cannot fully match the semantics supported during validation
with those supported by the application. These approaches cannot accurately validate
knowledge graphs, or combine multiple systems, deteriorating the validator’s performance.
We created a rule-based reasoning solution based on N3Logic and the EYE reasoner (“Validatrr”), and validated that this solution is more flexible to explicitly take a specific matching set of semantics into account compared to the state of the art. Validatrr further allows
fine-grained refinement due to the inherent root cause analysis. This root cause analysis is
automatically executed as it uses a rule-based reasoning approach. Performance evaluation

3
shows that Validatrr is performant for smaller datasets, and scales linearly with respect to the
knowledge graph size. The detailed root cause explanations can guide future validation report description specifications, and the fine-grained level of configuration can be employed
to support different constraint languages. As such, we can assess the quality of the knowledge graph in finer detail.
Due to these contributions, data values in knowledge graphs can be made of higher
quality using data transformations during knowledge graph generation, and more complete
using data transformations on existing knowledge graphs. Our validation approach allows
precisely assessing the semantic relations’ quality within knowledge graphs. Combined, this
dissertation’s work allows improving the data quality and assessing the semantic quality of
knowledge graphs.
An interesting future direction is applying Validatrr on the aligned RML+FnO mapping documents, building on top of existing work5 : we can, e.g., verify constraint rules
that apply to a knowledge graph, using the mapping document. Validating the (smaller)
mapping document, using the constraint rules of the knowledge graph, can then be computationally compared with validating the (larger) generated knowledge graph. The former is thus assumed more computationally efficient. By enabling validation approaches to
validate the generation process based on constraint rules of the knowledge graph without
needing manual adjustments, we can enable a more qualitative generation process without
additional effort. The work of this dissertation as such can thus already be used to improve
and assess the quality of knowledge graphs, and provides a basis for further improving the
knowledge graph generation process.

5 A. Dimou et al., “Assessing and Refining Mappings to RDF to Improve Dataset Quality”, The Semantic Web
– ISWC 2015: 14th International Semantic Web Conference, Bethlehem, PA, USA, October 11-15, 2015, Proceedings,
Part II, pp. 133–149

Samenvatting
Ons dagelijks leven wordt steeds meer beïnvloed door gegevensgestuurde besluitvormingsprocessen, zowel voor het goede (bijv. algoritmes voor machinaal leren die worden gebruikt
om kanker te detecteren6 ) als het kwade (bijv. Cambridge Analytica die de Amerikaanse
presidentsverkiezingen van 2016 beïvloedde7 ). Deze besluitvormingsprocessen gebruiken
een grote hoeveelheid aan (invoer-)gegevens.
Er is een grote hoeveelheid aan hogekwaliteitsgegevens nodig om kwaliteitsvolle besluitvormingsprocessen te bouwen. Het is echter onmogelijk om grote hoeveelheden gegevens
van velerlei oorsprong handmatig te integreren. Daarom zijn een reeks technologieën, namelijk semantische webtechnologieën voorgesteld. Semantische webtechnologieën laten toe
om zogenaamde kennisgrafen te bouwen en te verwerken: een manier om gegevenswaarden
en daarenboven hun betekenisvolle (semantische) relaties tussen meerdere personas uit te wisselen. Deze personas genereren en gebruiken gegevens op verschillende manieren op grote
schaal. Kennisgrafen vergemakkelijken dus (automatische) gegevensintegratie en kunnen
een essentieel element van toekomstige gegevensgestuurde beslissingsprocessen worden.
Automatische verwerking (van kennisgrafen) mist echter handmatige inspectie (een
menselijk overzicht dat kan helpen om resultaten te interpreteren en te nuanceren), en vereist dus een hoog niveau van kwaliteitsbeoordeling. Zonder kwaliteitsbeoordeling heeft het
verleden aangetoond dat gegevens onjuist kunnen worden geïntegreerd als gevolg van semantische verschillen (bijvoorbeeld het mengen van het metrische en imperiale systeem,
wat leidde tot de crash van een NASA Mars-orbiter8 ) of als gevolg van een slechte verwerking (bijvoorbeeld het introduceren van afrondingsfouten, die de waarde van de Vancouver
Stock Exchange halveerden in minder dan een jaar9 ). Als we kennisgrafen willen gebruiken
in een realistische context, zonder te leiden tot crashes of massaal geldverlies, moeten we de
kwaliteit ervan verbeteren en beoordelen, zowel op het niveau van gegevenswaarden als op
het niveau van semantische relaties.
6 K. Kourou, T. P. Exarchos, K. P. Exarchos, M. V. Karamouzis, en D. I. Fotiadis, “Machine learning applications in cancer prognosis and prediction,” Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal, vol. 13, pp. 8–17,
2015.
7 D. Byers, “Facebook is facing an existential crisis,” CNN Business, 19 maart 2018.
8 A. G. Stephenson et al., “Mars Climate Orbiter Mishap Investigation Board Phase I Report” NASA, 1999.
9 K. Quinn, “Ever Had Problems Rounding Off Figures? This Stock Exchange Has,” The Wall Street Journal,
p. 37, 8 november 1983.
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Dit is waar dit proefschrift zich op richt: het verbeteren van de gegevenskwaliteit en het
beoordelen van de semantische kwaliteit van kennisgrafen. We onderzoeken specifiek de volgende twee uitdagingen die de kwaliteit van kennisgrafen aanpakken. De eerste uitdaging
is het opnemen van gegevenstransformaties in kennisgrafen aangezien deze gegevens kunnen
helpen opschonen (bijv. door gegevensnormalisatiefuncties te gebruiken tijdens het genereren van een kennisgraaf uit bestaande gegevens), en deze kennisgrafen kunnen verder vervolledigen (bijv. door afgeleide gegevenswaarden automatisch te berekenen). De tweede
uitdaging is het valideren van kennisgrafen aangezien dit ervoor zorgt dat de kennisgrafen
passen bij de gegevensverwerkingstaak waaraan ze worden onderworpen. De behandeling
van deze twee uitdagingen is verspreid over drie hoofdstukken: twee hoofdstukken omtrent
gegevenstransformaties, één omtrent kwaliteitsbeoordeling. Het eerste hoofdstuk introduceert de uitdagingen, en het laatste hoofdstuk bevat concluderende bevindingen.
In het tweede hoofdstuk bespreken we hoe we op een duurzame manier de verbetering
van gegevenswaarden mogelijk maken tijdens het genereren van een kennisgraaf. Dit doen
we door een declaratief raamwerk voor het genereren van kennisgrafen en een declaratief
datatransformatiemodel op elkaar af te stemmen. We bespreken hoe we de “RDF Mapping
Language” (“RML”) enerzijds en een declaratief beschrijvingsmodel van een functie (die
deze representeert als een reeks in- en uitgangen) met behulp van de “Function Ontology
(“FnO”) anderzijds op elkaar afstemmen. Zo stemmen we respectievelijk het genereren van
kennisgrafen en de gegevenstransformaties op elkaar af (“RML+FnO”). Deze oplossing is
gevalideerd door ze te implementeren als een duurzame nieuwe versie van het generatieraamwerk dat één van de meest centrale kennisgrafen binnen ons onderzoeksdomein genereert:
het “DBpedia Extraction Framework”. Onze oplossing is niet alleen even compleet en heeft
vergelijkbare prestaties als het originele hardgecodeerde raamwerk: omdat onze oplossing
volledig declaratief is, is ze ook eenvoudiger te onderhouden en eenvoudiger te beoordelen
op kwaliteit.
In het derde hoofdstuk hebben we de datatransformatie-oplossing (“FnO”) uitgebreid.
We onderzochten welke modellen en technologieën nodig zijn om te zorgen voor automatische en implementatie-onafhankelijke uitvoering van functies. Onze interoperabele, uitbreidbare en schaalbare oplossing bestaat uit het publiceren van abstracte functiebeschrijvingen, met verwijzingen naar concrete implementaties als “Linked Data”-bronnen op het
web. Op deze manier kunnen we linken naar bestaande implementaties, en bieden we een
uniforme zoekinterface aan. Deze is bruikbaar in verschillende ontwikkelingscontexten en
heeft meer geavanceerde zoekopties. Daarnaast bieden we exploitatiehulpmiddelen zoals de
“Function Hub” en “Function Handler” aan om nuttig gebruik te maken van deze bronnen: zij zorgen voor automatische uitvoering en codegeneratie van functies. We valideerden
dat onze aanpak en onze hulpmiddelen functioneel toereikend zijn voor (automatische) verkenning van functies en exploitatie van implementaties. De gebruikersevaluaties laten zien
dat de exploitatiehulpmiddelen beter bruikbaar zijn dan bestaande methodes. Door deze
modellen en technologieën aan te leveren kunnen afgeleide gegevenswaarden worden berekend en kunnen bestaande kennisgrafen completer worden gemaakt. De meegeleverde
exploitatiehulpmiddelen zoals de “Function Hub” en “Function Handler” maken automatische ontdekking en uitvoering van functies mogelijk.
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In het vierde hoofdstuk behandelen we de intrinsieke dimensie van een kennisgraaf,
namelijk de semantische relaties binnen concepten van kennisgrafen. Bestaande validatieaanpakken kunnen niet altijd de oorsprong van kwaliteitsproblemen verklaren (wat de verbetering van de kennisgraaf verhindert), en ondersteunen tijdens het valideren de door de
applicatie ondersteunde semantiek niet altijd exact, wat semantische verschillen tussen de
kennisgraaf en de applicatie met zich meebrengt. Deze aanpakken kunnen kennisgrafen
niet voldoende nauwkeurig valideren, of combineren meerdere systemen, wat de prestaties
van de aanpak verslecht. Wij hebben een aanpak ontwikkeld voortbouwend op een op regels
gebaseerde redeneeroplossing gebruikmakend van “N3Logic” en de “EYE reasoner” (“Validatrr”). We valideerden dat deze oplossing flexibeler is in het expliciet rekening houden met
de semantiek vergeleken met huidige technische stand van zaken, en dat deze oplossing specifieke verbeteringen aan de kennisgraaf mogelijk maakt dankzij zijn inherente duiding van
de oorsprong van kwaliteitsproblemen. Onze evaluatie toont aan dat “Validatrr” goed presteert voor kleinere gegevensbronnen, en dat zijn prestatie lineair schaalt met betrekking tot
de kennisgraafgrootte. De gedetailleerde duiding over de oorsprong van kwaliteitsproblemen kan als leidraad dienen voor toekomstige validatierapportspecificaties, en de gedetailleerde configuratie kan worden gebruikt om verschillende validatiebeschrijvingen te ondersteunen. Als zodanig kunnen we de kwaliteit van een kennisgraaf in meer detail beoordelen.
Dankzij deze bijdragen kunnen gegevenswaarden in kennisgrafen worden verbeterd in
kwaliteit met behulp van gegevenstransformaties tijdens het genereren van kennisgrafen,
en kunnen ze worden vervolledigd met behulp van gegevenstransformaties op bestaande
kennisgrafen. Onze validatie-aanpak maakt het mogelijk om de kwaliteit van de semantische
relaties in kennisgrafen nauwkeurig te beoordelen. Gecombineerd maakt het werk van dit
proefschrift het makkelijker om de datakwaliteit te verbeteren en de semantische kwaliteit
van kennisgrafen te beoordelen.
Een belangrijk toekomstperspectief is “Validatrr” toepassen op afgestemde
“RML+FnO” generatiedocumenten, voortbouwend op ander gerelateerd werk10 .
Op deze manier kunnen we validatieregels die slaan op een kennisgraaf verifiëren via het
generatiedocument. We kunnen dan het valideren van het (kleinere) generatiedocument
vergelijken met het valideren van de (grotere) gegenereerde kennisgraaf. Hierbij lijkt
het eerste minder rekenkracht te vragen. Indien wij het generatieprocess automatisch
kunnen valideren op basis van de validatieregels van de kennisgraaf zelf, zonder handmatige
aanpassingen te hoeven doen, creëren wij een kwalitatief sterker generatieprocess zonder
extra moeite. Het werk beschreven in dit proefschrift kan nu al gebruik worden om
de kwaliteit van kennisgrafen te verbeteren en beoordelen, en het legt een basis om het
generatieprocess verder te verbeteren.

10 A. Dimou et al., “Assessing and Refining Mappings to RDF to Improve Dataset Quality”, The Semantic Web
– ISWC 2015: 14th International Semantic Web Conference, Bethlehem, PA, USA, 11 tot 15 oktober, 2015, verslagen,
deel II, pp. 133–149
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Large amounts of available knowledge are crucial to various sectors in our daily life such as
entertainment, politics, and health. Examples include Netflix1 using its user data to predict
the success of the TV-series House of Cards [1], Cambridge Analytica’s influence in the 2016
U.S. presidential elections [2], and machine learning algorithms to detect cancer [3]. The
classic 1597 expression “Knowledge is Power” [4] remains relevant today, as the currently
available knowledge is the basis for many decision-making processes.
In such data-driven decision-making processes, a set of input data is considered and
processed, and predictions or decisions are made based on the output of the data processing.
Being in this era of “Big Data”, we have reasons to believe that, in fact, “more is more”:
the more data we take into account, the better our predictions and decisions become [5].
Indeed, we shifted from Tom the local shop owner who estimates how many apples to buy
based on his sales of last week, to the stock market being predicted based on millions of
tweets [6].
It is infeasible to integrate such amounts of diverse data manually, given it is spread
across the globe both technically (residing in multiples servers) and socially (hosted by different institutions and under varying levels of governance). Instead, automation is needed.
Semantic Web technologies [7] provide a platform that eases (automatic) data integration. The Semantic Web is an extension of the Web, allowing exchanging data between multiple agents that generate and use data in different ways on a large scale. The Semantic Web
allows to convey meaning (i.e., specify the semantics) through a set of formats and technologies by which you can provide declarations that formally describe concepts and relationships
within a given domain. The main technology is knowledge graphs [8]: directed graphs containing semantic declarations which describe entities and their relationships. Now, more
datasets exist as knowledge graphs than ever before [9].
Knowledge graphs enable automatic processing, however, such automatic processing
lacks manual inspection (i.e., human supervision helping to interpret and nuance results),
thus requires a strong level of quality assessment. Without quality assessment, data can
1 https://www.netflix.com
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be incorrectly integrated (e.g., mixing the metric and imperial system, leading to a loss of
communication and most probably crash of the Mars Climate Orbiter [10]) or processed
badly (e.g., introducing rounding errors, halving the value of the Vancouver Stock Exchange
in less than a year [11]). If we want to use knowledge graphs in a real-world context that does
not result in crashes or massive money loss, we need to improve and assess its data quality.
This dissertation focuses exactly on this: improving and assessing data quality of
knowledge graphs. In this chapter, we first provide (technical) background (Section 1.1),
after which we discuss the research challenges (Section 1.2), present the research questions
and hypotheses (Section 1.3), and list the publications that aided in completing this dissertation (Section 1.4).

1.1

Background

In this section, we discuss preliminary Web technologies that serve at the basis of the Semantic Web (Section 1.1.1), after which we discuss the Semantic Web itself (Section 1.1.2).

1.1.1

The Web

The Web is a distributed hypermedia information system that runs on top of the internet [12]. It is distributed, i.e., content does not have to be stored on a single machine, but
can be shared by several, stored in different locations. It contains hypermedia, i.e., not only
text is interconnected by links, but also other forms of media, e.g., video and images. The
information are web resources. At its conception, Berners-Lee et al. [13] defined the core
components for the identification, transport, and representation of a web resource, namely,
“anything that can be obtained from or identified on the Web”. This originally referred to
static files and documents, but evolved over time to cover basically “any information that
can be named” [12], including physical things (e.g., a person can be identified on the Web),
documents, abstract concepts, numbers, and text.
An Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) globally identiﬁes a subject resource (on
the Web) [14]. A common IRI could have the form http://www.example.com/index.html,
which includes a protocol (http), hostname (www.example.com), and path that identifies the
resource in that location (index.html). Associating a resource with an IRI means that anyone can link, refer, or retrieve a representation of it. Resources can be represented in a variety
of formats, the most well-known being the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) [15]: the
standard markup language for creating human-consumable hypertext pages.

1.1.2

The Semantic Web

The Semantic Web adds logic to the Web by bringing structure to the content of Web pages,
turning the content meaningful for software agents as it already is for humans [7]. To do so,
we move from the Web of Documents – i.e., the Web as we experience it today – to the Web of
Data, the so-called Semantic Web. The fundamental difference is that, instead of considering the entire document as the primary object (without bringing context and understanding
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to data), the resource (or its description) within a document is considered the primary object, identified by its IRI as unique identifier [16]. To realize the Semantic Web, a resource
is identified using its IRI and described declaratively, rendering it machine-interpretable so
it can be (automatically) retrieved and processed.
Linked Data is one or more knowledge graphs published and interconnected using a set
of practices [17], so they can be accessed by both human and software agents. Linked Data is
machine-interpretable, its meaning is explicitly defined, it is linked to other external Linked
Data sets, and can in turn be linked to or from external Linked Data sets [18]. Linked Data
typically makes use of Semantic Web technologies.
In this section, we describe the main technologies and activities supporting the Semantic Web relevant to this dissertation, namely, knowledge graphs in general, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) to describe machine-interpretable facts in a knowledge graph,
ontologies to assign meaning to these facts, reasoning to infer new knowledge from existing
knowledge graphs, knowledge graph generation, and knowledge graph quality.
Knowledge graph Knowledge graphs provide semantic descriptions of entities and their
relationships, typically using Semantic Web technologies. The term “knowledge graph” is
relatively new, and global consensus over its definition is not yet achieved: a recent overview
of definition efforts is given by Fensel et al. [19]. The structure is a graph: nodes are linked
to each other using links that denote the relationship between them. This graph contains
knowledge: the nodes and links between them are annotated with additional information,
i.e., semantics. The content of a knowledge graph consists of data values, the additional
meaning is conveyed using semantic annotations. Without data values, the knowledge graph
holds no content, without semantic annotations, the content has no meaning. As an example, let us use the phrase “Paris is 1.73”. Without additional context, this phrase can be
difficult to understand for a human (e.g., does “1.73” denote the population of the city of
Paris?), and even more for a machine. However, when we further annotate this phrase, we
can create a knowledge graph such as depicted in Figure 1.1. By declaring what type of data
values we have, and specifying the relationships between the nodes, our phrase becomes
more meaningful, for both humans and machines.
RDF Knowledge graphs can be materialized using the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [20], which entails the use of basic relationship statements and the global IRI scheme
to identify resources. Linking is achieved by reusing the same IRI to refer to the same
resource, or by expressing equivalence between different IRIs that identify the same resource [21], creating a directed graph. A knowledge graph consists of zero or more triples
and each triple consists of a subject, predicate, and object. For example, when aligning with
natural language, the sentence “Jack’s birthday is August 29th 1940” can be seen as a triple,
where “Jack” is the subject, “has birthday” is the predicate, and “1940-08-29” is the object.
A subject is identified by an IRI or by a blank node (when no explicit identifier is required
or known); a predicate by an IRI; and an object by an IRI, blank node, or literal.
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Knowledge Graph
"Data
values"

<Paris>

+

<Semantic
annotations>

<is-a>

<first-name>

<Person>
"Paris"

text

<height>

"1.73"

meters

Figure 1.1: A knowledge graph representing the phrase “Paris is 1.73”. The data values are
denoted using the quotation marks (“”), the semantic annotations are denoted using the
angle brackets (<>).

Literals are used for data values such as strings, numbers, and dates. Examples are “John”
and “1940-08-29”. Furthermore, they have datatypes or are language tagged. Datatypes,
which are also IRIs, define the possible values of a literal, such as numbers and dates. For
example, a literal that represents the birth date of a person will have “date” as datatype.
Language-tagged literals denote a text in a human language. For example, “12th Avenue”
denotes a street name in English.

Ontologies We attach additional information – i.e., context – to a resource using semantic annotations. A semantic annotation is described relying on terms defined in an ontology. An ontology describes the types of things that exist (classes), the relationships between
them (properties), and the logical ways those classes and properties can be used together
(axioms) [22]. An ontology includes machine-understandable definitions of basic concepts
in the domain and the relationships among them, and encodes the implicit rules defining
the structure of a piece of reality [23]. For example, an ontology describing family bonds
can state that a father is the male parent of a child, and that a parent’s children’s children
are that parent’s grandchildren. Such implicit rules can be encoded as ontological axioms in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [24]. OWL is a domain modeling language to represent complex knowledge about things and the relations between them. It is computational
logic-based, so reasoners can exploit the expressed knowledge and reason on top of it to infer
new knowledge.
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<http://ex.com/firstname>

IRI (predicate)

<http://ex.com/jack>

IRI (class: Person)

"Jack"

Literal (string)

<http://ex.com/hasChild>

<http://ex.com/birthdate>

IRI (predicate)

IRI (predicate)

"1940-08-29"

Literal (date)

<http://ex.com/sex>

IRI (predicate)

<http://ex.com/male>

IRI (Class: Sex)

<http://ex.com/isFatherOf>

IRI (predicate)

<http://ex.com/isGrandFatherOf>

IRI (predicate)

<http://ex.com/ross>

IRI (class: Person)

<http://ex.com/ben>
<http://ex.com/hasChild>

IRI (class: Person)

IRI (predicate)

Figure 1.2: A knowledge graph depicting Jack, his child Ross, and Ross’s child Ben. Inferred
data is marked using the dotted lines.

Reasoning Reasoning is the process of inferring logical conclusions from a set of starting assumptions. Using knowledge graphs, existing relationships are modeled as a set of
(named) relationships between resources. Knowledge graphs help human and software
agents to find new relationships through automatic procedures that generate new relationships based on the knowledge graph and based on some additional information in the form
of an ontology [22].
In Figure 1.2, an example can be found of how RDF and ontologies are used to describe
Jack and his family, and how this can lead to new inferred facts. An IRI is used for the
entity that represents Jack (http://ex.com/jack). Literals are used for his name and birth
date, related to Jack via an IRI (http://ex.com/firstname and http://ex.com/birthDate).
For the latter, a date datatype is used. Jack’s sex is also specified using a specific resource
(http://ex.com/male). Jack’s child Ross, and Ross’s child Ben are also depicted. Using the
definitions of the used ontology terms, we can infer implicit facts such as “Jack is the father
of Ross” and “Jack is the grandfather of Ben”.
Knowledge graph generation Knowledge graphs are typically generated from either
unstructured or (semi-)structured data. For unstructured data sources, Information Retrieval techniques such as Entity Discovery and Relation Extraction are typically used to
extract structured data from unstructured data such as plain text [25, 26]. In this dissertationm we focus on knowledge graphs generated from pre-existing (semi-)structured data
sources, such as relational databases or XML files. Such generation requires both schema
and data transformations [27]. Schema transformations involve (re-)modeling the original
data, describing how objects are related, and deciding which ontologies to use [17]. In the
previous example (Figure 1.2), this would, among others, result into deciding which IRIs
to use for the relationships and classes. Data transformations are needed to support any
changes in the structure, representation or content of data [27], for instance performing
string transformations or computations. In the previous example (Figure 1.2), this would,
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among others, result into transforming the text “August 29th 1940” into its normalized form
“1940-08-29”.
Lately, schema transformations – also called mappings – are declaratively defined using mapping languages such as the W3C-recommended R2RML [28] or its extension
RML [29]. Mapping languages detach schema transformations from the implementations
executing them. Mappings are thus interoperable between implementations, and systems
that process those mappings are use-case independent. Whereas mappings languages address
schema transformations, data transformations are typically implementation-dependent and
not declaratively described nor included in knowledge graph generation systems.
Knowledge graph quality The quality of a knowledge graph – its “fitness for use” [30] –
heavily influences a Semantic Web application’s correct functioning [31]. During validation,
it is assessed whether the knowledge graph, i.e., the graph itself and all supported inferred
facts, fits the application at hand. This validation is typically (manually) specified using an
application shape, detailing how the knowledge graph should look like. Validation applies
to both data values and semantic annotations: on the one hand, validating if all data values
are correctly represented and complete; on the other hand, validating if all semantic annotations adhere to the shape and their meaning is correctly interpreted for a given application. For example, an application requiring all person data to contain a valid birthdate has
implications on the semantic annotations and data values: correct interpretation of what
constitutes a person and a birthdate, and complete and correctly formatted birthdates, respectively. However, current validation solutions typically do not take application-specific
reasoning into account, and do not explain the root causes of violations. The former inhibits
a correct functioning of the application, the latter inhibits knowledge graph refinement.

1.2

Research challenges

We investigate two large challenges that tackle knowledge graph quality.
Challenge I is including data transformations in knowledge graphs: this can help
cleaning the data [27] (e.g., including data normalization functions when generating a
knowledge graph from existing data), and further complete knowledge graphs (e.g., by calculating derived data values automatically).
Challenge II is validating knowledge graphs: this makes sure that the knowledge
graphs fit the data processing task they are subjected to.

1.3

Research questions and hypotheses

The general research question this dissertation explores, is: How can we improve and assess the quality of knowledge graphs? However, we focus our scope, on the one hand, on
enabling generation of high-quality data values in a knowledge graph (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), on the other hand, on validating the knowledge graph, taking fine-grained semantics
into account (Chapter 4).
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Specifically, we handle the following research questions.
Research Question 1: How can we improve quality when generating knowledge graphs,
speciﬁcally concerning the data values?
Hypothesis 1: Including declarative data transformations in a declarative knowledge graph
generation framework allows for a sustainable generation framework where data values of the
generated knowledge graph can be improved.
Contribution 1: We aligned a declarative data transformation model (FnO) with a declarative knowledge graph generation framework (RML), creating a use-case independent knowledge graph generation framework. To show support for real-world complex data transformations, we used this framework to generate the real-world widely-used DBpedia knowledge
graph, equivalent to the original DBpedia Extraction Framework. The new generation framework is more sustainable: by being fully declarative, the community can suggest and verify
(ﬁne-grained) changes more easily as use-case speciﬁc development is no longer needed. Our
work thus enables generation of high-quality knowledge graphs that requires data transformations.
We further expand on this work to not only include the declarative data transformation model, but also link to existing implementations. This allows to automatically execute
functions, which can be used to further complete the knowledge graph, and thus improve
its quality as such.
Research Question 2: How can we automatically complete the knowledge graphs, speciﬁcally concerning calculated data values?
Hypothesis 2: A declarative data transformation model with links to actual implementations allows for automatic execution of functions, and thus automatic completion of a knowledge graph.
Contribution 2: We extended the FnO model to include links to actual implementations,
and provided exploitation tools such as the Function Hub and Function Handler, allowing
automatic discovery and execution of functions.
Finally, we look into the quality of knowledge graph relations. Specifically, we present
a validation approach that takes into account the explicit semantics of the given use case.
Research Question 3: How can we validate a knowledge graph, taking ﬁne-grained semantics into account?
Hypothesis 3: A rule-based reasoning solution allows validating a knowledge graph, taking
all semantics explicitly into account, and provides ﬁne-grained root cause analysis.
Contribution 3: We created Validatrr, a rule-based reasoning solution based on N3Logic
and the EYE reasoner, and validated that this solution is more ﬂexible to take all semantics
into account compared to the state of the art, and allows ﬁne-grained reﬁnement due to the
inherent root cause analysis. We can thus assess knowledge graph quality in ﬁner detail.
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1.5

Outline

The remainder of the dissertation consists of three chapters that are based on the four peerreviewed publications that contribute to my PhD, and a conclusion chapter (Figure 1.3).
In Chapter 2, we focus on knowledge graph generation and address Research Question 1.
Specifically, we describe the alignment of RML and FnO: a sustainable knowledge graph
generation framework supporting both data and schema transformations, applied to the
DBpedia Extraction Framework. In Chapter 3, we focus on knowledge graph completion
and address Research Question 2. Specifically, we describe our extension of FnO and its
exploitation tools the Function Handler and the Function Hub: a method and application
to automatically discover, retrieve, and execute implementations based on implementationindependent descriptions. In Chapter 4, we focus on knowledge graph assessment and addres Research Question 3. Specifically, we describe Validatrr: a validation approach using
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Figure 1.3: The general structure of this dissertation. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 handle knowledge graph data value generation and completion, respectively. Chapter 4 handles validating
the semantic annotations.
rule-based reasoning that is highly configurable to take application-specific semantics into
account, and return fine-grained root cause analysis validation results. In Chapter 5, we
conclude the work of this dissertation and discuss future research options.
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Improving Data Values during
Knowledge Graph Generation
In this chapter, we discuss how we enable the improvement of data values during knowledge graph generation in a sustainable way. This chapter presents our following contributions to knowledge graph generation:
• the alignment of a declarative data transformation model and a declarative knowledge graph generation framework to include data transformations during knowledge
graph generation (see Section 2.1); and
• its application as a sustainable new version of the DBpedia Extraction Framework
(see Section 2.2).
We address Research Question 1 “How can we improve quality when generating knowledge graphs, specifically concerning the data values?” and validate Hypothesis 1 “Including
declarative data transformations in a declarative knowledge graph generation framework allows for a sustainable generation framework where data values of the generated knowledge
graph can be improved.”. To compare the resulting knowledge graph generation framework, we showed equivalence to the complex and real-world DBpedia Extraction Framework. The fully declarative framework allows the community to suggest and verify (finegrained) changes more easily and thus enables future generations of high-quality knowledge graphs that include data transformations. Due to this improved sustainability, longstanding issues with regard to quality and coverage of real-world knowledge graphs such as
DBpedia can more easily be tackled.
As this is a cumulative dissertation, both Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 correspond with
a publication. Section 2.1 corresponds with “Declarative Data Transformations for Linked
Data Generation: the case of DBpedia”. Section 2.2 corresponds with “Sustainable Linked
Data Generation: The Case of DBpedia”.
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Declarative Data Transformations for Knowledge Graph
Generation

Ben De Meester, Wouter Maroy, Anastasia Dimou, Ruben Verborgh, and Erik Mannens
Published as “Declarative Data Transformations for Linked Data Generation: the
case of DBpedia” in The Semantic Web: 14th International Conference, ESWC 2017, ESWC
2017, Portoroz̆, Slovenia, May 28 – June 1, 2017, Proceedings, Part II. ed. by Eva Blomqvist et
al. Vol 10250. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Cham: Springer, 2017, pp. 33–48.
Abstract
Mapping languages allow us to define how knowledge graphs are generated from
raw data, but only if the raw data values can be used as is to form the desired knowledge graph. Since complex data transformations remain out of scope for mapping languages, these steps are often implemented as custom solutions, or with systems separate from the mapping process. The former data transformations remain case-specific,
often coupled with the mapping, whereas the latter are not reusable across systems.
In this section, we propose an approach where data transformations are (i) defined
declaratively and (ii) aligned with the mapping languages. We employ an alignment
of data transformations described using the Function Ontology (FnO) and mapping
of data to knowledge graphs described using the RDF Mapping Language (RML).
We validate that our approach can map and transform DBpedia in a declaratively defined and aligned way. Our approach is not case-specific: data transformations are
implementation-independent and thus interoperable, while the functions are decoupled and reusable. This allows developers to improve the generation framework, whilst
contributors can focus on the actual knowledge graph, as there are no more dependencies, neither between the transformations and the generation framework nor their
implementations.

2.1.1

Introduction

Workflows that generate knowledge graphs from (semi-)structured data encompass both
schema and data transformations [1]. Schema transformations involve (re-)modeling the
original data, describing how objects are related, and deciding which vocabularies and ontologies to use [2]. Data transformations are needed to support any changes in the structure, representation or content of data [1], for instance performing string transformations
or computations.
Schema transformations – also called mappings – are defined as a collection of rules that
specify correspondences between data in different schemas [3]. Lately, schema transformations are declaratively defined using mapping languages such as the W3C-recommended
R2RML [4] or its extension RML [5]. Mapping languages detach rule definitions from the
implementation that executes them. This renders the rules interoperable between implementations, whilst the systems that process those rules are use-case independent.
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However, knowledge graph generation systems usually assume data transformations
are done beforehand. For instance, the R2RML specification explicitly mentions that data
transformations or computations should be performed before generating knowledge graphs
by generating a virtual table based on the result-set of an SQL statement (i.e., an SQL
view) [4]. Other relevant W3C recommendations and working drafts do not take data transformations into account. More precisely, when discussing the “Convert Data to Linked
Data” step, the Linked Data Best Practices [2] recommends using mapping languages –
which only implies schema transformations – and does not distinguish data transformations
elsewhere. Similarly, CSVW [6] specifies how to generate knowledge graphs from CSV by
directly mapping the raw data values as is.
Systems that do include data transformations exist, but show one or more of the following limitations: the schema and data transformations are not combinable, the allowed
data transformations are restricted, the system is case speciﬁc, or the data transformations are
coupled with the implementation.
For instance, the DBpedia Extraction Framework [7] (DBpedia EF) that generates one
of the most widely known knowledge graphs, requires very specific data transformations,
which are not available in existing systems. Thus, a case-specific hard-coded framework that
depends on an internal set of parsing functions to generate the data values in the correct format was created. These parsing functions are coupled with the DBpedia EF, the schema and
data transformations are not combinable, and the overall system is case speciﬁc. Specifically
for the DBpedia EF, these parsing functions are of high value. Indeed, they were created to
parse manually entered (i.e., ambiguous and error-prone) data and are used for (and thus
evaluated on) the entire Wikipedia corpus.
In this section, we propose an approach that enables (i) declarative and machineinterpretable data transformation descriptions and (ii) the alignment of schema and data
transformation descriptions. To validate this approach, we employ transformations described using the Function Ontology (FnO) [8], and align them with the RDF Mapping
Language (RML) [5].
We apply our approach to the DBpedia EF. In the resulting system:
Schema and data transformations are combinable: No separate systems need to be integrated.
Data transformations are independent of the mapping processor: They are not restricted by the processor’s capabilities.
Declarative transformations are interoperable: The implementation can be case independent.
Data transformations are reusable: Their implementation is no longer dependent on
the generation system.
We built and used the extended RMLProcessor with mapping documents to create the same
DBpedia knowledge graph, allowing more types of schema transformations, and enabling
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developers to work separate from contributors. The built Function Handler allows for an
easier integration of data transformation libraries with other frameworks, and the DBpedia
data parsing functions are made available independently, so other use cases can benefit from
these data parsing tasks without needing to re-implement them.
The section is organized as follows: after investigating the state of the art in Section 2.1.2, we detail why aligning declarative schema and data transformations is needed in
Section 2.1.3. In Section 2.1.4, we introduce our approach, which we apply to RML and
FnO, and provide a corresponding implementation. In Section 2.1.5, we explain how the
DBpedia EF currently works, and prove how applying the proposed approach enables a
fully declarative system with the same functionality as the existing DBpedia EF. Finally,
we summarize our conclusions in Section 2.1.6.

2.1.2

State of the Art

Knowledge graph generation workflows require both schema and data transformations to
generate the desired knowledge graph [1]. Nevertheless, even though data transformations
are often required [9], recommendations or best practices were not established so far, leading to a broad range of diverse approaches.
The simplest approaches rely on custom solutions trying to address both schema and
data transformations in a coupled and hard-coded way, such as the DBpedia EF [7]. However, those approaches require new development cycles every time a modification or extension is desired. For instance, any change on the data transformations performed to generate
the DBpedia dataset requires extending the DBpedia EF. There are cases where such approaches do allow certain configurations, yet those configurations are limited and, at least
for the DBpedia EF, focus on schema transformations rather than data transformations.
Similarly, case-speciﬁc solutions were established, which also couple the schema and data
transformations. For instance, XSLT- or XPath-based approaches were established for generating knowledge graphs from data originally in XML format, such as by Lange [10]. In
these cases, the range of possible transformations is limited by the respective language or
syntax potential, while they can be performed prior or while the mapping is performed.
Similarly, even mapping languages, such as HIL [11], D2RQ [12], or R2RML [4] can be
considered, as their range of possible data transformations is determined by the range of
transformations that can be defined when the data is retrieved from the data source, e.g.,
data transformations supported by SQL, performed before the mapping.
Other solutions first perform a direct mapping [13] to a knowledge graph, and then perform schema and data transformations on that generated knowledge graph. The range of
possible data transformations then often depends on SPARQL, as is the case of Datalift [14].
More customization is enabled by solutions that allow embedded scripts inside mapping
documents such as R2RML-F [15]. However, they require existing libraries (and their dependencies) to be embedded (or possibly rewritten) within the mapping document, and
are inherently limited to the standard libraries provided by the runtime environment (e.g.,
runtime environments often – for safety reasons – disallow file input/output operations).
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There are also query-oriented languages that combine SPARQL with other languages
or custom alignments to the underlying data structure. For instance, XSPARQL [16] maps
data in XML format, R3M [17] data in relational databases and Tarql1 data in CSV. Queryoriented languages are restricted to data transformations which can be translated when the
query translation is performed, such as R3M that requires bidirectional transformations to
retain read-write access [9].
Besides the aforementioned custom solutions, there are knowledge graph generation
workflows which rely on distinct systems to perform the schema and data transformations.
These types of transformations cannot always be distinguished, as data transformations may
affect the original schema. Such data transformation tools typically couple the transformation rules with their implementation, being either format specific (e.g., XSLT for data in
XML format), or generic (e.g., OpenRefine2 ). As the latter are targeted to contributors,
they are often interactive. Thus, most data transformation systems can be configured and
this happens often using a User Interface (UI), of which one of the most widely known is
OpenRefine. Other systems – specifically for generating knowledge graphs – include the
Linked Data Integration Framework (LDIF) [18], Linked Pipes [19], and DataGraft [20].
Their support for data transformations range from a fixed predefined set of transformations
(e.g., LDIF and Linked Pipes) to an embedded scripting environment (e.g., OpenRefine
and DataGraft).
Lately, different approaches emerged that define data transformations declaratively,
such as Hydra [21] for Web Services, VOLT [22] for SPARQL, or FnO [8] as technologyindependent abstraction. Hydra or VOLT depend on the underlying system (Web Services
and SPARQL, respectively), thus their use is inherently limited to that system. On the one
hand, using Hydra descriptions for executing transformations only works online, and requires all data to be transferred over HTTP, which is not always possible due to size or privacy concerns. On the other hand, VOLT only works for data already existing in a SPARQL
endpoint. Describing the transformations using FnO does not include this dependency,
thus allows for reuse in other use cases and technologies.

2.1.3

Limitations and Requirements

In this section, we discuss current schema and data transformation systems limitations (Section 2.1.3.1) and requirements (Section 2.1.3.2).
2.1.3.1

Limitations of current systems

Considering the current knowledge graph generation systems discussed above, we come
across data transformations which are (i) not combinable, (ii) restricted, (iii) part of a case
speciﬁc system, or (iv) coupled, as we discuss below.
1 https://tarql.github.io/

2 http://openrefine.org/
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Not combinable When schema and data transformations are executed in successive steps
(e.g., in the DBpedia EF, R2RML, or Datalift), additional integration is needed between
them. However, schema and data transformations often depend on each other. Data transformations could influence the attributes of objects and vice versa. For instance, the calculated population of a settlement decides whether it is called a “town” or “city”. This integration thus becomes complex, hurts interoperability, or limits the allowed transformations.
Restricted Data transformations are embedded, defined and coupled within the system
that executes them. Both in dedicated data transformation systems as when data transformations are embedded in mapping languages, the range and type of transformations used
is limited to the ones implemented by the underlying system. Either a fixed set of data
transformations is provided (e.g., LDIF, Unified Views), thus no other transformations can
be defined, or a restricted scripting environment allows the definition of data transformations (e.g., OpenRefine, R2RML-F). In both cases limitations exist, e.g., using additional
libraries, file manipulations, or external services are often disallowed. As such, existing tools
cannot be applied for every use case. Supporting specialized use cases then usually requires
providing separate systems (e.g., GeoSPARQL [23] for the geospatial domain). For instance,
Blake et. al. [22] unveiled quality issues in DBpedia as the current extraction framework does
not support basic geographic calculations, such as calculating the population density.
Case specific Hard-coded systems couple the reference to a certain transformation with
its implementation, and also mapping languages and dedicated systems support an opinionated set of transformations. As such, they can only be used for certain cases, and require
changes to the source code to apply any modifications or extensions, i.e., new developments
cycles.
Coupled So far, data transformation definitions are coupled with the implementation
that executes them. For instance, data transformations specified by OpenRefine cannot be
reused in other systems, and data transformations implemented in hard-coded systems are
only available for that system and not reusable by others. Similarly, the coverage of data
transformations differs across data sources, e.g., it is different between different SQL dialects for relational databases, XQuery for XML documents, and JSONPath for JSON documents. Chances of discrepancies between different systems (and the knowledge graphs
they produce) are thus very high.
2.1.3.2

Requirements for future systems

In this section, we argue that data transformations should be (i) declaratively specified, and
(ii) aligned with declarative mapping languages. By specifying data transformations declaratively, just as for mapping languages, we decouple the transformations from the implementation that executes them. By aligning them with mapping languages instead of embedding
them within the mapping languages, we remove the burden of the mapping processor to
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provide all needed functionality, allowing the implementations of the data transformations
to exist separately from the generation system. This way, we achieve data transformations
which are reusable, interoperable, independent, and combinable, as detailed below.
Reusable Data transformations implementations should be reusable across use cases and
systems, not necessarily only for knowledge graph generation.
Interoperable The declarations for data transformations should remain independent of
the underlying implementation, i.e., be interoperable. This strictly separates the concerns
of developers with those of contributors: developers can implement and improve the tools
without being required to obtain domain knowledge, whilst contributors can focus on data
modeling without being needed to get acquainted with the systems’ source code. The generation of these declarations can be facilitated using a (graphical) editor [24].
Independent Schema and data transformation declarations should be independent from
each other. As such, their corresponding implementations also remain independent of each
other, without enforcing mutual limitations. As such, (custom) data transformations can
be integrated in the mapping process, but it is not required, i.e., they can still be executed in
advance, and the mapping languages can still be used without data transformations.
Combinable Data transformations should be usable not only in separate steps, but be
combinable, e.g., with schema transformations. This enables, e.g., joining and meanwhile
transforming multiple input values, or conditionally change the schema depending on the
data transformations and vice versa.

2.1.4

Declarative Data Transformations

We provide a solution that implements the aforementioned declarative, machineinterpretable data transformations which are aligned with schema transformations to generate knowledge graphs. Its main components are (i) the FnO ontology (Section 2.1.4.1),
which enables describing functions in a declarative and machine-interpretable way without
making assumptions of their implementation; and (ii) the RML language (Section 2.1.4.2)
that allows defining schema transformations (i.e., mappings) for generating knowledge
graphs, independent of the input format. The Function Map is introduced, as an extension of RML, to facilitate the alignment of the two as explained in Section 2.1.4.3. Details
regarding our proof-of-concept implementations are summarized in Section 2.1.4.4. For the
remainder of this section, we will use the following prefixes:
1 PREFIX fno:

<https://w3id.org/function/ontology#>

2 PREFIX grel: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/grel#>
3 PREFIX rr:

<http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#>
<http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/rml#>
5 PREFIX fnml: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/fnml#>

4 PREFIX rml:
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1 grel:toTitleCase a fno:Function ;
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

fno:name
"title case" ;
dcterms:description "return the input string in title case" ;
fno:expects ( [ fno:predicate grel:stringInput ] ) ;
fno:returns ( [ fno:predicate grel:stringOutput ] ) .
:exe a fno:Execution ;
fno:executes grel:toTitleCase ;
grel:stringInput "This is an input STRING." ;
grel:stringOutput "This Is An Input String." .

Listing 2.1: Function descriptions and Executions using FnO

2.1.4.1

The Function Ontology (FnO)

The Function Ontology (FnO) [8, 25] allows agents to declare and describe functions uniformly, unambiguously, and independently of the technology that implements them. As
mentioned in Section 2.1.2, we choose FnO over other declarative languages as it does not
depend on the underlying system or implementation. A function (fno:Function) is an activity which has input parameters, output, and implements certain algorithm(s). A parameter (fno:Parameter) is the description of a function’s input value. An output (fno:Output)
is the description of the function’s output value. An execution (fno:Execution) assigns values to the parameters of a function for a certain execution.
The actual implementation of the function can be retrieved separately from its description. Depending on the system, different implementations can be retrieved/used, e.g., a system implemented in Java can retrieve the implementation as a Java archive (JAR), whilst
a browser-based system might rely on external APIs. Via content negotiation, different
systems can request and discover different implementations of the same described function [26], given that these implementations exist. This allows a mapping processor to parse
any function description, and retrieve and trigger the corresponding implementation for
executing it.
For instance, grel:toTitleCase3 (Listing 2.1, line 1) is a function that renders a
given string into its corresponding title cased value. It expects a string, indicated by the
grel:stringInput property (line 4) as input. An Execution (line 6) can be instantiated
to bind a value to the parameter. The result is then bound to that Execution via the
grel:stringOutput property (line 9).
2.1.4.2

The RDF Mapping Language (RML)

R2RML [4] is the W3C-recommended mapping language for defining mappings of data
in relational databases to the RDF data model. Its extension RML [5] broadens its scope
and covers also schema transformations from sources in different (semi-)structured formats,
such as CSV, XML, and JSON. RML documents [5] contain rules defining how the input
3

Specified from the description as provided by OpenRefine on https : / / github . com / OpenRefine /

OpenRefine/wiki/GREL-String-Functions#totitlecasestring-s
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1 <#Mapping> rml:logicalSource <#InputX> ;

rr:subjectMap [ rr:template "http://ex.com/{ID}"; rr:class foaf:Person ];
rr:predicateObjectMap [ rr:predicate foaf:knows;
4
rr:objectMap [ rr:parentTriplesMap <#Acquaintance> ]].
5 <#Acquaintance> rml:logicalSource <#InputY> ;
6
rr:subjectMap [ rml:reference "acquaintance"; rr:termType rr:IRI; rr:class ex:Person].
2

3

Listing 2.2: RML mapping definitions

data will be represented in RDF. The main building blocks of RML documents are Triples
Maps (Listing 2.2: line 1). A Triples Map defines how triples of the form (subject, predicate,
object) will be generated.
A Triples Map consists of three main parts: the Logical Source, the Subject Map and
zero or more Predicate-Object Maps. The Subject Map (line 2, 6) defines how unique identifiers (IRIs) are generated for the mapped resources and used as the subject of all RDF
triples generated from this Triples Map. A Predicate-Object Map (line 3) consists of Predicate Maps, which define the rule that generates the triple’s predicate (line 3) and Object
Maps or Referencing Object Maps (line 4), which define how the triple’s object is generated. The Subject Map, the Predicate Map and the Object Map are Term Maps, namely
rules that generate an RDF term (an IRI, a blank node or a literal). A Term Map can be a
constant-valued term map (line 3) that always generates the same RDF term, or a referencevalued term map (line 6) that uses the data value of a referenced data fragment in a given
Logical Source, or a template-valued term map (line 2) that uses a valid string template that
can contain referenced data fragments of a given Logical Source.
Other languages used for mapping (such as CSVW, XPath, and SPARQL) are dependent on the input format (CSV, XML, and SPARQL, respectively). RML abstracts the
input source format, making it applicable in more use cases. Moreover, as the schema transformations are declared in RDF, the integration with external vocabularies or data sources
is inherently available.
2.1.4.3

Model integration

Typically, mapping languages refer to raw data values. Therefore, aligning them with declarative data transformations requires a way to refer to terms which are derived from raw data,
but after applying certain transformations, i.e., functions.
In the case of R2RML, Term Maps determine how to generate an RDF term relying on
references to raw data. Therefore, a new type of Term Map was introduced, the Function
Map (fnml:FunctionMap, Listing 2.3: line 10). A Function Map is a Term Map generated
by executing a function, instead of using a constant or a reference to the raw data values. In
contrast to an RDF Term Map that uses values referenced from a Logical Source to generate an RDF term, a Function Map uses values referenced from a Logical Source to execute
a function (line 12). Once the function is executed, its output value is the term generated
by this Function Map. To this end, the fnml:functionValue property was introduced to
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1 <#Person_Mapping>

rml:logicalSource
<#LogicalSource> ; # Specify the data source
rr:subjectMap
<#SubjectMap>
; # Specify the subject
rr:predicateObjectMap <#NameMapping>
. # Specify the predicate-object-map

2
3
4
5

6 <#NameMapping>

rr:predicate dbo:title
rr:objectMap <#FunctionMap>

7
8

; # Specify the predicate
. # Specify the object-map

9
10 <#FunctionMap>

fnml:functionValue [
# The object is the result of the function
rml:logicalSource <#LogicalSource>
; # Use the same data source for input
rr:predicateObjectMap [
rr:predicate fno:executes
; # Execute `grel:titleCase`
rr:objectMap [ rr:constant grel:titleCase ] ] ;
rr:predicateObjectMap [
rr:predicate grel:inputString
;
rr:objectMap [ rml:reference "name" ] ] # Use as input the "name" reference
] .

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Listing 2.3: Alignment between RML and FnO

indicate which instance of a function needs to be executed to generate an output and considering which values (line 11). Such a function is described using FnO.
This extension of one class and one property allows us to align RML and FnO, without
creating additional dependencies between the two. This is possible as they are both declarative and described in RDF.
2.1.4.4

Implementation

As a proof of concept, we extended the RMLProcessor to support the Function Map, available at github.com/RMLio/RML-Mapper/tree/extension-fno. In addition, we implemented a generic Function Handler in Java which can be found at
github.com/FnOio/function-processor-java that uses the function declarations described in FnO to retrieve and execute their relevant implementations4 . When the RMLProcessor encounters a Function Map5 , it extracts the function identifier (i.e., its IRI) and
the parameter values as described in the mapping document or from the data sources6 , and
sends those to the Function Handler. When receiving an unknown function identifier, the
Function Handler discovers the relevant implementations online [26] using the Function
Hub [27]7 , and obtains an implementation to be executed locally if available8 . Based on
4

For a detailed discussion on Function Handlers, we refer to Section 3.5.3

5 https://git.io/JeaGG
6 https://git.io/JeaGZ

7 For a detailed discussion on the Function Hub, we refer to Chapter 3 in general and Section 3.5 in particular.

8 Currently, Java snippets and JARs are supported, as the latter allows using additional dependencies in the
implemented functions.
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the function description using FnO, the Function Handler automatically detects how to
execute the needed function and returns the resulting value back to the RMLProcessor.
We extracted GREL functions and the DBpedia parsing Functions (see Section 2.1.5) as independent libraries at github.com/FnOio/grel-functions-java
and
github.com/FnOio/dbpedia-parsing-functions-scala,
respectively.
Their descriptions using FnO are available at semweb.mmlab.be/ns/grel and
semweb.mmlab.be/ns/dbpedia-functions respectively.
Thus, we can (re-)use these
functions separately from their original systems (i.e., OpenRefine and the DBpedia EF),
but we can also – when using their descriptions in mapping documents – require them as
data transformations within the RMLProcessor.
Our resulting extension of the RMLProcessor overcomes the limitations as stated in
Section 2.1.3. It is capable of combining schema and data transformations. It could already
process R2RML statements, and now, it can also extract the Function Map and allows the
Function Handler to perform the data transformations. Next, the Function Handler is
independent of the RMLProcessor, thus no limitations are enforced between them, and the
system does not depend on the use case, as all schema and data transformations are specified
in the mapping document and the implementations of the needed data transformations are
obtained on the fly. Finally, all data transformations are available as stand-alone libraries,
independent of the use case, the Function Handler, or the RMLProcessor.
We also extended the RMLEditor [24, 28] to support the definition of Function
Maps so users can easily edit mapping documents with declarative data transformations, without needing prior knowledge about RML or FnO. The default version of
the RMLEditor considers the GREL functions, but any other function may be available. A screencast showcasing how the RMLEditor was extended can be found at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-38pkkTxQ1s. In total, users from 16 companies and research
institutes profit from this RMLEditor extension in addition to the DBpedia community.

2.1.5

Application to DBpedia

In this section, we show the current DBpedia generation workflow (Section 2.1.5.1), the
changes we implemented (Section 2.1.5.2), and validate our approach (Section 2.1.5.3).
2.1.5.1

Current generation workflow with the DBpedia EF

DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to extract structured information from
Wikipedia and make this information available on the Web [7]. Data from DBpedia is generated in two parts: The first maps data from the relationships already stored in the underlying relational database tables and the second directly extracts data from the article texts and
infobox templates within the articles [29]. Figure 2.1 shows the current DBpedia EF, specifically focused on the RDF generation from infobox templates (i.e., the second part). The
grey area denotes the DBpedia-specific implementation, and the cogs denote the successive
processing steps.
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…
a)

b)

select

c)

extract

d)

transform schema

transform data

Figure 2.1: The current generation workflow: successive hard-coded processes a) select
pages, b) extract infoboxes, c) transform the schema, and d) transform the data, either by
generating IRIs (bottom arrow) or by using hard-coded parsing functions (top arrow).

…
a)

b)
select

γ)
extract

transform schema
transform data

Figure 2.2: The new generation workflow: after a) selecting pages and b) extracting the
infoboxes using the original framework, γ) both schema and data transformations are combined using an interoperable mapping processor and reusable parsing functions, specified
by a fully declarative mapping document.

Infobox templates are text fragments inside the article text with specific syntax to denote
certain visualizations (e.g., ‘{{’ and ‘}}’ denote the beginning and ending of an infobox
table, respectively). The DBpedia EF consists of the following steps: step a, all Wikipedia
pages containing infobox templates for the relational database are selected. Then, step b,
only the significant templates which are contained in these pages are selected and extracted.
Step c, each template is then parsed to generate the desired triples (i.e., the subject and
predicate-object pairs). Afterwards, step d, object values are further post-processed, i.e.,
i) when these object values contain Wiki links, suitable IRI references are generated (the
bottom arrow of step d in Figure 2.1), otherwise, ii) uniform typed literals are generated by
parsing the strings and numeric values (the top arrow of step d). The data of DBpedia is
structured using the dedicated DBpedia Ontology9 : a cross-domain ontology, which has
been manually created based on the most commonly used infoboxes within Wikipedia.
The extracted infobox contains a textual representation of a list of key-value pairs, e.g.,
9 http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
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the item ‘established = 4 October 1830’. After assigning per key a fixed predicate from
the DBpedia Ontology and a fixed data type to the value [29], each value is processed individually according to that datatype. Wiki links are converted to meaningful IRIs, but
other values need to be parsed. However, since there are not many restrictions on the design of Wikipedia templates, the format of these manually entered values can be very diverse. For instance, when revisiting the previous example, the same date can be written
down as ‘04-10-1830’, ‘1830, 4 10’, ‘October 4th 1830’, etc. Many other types of discrepancies occur, for example, using different numbering formats (e.g., ‘1 000 000’ vs ‘1E6’
vs ‘1 million’), or using different units than specified in the template (e.g., ‘area_km2 =
11,787 sqmi’). This situation is aggravated because information in Wikipedia is crowdsourced, thus these differences in cultures and countries – coming from different contributors of Wikipedia – can occur within one page, together with already existing inaccuracies
inherent to manual entries, such as typos and misspellings.
To accommodate to this situation, the DBpedia EF consists of a large amount of parsing
functions that fruitfully handle most edge cases. Each of these parsing functions was tested
against thousands of values coming from Wikipedia. They are thus very robust and essential
to the generation framework. However, they form an internal set of functions, hard-coded
in the framework. Each change in these parsing functions requires another development
cycle for the entire framework, but, moreover, they cannot be reused for other use cases. As
valuable as these parsing functions are, they are hidden deep within the DBpedia EF.
Hence, the following limitations arise. First, the DBpedia EF successively performs the
schema and then the data transformations, which limits its capabilities, e.g., it is currently
not possible to join multiple values from the infobox templates to form one output value,
nor is it possible to connect with external data sources. Second, all transformations are hardcoded. Changes require knowledge of the source code and involve new development cycles.
Third, all parsing functions are embedded in the framework, making them non-reusable
and use-case specific.
2.1.5.2

New generation workflow with RML and FnO

We apply our system that enables declarative data transformations which can be aligned
with schema transformations to the the DBpedia EF as can be seen in Figure 2.2. In step a,
Wikipedia pages containing infobox templates are selected. Then, in step b, the significant
templates are selected and extracted from those pages. Finally, in step γ, on these templates,
schema and data transformations are performed together to achieve the resulting RDF.
Steps a and b provide the input data and have not changed. Step γ however is performed
using the RMLProcessor, the transformations are declared using a DBpedia mapping document, and the DBpedia parsing functions are used as stand-alone library. The generation of the DBpedia mapping document in RML based on the existing mappings in the
DBpedia EF has been done in previous work10 . This work has been extended to include the
data transformation descriptions.
10 www.mail-archive.com/dbpedia-discussion@lists.sourceforge.net/msg07837.html
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fnoio.github.io/dbpedia-demo/ allows users to try out the possible customizations of
the new DBpedia EF. Changes can be made to a mapping document – used for the countryinfobox template – both for schema and data transformations. Both the DBpedia parsing
functions as the GREL functions are loaded. It is thus possible to, e.g., change string values
using GREL functions, or use a different parsing function, whilst also changing the schema
transformations, without needing prior knowledge of the DBpedia EF.

2.1.5.3

Validation

By applying our approach to DBpedia, we have created a fully declarative system that is
capable of extracting the same RDF data from the Wikipedia infoboxes as the current
DBpedia EF11 . Furthermore, we achieve the following:
Combinable schema and data transformations Before, schema and data transformations were executed in successive steps in the DBpedia EF. Consequently, the data
transformations were executed based on the data type as assigned by the schema transformations and transformations applying to both schema and data were not supported. Now, data transformations can be specified within the structure, not just the
data type, and joining multiple input values, or conditionally assigning types based
on the data values becomes possible.
Independent schema and data transformations Before, all data parsing functions
needed to be hard-coded inside the DBpedia EF, as existing tools did not provide
the required data transformation capabilities. Now, all data parsing functions are
separate libraries, and no dependencies exist between these data parsing functions
and the DBpedia EF.
An interoperable system Before, the DBpedia EF was a hard-coded system depending on
a custom mapping document that mapped keys to predicates of the DBpedia Ontology, after which hard-coded data transformations were performed. Every change
in the generation process required a new development cycle. This explains why the
DBpedia EF has been developed by only forty-eight developers12 . Now, no dependencies exist between the implementation and the specification of the generated knowledge graph, as schema transformations, data transformations, and their alignment are
all specified declaratively. The adjusted RMLProcessor remains a use-case independent system, and the declarations do not depend on any implementation, separating
the concerns of the contributors with those of the developers.
Reusable data transformations Before, all data parsing functions were embedded in the
DBpedia EF, making it even harder for developers to improve its code. The core team
that improved the DBpedia EF parsing functions consisted of barely six out of the
11 For a detailed evaluation of the RDF data comparison between the two frameworks, we refer to Section 2.2.5.1.
12 See github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework, accessed November 6th 2019.
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forty-eight people. Now, all parsing functions exist as a stand-alone library, without
dependencies to the original DBpedia EF, RML or FnO. They can be used and improved or extended by anyone, for any use case. The common problem of parsing
manually entered data has just become easier as this set of functions can now freely
be used: it has been tested on the Wikipedia corpus, is capable of resolving many
typos and ambiguities, and now no longer depends on the use case or data source
type. Its usage has been made user-friendly by including data transformations in the
RMLEditor.

2.1.6

Conclusion and Future Work

Knowledge graph generation encompasses both schema and data transformations. However, in this section, we identified that data transformations in current knowledge graph
generation processes are not combinable with the schema transformations, restricted by the
mapping language, part of a case-specific system, or non-reusable.
Our proposed approach specifies data transformations declaratively and aligns them
with declarative schema transformations. We employed this approach by aligning FnO with
RML and provided an implementation by extending the RMLProcessor and building the
Function Handler. As validated on the DBpedia EF, schema and data transformations remain independent but are combinable. The created system is interoperable and data transformations are reusable across systems and data sources. The DBpedia EF now supports
more schema and data transformations, separates the concerns between contributors and
developers, and the DBpedia parsing functions are available as independent libraries.
In the future, we aim to reuse well-tested descriptive data transformations, such as the
DBpedia parsing functions to facilitate different use cases.

2.2

Sustainable Knowledge Graph Generation

Wouter Maroy, Anastasia Dimou, Dimitris Kontokostas, Ben De Meester, Ruben Verborgh, Jens Lehmann, Erik Mannens, and Sebastian Hellman
Published as “Sustainable Linked Data Generation: The Case of DBpedia,” in The
Semantic Web – ISWC 2017: 16th International Semantic Web Conference, Vienna, Austria,
October 21–25, 2017, Proceedings, Part II, Vienna, Austria, 2017, vol. 10588, pp. 297–313.
Abstract
DBpedia EF, the generation framework behind one of the Linked Open Data
cloud’s central interlinking hubs, has limitations with regard to quality, coverage and
sustainability of the generated dataset. DBpedia can be further improved both on
schema and data level. Errors and inconsistencies can be addressed by amending
(i) the DBpedia EF; (ii) the DBpedia mapping rules; or (iii) Wikipedia itself from
which it extracts information. However, even though the DBpedia EF and mapping
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rules are continuously evolving and several changes were applied to both of them,
there are no significant improvements on the DBpedia dataset since its limitations were
identified. To address these shortcomings, we propose adapting a different semanticdriven approach that decouples, in a declarative manner, the extraction, transformation and mapping rules execution. In this section, we provide details regarding the new
DBpedia EF, its architecture, technical implementation and extraction results. This
way, we achieve an enhanced data generation process, which can be broadly adopted,
and that improves its quality, coverage and sustainability.

2.2.1

Introduction

The DBpedia Extraction Framework (DBpedia EF) [30] extracts raw data from Wikipedia
and makes it available as a knowledge graph, forming the well-known and broadly used
DBpedia dataset. The majority of the DBpedia dataset is derived through Wikipedia infobox templates, after being annotated by the DBpedia ontology13 [30]. The DBpedia dataset
is further enriched with additional information derived from the articles such as free text,
abstracts, images, links to other Web pages, and tables. Mapping Templates, i.e., rules generating most of the DBpedia dataset from Wikipedia are executed by the DBpedia EF, defined
by a world-wide crowd-sourcing effort, and maintained via the DBpedia mappings wiki14 .
Even though DBpedia is one of the central interlinking hubs in the Linked Open Data
(LOD) cloud [31], its generation framework has limitations that reflect on the generated
dataset [32, 33]. We distinguish two types of issues with DBpedia:
schema-level rules that define how to apply vocabularies to raw data [34, 35, 33], e.g.,
the dbo:militaryBranch property is used for entities of dbo:MilitaryUnit type, but
it should only be used with entities of dbo:Person type [36].
data-level extracted, or processed and transformed data values. The former includes incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant extracted values and datatypes, or not (well-)recognized
templates [32]; the latter issues with parsing values [37], interpreting/converting
units [37], or transforming cardinal direction [22].
Errors or inconsistencies in DBpedia can be addressed by amending the DBpedia EF,
mapping rules, or Wikipedia itself [32]. However, even though several changes were applied
to both the DBpedia EF and mapping rules [30], quality issues still persist. For instance, 32%
of its mapping rules are involved in at least one inconsistency [36], and more than half of all
cardinal direction relations are still invalid or incorrect [22]. These issues challenge DBpedia
dataset’s usage, hence the demands for DBpedia EF to improve in terms of expressivity, i.e.,
level of details that a user can specify in mapping rules, semantic ﬂexibility, i.e., possibility
to interchange among different schemas, and modularity, i.e., declarative rules and modular
components for extraction, transformation and mapping. Given that quality issues persist
13 http://dbpedia.org/ontology/

14 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/Main_Page
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over a long period of time [36, 22], the custom DBpedia EF appears to not meet the above
and more foundational changes are required.
In this work, we show that the coupling among extraction, i.e., retrieving data from
Wikipedia, transformation, i.e., processing the extracted data values, and mapping rules execution, i.e., applying semantic annotations to the retrieved and transformed data values, contributes to DBpedia EF’s inadequacy to cope with the increasing demands for high quality
knowledge graphs. While just decoupling these processes and keeping them hard-coded is
just (re-)engineering, we look into a radical solution that turns the DBpedia EF more semantic rather than just a black-box. The goal is to adjust the current DBpedia EF and provide
a general-purpose and more sustainable framework that enables more added value. For instance, in terms of semantic flexibility, interchanging among different schema annotations
should be supported, instead of e.g., being coupled to a certain ontology as it is now, and
allowing only certain semantic representation.
In this section, we show how we incorporate in the existing DBpedia EF a generalpurpose semantic-driven knowledge graph generation approach, based on RML [5]. It
replaces the current solution, decouples extraction, transformations and conditions from
DBpedia EF, and enables generating a high quality knowledge graph for DBpedia. The activities to achieve this solution started as a GSoC2016 project15,16 and continue till nowadays.
Our contribution is three-fold: we (i) outline the limitations of the current DBpedia EF;
(ii) identify the requirements for a more sustainable approach; and (iii) incorporate a generic
approach that fulfills those requirements to the current DBpedia EF and compare the two
approaches.
The section is organized as follows: after outlining the state of the art (Section 2.2.2),
we detail the current DBpedia EF limitations and requirements for a sustainable framework (Section 2.2.3). In Section 2.2.4, we introduce our approach, and provide a corresponding implementation. In Section 2.2.5, we provide the results of our approach’s evaluation. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in Section 2.2.6.

2.2.2

Background and Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in knowledge graph generation (Section 2.2.2.1) and
we outline the current DBpedia EF functionality (Section 2.2.2.2).
2.2.2.1

State of the Art

In the past, case-speciﬁc solutions were established for knowledge graph generation, which
couple schema and data transformations. XSLT- or XPath-based approaches were established for generating knowledge graphs from data originally in XML format, e.g.,
AstroGrid-D. 17 . There are also query-oriented languages that combine SPARQL with
15 www.mail-archive.com/dbpedia-discussion@lists.sourceforge.net/msg07837.html
16 summerofcode.withgoogle.com/archive/2016/projects/5147656280080384/
17 http://www.gac-grid.de/project-products/Software/XML2RDF.html
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other languages or custom alignments to the underlying data structure. For instance, XSPARQL [16] maps data in XML format and Tarql18 data in CSV. Nevertheless, those approaches cannot be extended to cover other data sources.
Different approaches emerged to define data transformations declaratively, such as
VOLT [22] for SPARQL, Hydra [21] for Web Services, or FnO [8]. Hydra or VOLT depend on the underlying system (Web Services and SPARQL, respectively), thus their use
is inherently limited to it. Using Hydra descriptions for executing transformations only
works online, whereas VOLT only works for data already existing in a SPARQL endpoint.
Describing the transformations using FnO does not include this dependency, thus allows
for reuse in other use cases and technologies.
2.2.2.2

DBpedia Extraction Framework

The DBpedia Extraction Framework (DBpedia EF) generates the DBpedia dataset [30]. It
extracts data from Wikipedia, such as infobox templates or abstracts. The DBpedia EF
consumes a source, i.e., an abstraction of a set of Wiki pages in wikitext syntax, parses it
with a Wiki parser, and transforms it in an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). To process the
page’s content, several AST-processing components, called extractors (e.g., Mapping Extractor, Geo Extractor), traverse a Wiki page’s AST and generate RDF triples. Eventually
the DBpedia EF forwards them to a sink that outputs them to different datasets based on
their properties.
Extractors The core DBpedia EF components are the extractors, whose common main
functionality is to traverse the AST-representation of a Wiki page and generate RDF triples
based on the syntax tree and other heuristics. Many extractors contribute in forming the
DBpedia dataset [30, Section 2.2]. A prominent one is the Mapping-Based Infobox Extractor, which uses manually written mapping rules that relate infoboxes in Wikipedia to terms
in DBpedia ontology, and generates RDF triples. It is the most important extractor, as the
most valuable content of DBpedia dataset is derived from infoboxes [30], and covers the
greatest part of the DBpedia ontology. Infobox templates are defined in wiki syntax and
summarize information related to a page’s article in a structured, consistent format which
is presented on the article’s page as a table with attribute-value pairs.
Mapping-Based Infobox Extractor This extractor uses community-provided, but
manually written mapping rules, which are available at the DBpedia Mappings Wiki.19 The
mappings wiki enables users to collaboratively create and edit mapping rules, specified in
the custom DBpedia Mapping Language. The DBpedia Mapping Language relies on MediaWiki templates to define the DBpedia ontology classes and properties and align them
with the corresponding template elements [30]. A mapping rule assigns a type from the
18 https://tarql.github.io/

19 http://mappings.dbpedia.org
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DBpedia ontology to entities that are described by the corresponding infobox and the infobox’s attributes are mapped to DBpedia ontology properties. This extractor traverses the
AST and finds infoboxes for which user-defined mapping rules were created. The infoboxes’
attribute-value pairs are extracted and RDF triples are generated.
DBpedia mapping language The custom DBpedia mapping language is in wikitext syntax and is used to define how RDF triples are generated from the infoboxes. Each mapping
template contains mapping rules for a certain infobox template, such as geocoordinates and
date intervals. The mapping rules might specify another mapping template for an infobox
property to help the DBpedia EF produce a high quality knowledge graph [30]. The following exemplary mapping document contains three different mapping templates: (i) a class
mapping (listing 2.4, line 2) that maps articles that use that template to the DBpedia Automobile class, (ii) a property mapping template (line 4), which maps the name attribute in
the infobox to foaf:name and, (iii) a date interval mapping template (line 7), which splits
the production attribute (which should be a start and end date) and semantically annotates
each part with different ontology terms.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

{{TemplateMapping
| mapToClass = Automobile
| mappings =
{{PropertyMapping
| templateProperty = name
| ontologyProperty = foaf:name }}
{{DateIntervalMapping
| templateProperty = production
| startDateOntologyProperty = productionStartDate
| endDateOntologyProperty = productionEndDate }} }}

Listing 2.4: extract of a DBpedia mapping templates in wikitext syntax

2.2.3

Limitations and Requirements

To address DBpedia dataset quality issues, the current DBpedia EF limitations need to be
addressed by adopting a more sustainable approach. In this section, we discuss the current
limitations (Section 2.2.3.1) and requirements for a sustainable framework (Section 2.2.3.2)
that enables higher quality knowledge graph generation.
2.2.3.1

Limitations

The current DBpedia EF has the following limitations:
Mapping rules and implementation coupling Although a set of DBpedia Mapping
Templates (DMT) is available, the DBpedia community is limited to this set only
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and cannot easily introduce new ones. The reason is that the DMTs translation happens directly inside the DBpedia EF. Thus, different mapping rules that are defined
in each DMT are coupled to their implementation. Some rules, such as transformation of values are, in some case, more flexible to change. For example, changing
the language value from ‘de’ to ‘el’, or converting a string to an IRI by appending a namespace, can be done directly from the mapping rules. However, there
are still many useful mapping rules that are not supported without adjusting the
DBpedia EF. For instance, combining different values of an infobox is not supported.
Any community member who would like to adjust the mapping rules should be
aware of how to develop the DBpedia EF and Linked Data principles. Extending, adjusting, or adding a new template requires (i) extending the current custom DBpedia
mapping language, by specifying and documenting the new constructs, and (ii) providing the corresponding implementation to extract these constructs to generate the
corresponding RDF triples.
Extending the language is not straightforward and is performed in an ad-hoc manner,
while the corresponding implementation is developed as custom solutions, hampering the DBpedia EF maintenance.

Transformations and implementation coupling The DBpedia community can neither
adjust nor add new transformations because the mapping rules only refer to schema
transformations. Transformations over extracted data values are hard-coded and executed at different places within the DBpedia EF, from extraction to mapping and
RDF generation. For instance, the actual value for the birth_date property of Person infobox is {{Birth date and age|yyyy|mm|dd}}. The DBpedia EF, parses and extracts this to a valid XSD date value, i.e., "yyyy-mm-dd". If another date format is
desired, it is required to be implemented within the DBpedia EF. Similarly, for the
mapping rules that use the DBpedia ontology, DBpedia EF retrieves the DBpedia
ontology predicates’ range and uses the defined range to transform the values accordingly. For example, for object properties the DBpedia EF tries to extract only links,
and for datatype properties custom parsers for numbers, floats, dates etc. are applied.
Nonetheless, there are cases where the values can be of different types and the users
cannot override this behavior without extending the DBpedia EF. Another limitation is the hard-coded unit measurements calculations which, when combined with
not consistently formatted input, can lead to wrong values [37]. Overall, the DBpedia
dataset is restricted to certain transformations which cannot be easily amended, unless the DBpedia EF is amended, which on its own turn, is not so trivial. Even reusing
existing transformation functions requires adjusting the DBpedia EF.
Hard-coded mapping rules The DBpedia community cannot adjust all RDF triples
which form the DBpedia dataset, because not all of them are generated based on
mapping rules. Certain RDF terms and triples are generated without mapping
rules being defined, but the DBpedia EF generates them based on hard-coded mapping rules. Adjusting such mapping rules requires adjusting the DBpedia EF. For
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instance, each RDF triples’s subject is dependent on the context of the extraction’s execution. Entities in localized datasets (a DBpedia dataset within a certain language) are identified with a subject that is a language specific IRI, e.g.,
the http://lang.dbpedia.org/resource/resource namespace is used in the different DBpedia language editions. Generating RDF terms that represent entities with other identifiers or adding new entities cannot be expressed with
a mapping rule. For instance, adjusting the aforementioned IRI template to
http://lang.dbpedia.org/example/resource or generating another entity with a
different IRI, such as http://example.com/resource, requires adjusting the implementation. Overall, configuring current mapping rules has limited influence on most
RDF terms and triples generation.

Restricted to the DBpedia ontology The DBpedia community cannot use other
schema(s) to annotate the Wikipedia pages, than the DBpedia ontology. The current
mapping extractor functions only with DBpedia ontology, e.g., the predicate
depends on the ontology term used for a certain attribute of an infobox. This occurs
because the DBpedia EF interprets the context and selects the corresponding parser
based on where the mapping template is used and which ontology term is selected.
For instance, the dbo:date triggers the Data parser. If an ontology term is not added
to the DBpedia ontology, it cannot be used, e.g., only the dbo:location may be used
to indicate an entity’s location. Other vocabularies, such as the geo20 vocabulary,
cannot be used unless imported into the DBpedia ontology. Incorporating any
other vocabulary requires adjusting the DBpedia EF, because the extractor will not
recognize its properties, namely, it will not generate RDF triples if geo:location
is provided. Only certain vocabularies, such as dcterms21 or foaf22 , are supported.
Similarly, the assigned data type is also dependent on the mapping template and
ontology term, e.g., the area in square kilometers generates an xsd:double but also a
DBpedia datatype (dbo:areaTotal) that depends on the used predicate.
Domain validation If the DBpedia community uses ontology terms which cause violations, there is no support for schema validation. Domain validation of the mapping templates defined in the custom DBpedia mapping language cannot be supported [34]. Nevertheless, the DBpedia dataset quality would significantly improve
if schema violations are applied to the mapping templates [32, 34, 36]. Currently
custom DBpedia mapping templates are only validated for syntax violations (using
the Mapping Syntax Validator23 [30]).
20 http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
21 http://purl.org/dc/terms/

22 http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
23 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/mappings/en/validate/
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2.2.3.2

Requirements

Adjusting the DBpedia EF with a general-purpose knowledge graph generation tool allows to adopt a more sustainable solution and enables generating higher quality knowledge
graphs. Such a sustainable approach has the following requirements:
1. Declarative mapping rules
The DBpedia community should be able to directly edit, adjust, and define mapping rules for all RDF triples which are generated,
while the underlying implementation should interpret them in each case. Hence, a
declarative language is required to express all mapping rules. A corresponding underlying implementation should generate all RDF triples relying on declaratively
defined mapping rules, which refer to either schema or data transformations [38].
If the DBpedia mapping rules are formalized in a generic and complete approach,
the DBpedia EF mapping process and maintenance will be improved, and, thus, the
DBpedia dataset quality will improve too, as indicated by e.g., [34, 36].
2. Modular and decoupled implementation The DBpedia community should be
able to add new mapping rules for schema annotations, and alternate or add new
transformation rules, as well as data transformation libraries, without requiring adjusting the underlying implementation. The extraction, transformation, mapping
and RDF generation should be decoupled from each other, but aligned as modular
components which can be extended or replaced when, e.g., other or new transformations are desired [38].
3. Machine-interpretable mapping rules
The DBpedia community should be
able to build applications which can automatically process the mapping rules.
To achieve this, mapping rules should be interpretable by both humans and machines [5]. For instance, machine-interpretable mapping rules can be assessed not
only for syntax but also for schema validation. More, the results of the validation
might be automatically processed, as in, e.g., with [34, 36], or automated mapping
rules generation might occur as indicated by [39, 24].
4. Vocabulary-independent solution The DBpedia community should be able to
generate each time any data model is desired, uniquely identify entities as desired, as
well as annotate data values derived from Wikipedia pages relying on any vocabulary.
Mapping rules should be defined and executed, and RDF terms and triples should
be generated, independently of the vocabulary used to annotate the extracted data
values.

2.2.4

Sustainable DBpedia EF with RML

To overcome the current DBpedia EF limitations, we developed a solution that fulfills the
aforementioned requirements. R2RML [4] is a W3C standardized language for defining
mapping rules to generate knowledge graphs from data residing in relational databases.
The RDF Mapping Language (RML) [5] extends R2RML [4] to enable specifying how
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knowledge graphs are generated from sources in different (semi-)structured formats, such
as CSV, XML, and JSON. Mapping rules in RML are expressed as RDF triples (Requirement 3) and any vocabulary can be used to annotate the data (Requirement 4). Thanks to
its extensibility [5], RML can also cover wikitext syntax to generate knowledge graphs from
Wikipedia (Requirement 1). Moreover, RML is aligned with FnO [8], an ontology to define
data transformations declaratively (Requirement 1). The RMLMapper executes mapping
rules expressed in RML, while the FnO Processor interprets data transformations expressed
in FnO and discovers corresponding libraries that execute them (Requirement 2).
In this section, we discuss how we replaced the existing Infobox based Mapping Extractor, which is custom for DBpedia EF, with the RMLMapper24 and challenges we faced. The
transition to the new solution was fulfilled in three steps:
1. Mapping rules translation The DBpedia mapping rules were translated in RML
(schema) and FnO (data transformation) statements (Section 2.2.4.1);
2. Transformations decoupling The DBpedia Parsing Functions were decoupled
from the DBpedia EF and aggregated in a distinct module (Section 2.2.4.2);
3. Mapping rules execution The RMLMapper was integrated as extractor (the RMLExtractor) in the DBpedia EF (Section 2.2.4.3) to execute the mapping rules.
2.2.4.1

Mapping rules translation

To take advantage of the RML-based solution, we needed to translate the custom DBpedia
mapping rules into RML statements. This was one of the most labor-intensive tasks of the
integration process and it was performed in two phases, firstly the translation and, then, the
decoupling. In more details:
1. The custom mapping templates in wikitext syntax were translated in RML statements. The RML mapping rules after the first phase can be found at http://
mappings.dbpedia.org/server/mappings/en/pages/rdf/.
2. The mapping rules which were embedded in the DBpedia EF were expressed as RML
statements and the data transformations as FnO statements. Every mapping template was assigned its own function, e.g., the DateInterval Template was assigned
the DateInterval Function with some parameters. Moreover, we added basic functions like ExtractDate, which extracts and processes dates from a value. The RML
mapping rules after this phase can be found at http://mappings.dbpedia.org/rml_
mappings-201705.zip.
Manually translating all mapping rules in RML would have been difficult, hence, a temporary extension in the DBpedia EF was built to automate the translation25 . This extension
24 https://github.com/RMLio/RML-Mapper
25 https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/tree/rml/server/src/main/scala/org/dbpedia/

extraction/server/resources/rml
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1 <#infobox_country_mapping_en> rr:subjectMap <subject_mapping_1>;
2

rml:predicateObjectMap <pom_mapping_1>.

3
4 <subject_map_1> rr:template "http://en.dbpedia.org/resource/{wikititle}".
5
6 <pom_mapping_1> rr:predicateMap [ rr:constant dbo:name ];
7

rr:objectMap [ rml:reference "common_name"; rr:datatype xsd:string ].

8
9 dbf:extract-entity a fno:Function ;
10
11
12
13

fno:name
"generates a DBpedia IRI" ;
dcterms:description "returns an entity" ;
fno:expects ( [ fno:predicate dbf:property ] ) ;
fno:output ( [ fno:predicate dbf:entity ] ) .

14
15 :exe a fno:Execution ;
16
17
18

fno:executes dbf:extractEntity ;
dbf:property "Bill Gates";
dbf:entity dbr:Bill_Gates .

Listing 2.5: RML mapping rules and FnO data transformations

builds on top of the RMLModel26 , and can be run both within the DBpedia EF and standalone. To generate the new RML mapping rules, the original custom DBpedia mapping
rules are loaded by the DBpedia EF. Once loaded, the mapping rules are represented in
the DBpedia EF data structures and based on these, RML mapping rules are automatically
generated. Each template is translated into RML statements and are dumped to a file.
The RML building blocks are Triples Maps (Listing 2.5: line 1) which define how RDF
triples are generated. A Triples Map consists of three main parts: the Logical Source, the
Subject Map and zero or more Predicate-Object Maps. The Subject Map (line 4) defines
how unique identifiers (IRI) are generated for the mapped resources and used as subject of
all RDF triples generated from this Triples Map. A Predicate-Object Map (line 2) consists of
Predicate Maps, which define the rule that generates the triple’s predicate (line 6) and Object
Maps (line 7) or Referencing Object Maps, which define how the triple’s object is generated.
The Subject Map, the Predicate Map and the Object Map are Term Maps, namely rules that
generate an RDF term (an IRI, a blank node or a literal).
The Function Ontology (FnO) [8, 25] allows declaring and describing functions uniformly, unambiguously, and independently of their implementation technology. A function (fno:Function, Listing 2.5: line 9) is an activity which has input parameters (line 12),
output (line 13), and implements certain algorithm(s). A parameter is the description of
a function’s input value. An output is the description of its output value. An execution (fno:Execution, line 15) assigns values to the function’s parameters for a certain execution. For instance, dbf:extractEntity (line 9) is a function extracted from DBpedia EF
and generates a DBpedia IRI (line 18) for a given Wikipedia title (line 17) which is passed as
26 https://github.com/RMLio/RML-Model
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parameter. An Execution (line 15) can be instantiated to bind a value to the parameter. The
result is then bound to that Execution via the dbf:entity property (line 18).
Addressed challenges While the original DBpedia mapping templates mainly build on
top of a core template, different templates emerged to cover specific cases, such as templates
for geocoordinates and date intervals. Therefore, we had to make sure that each extension
and each edge case is covered and RML mapping rules are automatically generated. Nevertheless, a few cases were deliberately excluded because they were not used, or they were
introduced only for very rare or specific cases; others were omitted because they did not
produce sustainable IRIs (see Section 2.2.5.1 for details). For the latter, the community still
needs to agree on a more sustainable modeling. Moreover, we had to interpret each parameter’s underlying functionality and to describe it declaratively. Last, the mapping rules and
data transformations which were embedded in the DBpedia EF should also be declaratively
described and this required manually defining additional RML mapping rules. Refining
and extending the mapping rules required several iterations before we reached a version that
generates the same RDF triples as the current DBpedia EF. Moreover, even though it is convenient that certain RDF statements are generated without the community being involved,
the complete lack of control (over what is generated or how the data values are transformed)
is often the cause for deteriorated DBpedia dataset quality [32, 37]. Then again, declaratively
defining everything causes an overhead when editing the mapping rules. Nevertheless, it is
not expected that the DBpedia community will directly edit the mapping rules, as a corresponding interface is foreseen (GSoC201727 ).
2.2.4.2

Transformations decoupling

The custom DBpedia mapping rules allow the DBpedia community to partially define how
a knowledge graph is generated from Wikipedia (schema transformations), without allowing to customize the transformation of extracted data values (data transformations) to form
the desired knowledge graph. The data transformations are hard-coded in DBpedia EF and
restricted to what is implemented. To this end, after formally describing all DBpedia mapping rules and transformations, we decoupled their implementation from the DBpedia EF.
All template functionalities were extracted and gathered into an independent module
which can be found at https://github.com/FnOio/dbpedia-parsing-functions-scala/.
The FnO Processor is integrated as an independent module in the RMLMapper. It uses the
DBpedia data transformation declarations in FnO to retrieve and execute the corresponding
implementation each time.
A function might disclose the functionality of a certain mapping template, e.g., the
Property Mapping Template28 became the Simple Property Function29 . Moreover, other
27 https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/archive/2017/projects/4695651371712512/s
28
https : / / github . com / dbpedia / extraction - framework

/ blob /
0496309a0e142b27d940e9d8baa25446b1da4ccb / core / src / main / scala / org / dbpedia / extraction / mappings /
SimplePropertyMapping.scala
29 https : / / github . com / FnOio / dbpedia - parsing - functions - scala / blob / 4e3c35f / src / main / scala /
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functions were isolated from the DBpedia EF which performed data transformations without a mapping template being involved. There were three major cases: (i) the extract-entity
function30 which takes a value of an infobox and creates a DBpedia IRI from it, e.g., it takes
‘{{Melinda gates}}’ and returns <http://dbpedia.org/Melinda_Gates>; (ii) the dates function which takes a date and generates a valid XSD date; and (iii) the string function which
removes the wikitext syntax and returns the actual data value. All of these functions can be
reused beyond the DBpedia EF scope.
Besides data transformations, there were mapping rules which were embedded in the
DBpedia EF and they generated RDF triples automatically without having corresponding mapping rules, such as the datatype annotations, i.e., http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema # double, and the custom DBpedia datatypes, e.g., https : / / dbpedia . org /
ontology/PopulatedPlace/areaTotal.
Addressed challenges It was challenging to identify each single transformation the current DBpedia EF has, as they were spread all over the implementation. The mapping rules
only provide a very abstract and high level idea (e.g., dates or coordinates). Moreover, extracting those transformations and gathering them as an independent module for reuse beyond the scope of DBpedia required thorough analysis of the DBpedia EF implementation.
The heuristics of these functions are optimized for a large number of cases and their reuse
would contribute on improving the quality of datasets beyond DBpedia.
2.2.4.3

Mapping rules execution

The generation procedure of DBpedia EF is data-driven. Namely, the knowledge graph
generation is driven by the data sources and an extract of data is considered each time the
applicable mapping rules are executed; in contrast to mapping-driven where the mapping
rules request for the applicable data.
To make sure that the performance remains good, the mapping rules are pre-loaded.
This offers faster lookups among the mapping rules, compared to re-loading them every
time from the hard-disk. The RML mapping rules are executed by triggering the RMLExtractor. In the beginning of each generation process, the RML-MapDocHandler31 loads
all RML mapping rules which are considered for generating DBpedia in memory. Once all
RML mapping templates are loaded, the DBpedia dataset generation is initiated. The data
is extracted from all Wikipedia pages and the Extraction Manager forwards the incoming
AST to all configured extractors, including the RMLExtractor. The RMLExtractor processes the data to identify the infobox templates which are included in a certain Wiki page.
When an infobox template is found, the corresponding RML mapping rules are identified and once all relevant ones are gathered, the RMLMapper is triggered with the AST
and mapping rules as input. For instance, when the RMLExtractor finds an infobox, e.g.,
functions/implementations/SimplePropertyFunction.scala
30 https : / / github . com / FnOio / dbpedia - parsing - functions - scala / blob / 4e3c35f / src / main / scala /
functions/implementations/core/ExtractEntityFunction.scala
31 https://github.com/RMLio/RML-MapDocHandler
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Infobox_person, the RMLExtractor will load the corresponding RML mapping rules, e.g.,
Mapping_en:Infobox_person.rml.ttl. The infobox associated with each set of RML map-

ping rules are provided to the RMLMapper which processes these inputs and returns RDF
triples. Eventually, the RMLExtractor forwards all generated RDF triples to an output sink.
Addressed challenges Developing an RMLExtractor that performs large extractions
from a Wikipedia dataset within an acceptable time frame had some complexities. The
RMLMapper was not designed for being used as an external module: adaptations had to
be made to make the integration with DBpedia EF possible. Additionally, the RMLMapper does not process datasets in parallel, whereas the DBpedia EF exploits parallel processing. These obstacles have been addressed, but there is still room for improvement. Besides performance, there were issues with processing steps (e.g., storing triples in specific
datasets) during mapping rules executions. These processing steps were initially executed
by the DBpedia EF but were adapted: with the new approach, the RMLMapper handles
the mapping execution, instead of the DBpedia EF.
2.2.4.4

New DBpedia architecture

Figure 2.3: The original Mappings Extractor (left) versus the new RML Extractor (right).
The DBpedia EF allows adding different extractors to fulfill different knowledge graph
generation processes. Taking advantage of its modularity, a new extractor was built, called
the RMLExtractor. The DBpedia EF with the RMLExtractor can be found at https://
github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/tree/rml.
The RMLExtractor, as every other extractor, is available when a user triggers DBpedia’s
generation. It is independent of other extractors and processes each AST to generate RDF
triples for the infobox values that are contained in the AST based on the loaded RML mapping templates. The RMLExtractor wraps up the RMLMapper which is used as a library
(Figure 2.3, right). Each infobox together with the associated mapping template is given as
input to the RMLMapper, generating the corresponding RDF triples. The RMLMapper
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depends on the Function Handler (FnO Processor)32 which depends on the DBpedia Parsing Functions33 . The FnO Processor parses the FnO statements [25] which are included in
the DBpedia mapping rules. Afterwards, it fetches the functions and executes them, using
values derived from each extraction as parameters. The DBpedia Parsing Functions were
extracted from the DBpedia data parsers and were put in an independent module which
can be reused beyond the DBpedia EF scope.

2.2.5

Evaluation

The new approach was compared with the existing DBpedia EF with respect to coverage (Section 2.2.5.1) (to show it is capable of generating an equivalent knowledge graph compared to the existing DBpedia EF), performance (Section 2.2.5.2) (to show it generates the
knowledge graph in reasonable time), and ﬂexibility (Section 2.2.5.3) (to show how it enables easier improvements to new versions of the DBpedia knowledge graph).

2.2.5.1

Coverage

We generated RDF triples for 16,244,162 pages of the English Wikipedia (version 20170501),
both with the current Mapping Extractor and new RMLExtractor. The former extraction
yielded 62,474,123 RDF triples in total, the latter 52,887,156. In terms of entities, 4,747,597
are extracted with the current, whereas 4,683,709 entities are extracted with RMLExtractor,
offering 98% coverage.
The subset of RDF triples which overlap was verified to be the same but the RDF
datasets differ in size. Even though the mapping rules of all languages were translated in
RML statements, certain mapping rules were deliberately omitted, due to the following
three reasons. First, unsustainable IRIs; the DBpedia EF itself generates intermediate entities whose IRI is generated relying on an iterator, e.g., http://dbpedia.org/resource/
Po_(river)__mouthPosition__1. Assigning IRIs this way does not generate sustainable
identifiers. Therefore, those mapping rules were temporarily omitted, until the DBpedia
community decides – now that this can be resolved outside of the DBpedia EF – on how
they should be modeled in a more sustainable fashion. Second, custom DBpedia datatypes;
the DBpedia EF generates additional RDF triples with custom DBpedia datatypes for units
of properties. We omitted them from the RML mapping rules because there is still discussion on whether these should be included in the dataset or not. Third, RDF triples added
by the DBpedia EF ; These are RDF triples generated from a value of an infobox, if the article’s text contains a IRI with this value. Currently the RMLMapper does not support
referencing the articles text, thus generating those RDF triples is temporarily omitted, until
the RMLMapper is configured to work with data from Wikipedia beyond infoboxes.
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Figure 2.4: Performance comparison: Mappings Extractor vs RML Extractor

2.2.5.2

Performance

The prototype RMLExtractor generates the DBpedia dataset in reasonable time. Currently,
performance is put aside for more sustainable mapping rules and data transformations, as
achieving sustainability is much more important than speed, which may be optimized in
the future. The RMLExtractor is still on average 0.46ms slower per page than the original framework. Namely the RMLExtractor requires 1.31ms/page, compared to the original
DBpedia EF which requires 0.85ms/page. On a larger scale the RMLExtractor generates a
knowledge graph from 16,244,162 pages in 5 hours and 56 minutes, compared to the current DBpedia EF which requires 3 hours and 50 minutes (35% slower than the DBpedia EF,
Figure 2.4).
2.2.5.3

Flexibility

The mapping rules, being RDF triples, can be (automatically) updated and other semantic
annotations can be applied or other datasets can be generated from Wikipedia. For instance,
relying on the DBpedia mapping rules and the alignment of DBpedia with schema.org34 ,
we translated the RML mapping rules for DBpedia, but any other vocabulary may be used
too. This way, we can generate a DBpedia dataset with schema.org annotations, instead
of only using the DBpedia ontology. This was accomplished by generating a new RML
mapping file with schema.org annotations, based on the mapping rules with the DBpedia
ontology annotations. The extracted data values are transformed to a clean format by relying on the same FnO functions which are specified in the RML mapping rules. Our
32 https://github.com/FnOio/function-processor-java
33 https://github.com/FnOio/dbpedia-parsing-functions-fno

34 http://schema.org
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exemplary case was based on the Infobox_person mapping template that generates RDF
triples for entities of person type. An extraction was done over 16,244,162 pages, 191,288
Infobox_persons were found. 1,026,143 RDF triples were generated. Indicatively, 179,037
RDF triples were generated with schema:name property, 54,664 with schema:jobTitle,
23,751 with schema.org:nationality, 144,907 with schema.org:birthPlace, and 139,488
with schema.org:birthDate. The dataset is available at http://mappings.dbpedia.org/
person_schema.dataset.ttl.bz2.

2.2.6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this section, we presented a generic and semantics-driven approach to replace the Mapping Extractor in DBpedia EF which contributes to the adoption of Semantic Web technologies and Linked Data principles. Thereby, we address several major challenges that currently exist in the DBpedia generation process. We show that our solution can generate the
same knowledge graph with a more sustainable and reusable process, without prohibitively
increasing the execution time.
The resulting new DBpedia EF is easier to maintain, as changes are limited to declarative mapping and transformation rules. We moved from a tightly coupled architecture to
a sustainable knowledge graph generation approach, as the extractor code no longer requires
modifications to improve the knowledge graph generation. This better prepares DBpedia
for changes, and thereby also facilitates quality improvements to the output. Indeed, many
errors and inconsistencies in DBpedia are either due to the old DBpedia EF [32] – which our
solution succeeds – or the DBpedia ontology [36] – which can more easily be adjusted [36]
or replaced thanks to our solution. More, tools exist to help the user improve the mappings:
we can validate the mappings themselves, catching potential inconsistencies before they are
generated [34], and employ existing works that rank mapping inconsistencies [40, 41].
Because of the above reasons, the DBpedia community will apply our solution as the
default setup for generating DBpedia in the future. The source code is already available on
the official DBpedia GitHub repository in a separate branch.
Importantly, and in contrast to the old DBpedia EF, the solution we propose is not specific to DBpedia and can be applied to other use cases. For example, YAGO is also created
from Wikipedia based on rules [42], and as such, future work is to review those rules and see
how they could be translated to RML+FnO rules. As the solution is use-case independent,
any part of the knowledge graph generation can be reused to generate other datasets, e.g.,
the mapping and transformation rules, and the transformation functions that were written
as small, reusable units. As this functionality becomes shared with other generation workflows, any improvement to them will directly lead to improvements in others. Sustainability
thereby spreads beyond just DBpedia.
This work gives rise to several opportunities for future work. A user interface is planned
and will enable people to collaboratively create, update, and manage DBpedia generation,
while assessing the impact of using new ontologies becomes straightforward. By improving the DBpedia generation sustainability, we not only improve DBpedia today, but enable
continuous advancements in the future.
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Abstract

Functions are essential building blocks of information retrieval and information
management. However, efforts implementing these functions are fragmented: one
function has multiple implementations, within specific development contexts. This
inhibits reuse: metadata of functions and associated implementations need to be found
across various search interfaces, and implementation integration requires human interpretation and manual adjustments. An approach is needed, independent of development context and enabling description and exploration of functions and (automatic)
instantiation of associated implementations. In this chapter, after collecting scenarios and deriving corresponding requirements, we (i) propose an approach that facilitates functions’ description, publication, and exploration by modeling and publishing abstract function descriptions and their links to concrete implementations; and
(ii) enable implementations’ automatic instantiation by exploiting those published descriptions. This way, we can link to existing implementations, and provide a uniform
detailed search interface across development contexts. The proposed model (the Function Ontology) and the publication method following the Linked Data principles using
standards, are deemed sufficient for this task, and are extensible to new development
contexts. The proposed set of tools (the Function Hub and Function Handler) are
shown to fulfill the collected requirements, and the user evaluation proves them being
perceived as a valuable asset during software retrieval. Our work thus improves developer experience for function exploration and implementation instantiation.

3.1

Introduction

Functions are processes that perform a specific task by associating one or more inputs to an
output. They are essential building blocks of information retrieval and information management [1], and of computer science in general. For example, during extraction of birthdates from a semi-structured dataset, normalization of these dates improves further analysis.
However, the development, maintenance, and support efforts of implementing these
functions are fragmented across different development contexts [2] (i.e., a combination of,
among others, programming language, programming paradigm, and architecture), and it
is infeasible to consolidate these efforts by limiting all developers to the same development
context [3]. On the one hand because implementations are tuned to meet different requirements, on the other hand due to prior investment [2]. Thus, the same function can have
multiple implementations, each within a specific development context. For example, a function to normalize dates may have implementations available as a piece of JavaScript source
code, as part of a JAVA software package, and within a RESTful Web service.
The exploration of functions is fragmented across programming documentation and
different search engines (e.g., general search engines vs. online code repositories vs. package managers), inhibiting their discovery and reuse. Search engines are tailored to different
contexts, and require a laborious manual search effort to find relevant functions using fuzzy
search terms across broadly varying access methods. Users thus need many different search
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engines returning different result sets in different formats when looking for a relevant function, increasing the chance of using a suboptimal result. A global overview of functions and
their descriptions across development contexts is missing.
The instantiation of these implementations, i.e., automatic execution or example source
code generation, pose a challenge as well. Integration of an implementation requires interpretation of the programming documentation and manual adjustments to adhere to a
common predefined interface [3], burdening the developer. No uniform and unambiguous implementation description format is available.
Therefore, an important research challenge is to describe functions and their associated resources (i.e., input, output, mapping to concrete implementation, and instantiation)
independent of the development context, and to facilitate exploitation, i.e., enabling exploration of functions and (automatic) instantiation of implementations or generation of
source code. Users get an overview of existing functions without being limited to the development context, and integration requires less manual effort.
In this chapter, we tackle this challenge by addressing two main problems: (i) facilitating
functions’ description, publication, and exploration by modeling and publishing descriptions
of functions and associated resources; and (ii) enabling implementations’ automatic instantiation by exploiting that published data. Our approach makes the following contributions:
• A collection of requirements and scenarios for function exploration and implementation instantiation, based on the state of the art. We use this collection to assess
the features and limitations of our approach.
• An implementation-independent descriptive model for functions, named the
Function Ontology (FnO).
• A method for publishing function descriptions as an open semantic knowledge
base on the Web. Functions are published using the aforementioned model and made
available – together with their associated resources – as Web resources using Linked
Data [4] and standardized Web technologies. This method provides a uniform interface for function descriptions across development contexts.
• An evaluated set of tools for exploiting function descriptions, helping users to
find and access functions, and integrate and reuse (existing) implementations. This
set of tools comprises the Function Hub and the Function Handler, which enable
searching, retrieving, and automatically instantiating functions and their associated
implementations.
Reuse of metadata increases by adhering to the FAIR principles [5]. These FAIR principles have been devised for scholarly data, with its benefits being shown across domains such
as medicine and biology [6]. As such, we can consider applying the FAIR principles to the
descriptions of functions and associated implementations to improve reuse.
The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents related work. Section 3.3 describes the main scenarios we want to address, and the requirements derived from
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these scenarios and the state of the art. Section 3.4 addresses the first main problem, i.e., it introduces our approach for publishing function descriptions, conform to the requirements.
Section 3.5 addresses the second main problem, i.e., it introduces a set of tools for exploiting function descriptions. Section 3.6 discusses the conformance of our framework against
the requirements, and presents use cases that benefit from this approach, specifically: (i) a
generic software package of OpenRefine1 functions, (ii) an approach for exploiting Docker2
image metadata, and (iii) inclusion in the DBpedia Extraction Framework [7]. Section 3.7
describes our user evaluation of these exploitation tools. Finally, we present conclusions
and future work in Section 3.8.

3.2

Related work

Related work is grouped into the two main problems we aim to address: enabling exploration of functions (Section 3.2.1), and enabling automatic instantiation of implementations (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1

Function exploration

Function exploration works are grouped with respect to how specific and detailed the available metadata is, related to functions (generic, high-level, or specific). The specificity influences the exploration operators: generic metadata allows search based on fuzzy text search,
whereas specific metadata also allows using unambiguous descriptions, finding related implementations, and detailed filtering on, e.g., input data types.
Generic metadata Generic metadata of functions or implementations is usually automatically generated and indexed by search engines, based on analyzing and indexing source
code or textual descriptions of that source code. It is mostly used to provide (fuzzy) textbased search. General search engines such as Google, Bing, and DuckDuckGo3 can index
published code, but are not tailored to functions and implementations. More specific search
engines include version control systems such as GitHub4 , or language-specific search engines. The latter includes search engines that analyze the source such as Sourcerer [8], and
package managers such as Maven or NPM5 . Analysis of the source code can provide additional statistics, and analysis of the package manager metadata provides, among others, the
dependency graph. However, the metadata is limited, does not provide search engines with
detailed filtering operators, and targets a single development context.
1 http://openrefine.org/

2 https://www.docker.com/
3 https://www.google.com/, https://www.bing.com/, and https://duckduckgo.com/.

4 https://github.com/
5 https://maven.apache.org/, https://www.npmjs.com/.
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High-level metadata High-level metadata of functions or implementations includes descriptions of software packages via the Description of a Project (DOAP) format [9], and
provenance information about any type of actions using the PROV Ontology (PROVO) [10]. The P-Plan Ontology [11] describes workflows, i.e., a series of actions, based on the
PROV Ontology, and the work of Garijo et al. [12] and others show how having metadata
tailored to workflows allows for advanced exploitation of these annotated workflows. Functions and implementations that are semantically related to each other can be linked together
using the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [13], providing a more connected
knowledge graph. High-level metadata allows identifying and relating larger systems, but
is not detailed enough to describe individual functions and link them to implementations,
and thus to provide means to automatically instantiate implementations.
Specific metadata Specific metadata about functions are usually coupled to the development context. Programming language-specific descriptions of functions include the
Java Modeling Language (JML) [14]; the works of Hoogle [15] and García-Contreras et
al. [16], which describe analysis methods to automatically generate detailed descriptions of
functional programming languages; and the CodeOntology, which analyzes and describes
source code, applied to JAVA libraries [17]. Other related works include OWL-S [18], which
allows to describe Web services; and Linked Software Dependencies (LSD) [19], which allows to describe software configurations and dependencies. These works can be used to have
more advanced searching capabilities such as filtering on input type, or combining multiple functions automatically. However, they are coupled to a specific development context,
limiting their scope: they cannot be used to, e.g., replace a local JAVA library with a remote
Web service.

3.2.2

Implementation instantiation

Implementation instantiation works are grouped with respect to how closely they resemble
or depend on procedural programming, from close to distant: (i) an abstract programming
language is used, (ii) the source code is embedded in the description, or (iii) an abstract
function description is used to instantiate actual code. These works allow for automation
instantiation, – i.e., transparent execution or code generation – based on a description. The
closer the resemblance with procedural programming, the more effort is needed to reuse
existing implementations.
Abstract programming language Works that provide an abstract programming language, just like procedural programming, allow a detailed specification of the function’s
task: the steps are defined in lines of source code. Current works have in common that they
rely on an existing programming language to compile to. Examples include PL/SQL6 as
procedural language for SQL, LDScript [20] as procedural language for SPARQL (a query
language and protocol for querying knowledge graphs [21]), the work of Reiss et al. [22] that
6 https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/plsql/index.html
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use JML to execute JAVA code, and VOLT: a SPARQL endpoint proxy where functions are
described using a custom syntax, and compiled into JavaScript code [23]. We finally include
GraphQL as a means to describe how to query Web APIs7 .

Embedded source code Related works that embed source code in the function’s description link abstract descriptions with implementations, but are highly coupled with a
programming language. On the one hand, implementations are hardwired in the source
code, as is done for extending querying endpoints with additional functions [24]8 . On the
other hand, code is embedded as a string in the description. Examples of the latter include
R2RML-F that embeds JavaScript code in a description for generating knowledge graphs
from relational data [25], and procedures to include additional functions in a dataset validation language, either by embedding complex queries [26] or JavaScript code [27].

Abstract functions Related works that provide fully abstract descriptions of functions
do not explicitly link to implementations. Instead, custom software is needed to understand and instantiate these function descriptions. The descriptions themselves are no longer
coupled with a specific development context, but the software executing them is. Components.js uses abstract function descriptions of local libraries, written in JavaScript [19].
Further, related works are mostly targeted to Web services. The Web Services Description
Language (WSDL)) [28] allows describing SOAP services in XML, whereas the Web Application Description Language (WADL) [29] and the Schema for the Integration of Web
Applications (SIWA) [30] allow describing RESTful HTTP APIs in XML and JSON, respectively. Meanwhile, REST APIs have been de facto standardized using OpenAPI [31].
Other related works use semantic relationships to unambiguously define Web services. Examples include OWL-S as semantic abstraction of WSDL [18], and Hydra for semantic descriptions of REST APIs [32]. These specifications target different facets (e.g., HTTP-based
vs SOAP-based access, defining RESTful APIs, etc.), but have in common that they deﬁne
Web services. Thus, they clearly specify, e.g., which HTTP method to invoke with which parameter to correctly call the Web service. As such, they are very coupled with the technology
stack.

3.3

Requirements

In this section we review, summarize, and expand on requirements defined in the literature
and relevant use cases. We first present our scenarios in Section 3.3.1, after which we present
our summarized requirements in Section 3.3.2.
7 https://graphql.org/
8 https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/writing_functions.html
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Scenarios

Our work tackles functions’ description, exploration, and (automatic) implementation instantiation. We illustrate in the scenarios below. Identified requirements are mentioned by
their identifier as used in Table 3.1. Furthermore, we align the scenarios’ implied publishing
requirements to the FAIR principles, strengthening our claim to enable reuse [5].
Scenario 1: Declare For our first scenario, we look into the DBpedia Extraction Framework [7]: the framework generating the DBpedia knowledge graph largely based on the
Wikipedia info boxes’ data. Many data transformations are needed to create a knowledge
graph of sufficient quality as Wikipedia data is maintained by a large heterogeneous community (e.g., all dates need to be normalized into a standard format). This set of data transformations was hard-coded in the extraction framework, and thus hard to maintain [33].
A fully declarative description of the generation process would improve the generation
process’ quality, coverage, and sustainability [33]. This requires declarative and machineinterpretable function descriptions, independent of the use-case and of the implementation [34]. We specify the following user story:
Alice wants to describe a date normalization function, independent of an implementation (R1,20). Such a date normalization function transforms a string
into a valid date (R2,3,17). She can also describe the execution of a date normalization function (R16,19): when using a string such as “23rd of April, 2016”
as input, she expects “2016-04-23” as output (R12).
This scenario shows the need for publishing ﬁndable and interoperable functions: describe data processing independent of the implementation, allowing for more sustainable
processes.
Scenario 2: Explore Our second scenario is based on the software (component) retrieval
problem [35]. Handling such problem is done by combining a problem space, and a solution
space. In the problem space, the to be solved task, as understood by a developer, is translated into a query. In the solution space, a set of function implementations’ descriptions
– grouped per implementation – is indexed into a queryable endpoint. When trying to
retrieve a relevant piece of software, the developer’s query is matched against the descriptions [35]. As a result, the developer finds a relevant software component and knows how
to integrate it. However, the query and matching complexity can vary highly: when using
a set of keywords, the retrieval process can consist of browsing vendor literature or examining programmer documentation; when using a detailed specification of the needed software
component, the query becomes more complex, but retrieval is more robust [36]. We distinguish between these two user stories – one with a simple and one with a complex query –
as certain requirements are specific to one user story, e.g., filtering on semantic constraints
(R17,18) is specific for a complex query user story.
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For simple queries, we can look at general function descriptions, such as questions asked
on the popular developer website, StackOverflow: many most-voted questions are of the
form “How to [description of a function] in [description of a development context]”, for
example “How to check whether a string contains a substring in JavaScript?”9 . Such queries
contain a function description, a problem description, and a link to a development context
description. When we review programmer documentation, we can also remark that functions are categorized, e.g., all “string”-related functions are collected in one category. We
specify the following user story:
Bob wants to explore and evaluate the different existing functions for a given
problem domain. Some general keywords are used (R4). Given the results, he
estimates which functions solving which sub-problems are prevalent (R2,20),
and which development context provides most functions (R7–9), and thus is
most mature for the given problem domain.
For complex queries, related work shows that filtering on input and output types is important to validate that the found functions are compatible with the existing code base [12,
37]. We specify the following user story:
Bob’s use case requires specific functions, each of which he can accurately
describe (R4,5). He knows the requirements concerning the input and output types of the needed functions (R2,3,9,10,17,18). Bob estimates that for
a specific function, it will be beneficial to use a Web service, but he would
also like to discover existing local libraries in different programming languages
(R7,8,11,13).
This scenario shows the need for ﬁndable and accessible functions and associated implementations: understand and evaluate different functions, and collect different implementations of the same function using a standardized format.
Scenario 3: Instantiate Our third scenario addresses the reproducibility problem: without a clear description of how a function was executed, reproducibility is hampered [38].
Related works address this by providing unambiguous descriptions of execution environments [19], as this allows adding of additional knowledge, easily share and refer to instructions, and machine-understandability [39]. However, existing works are implementationdependent. Similarly for the DBpedia Extraction Framework, unambiguous descriptions
of how a function was executed by which implementation allows for a more sustainable and
reproducible generation process [33]. We specify following user story:
Claire tries to find the best implementation of a given function (R3,7–10,18).
She is not tied to a specific development context, instead, she has specific metrics (e.g., accuracy and performance), and wants to compare implementations
9 https://stackoverflow.com/q/1789945, retrieved from https://stackoverflow.com/questions?tab=
Votes, accessed September 20th , 2019.
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(R12). For any existing implementation, Claire wants to measure and compare
the metrics of the execution results (R17,19), without needing to worry about
how to retrieve and execute the different implementations (R13–15).
Scenario 4: Update Finally, to provide for a sustainable solution, it should be feasible
to create new and update existing functions, and add implementations [12]. We specify
following user story:
David tries to re-run an unmaintained piece of software. One of the functions implemented in the software depends on a software package that is no
longer available. David searches the function dataset for alternative implementations, but no other implementation is available which fits in the current development context. David decides to re-implement the function for his development context. Due to the accurate function descriptions, David provides
an implementation that adheres to the existing interface (R13) and re-runs the
piece of software (R1,2,4,5). By publishing the mapping between the new implementation and the existing function (R6–11), anyone can be made aware
that this new implementation is available.
This scenario shows the need for interoperable and reusable functions and mapped implementations: having a standardized way to understand the same function across development contexts, and (automatically) instantiate a function’s implementation without requiring implicit knowledge.

3.3.2

Requirements summary

The scenarios show the need to FAIRly describe and explore functions independent of the
development context, and automatically instantiate them. With that regard, the requirements of the previous scenarios are grouped into three main categories, and expanded with
one overarching category. The results are summarized in Table 3.1, where the requirements
are listed per category, and linked to the scenarios using “3”. The requirement categories
are:
• Function description: represent and update the descriptions of functions, inputs,
outputs, and problems, the links between them, and any restriction that needs to
be imposed. This category also includes the metadata of the function, necessary for
tracking authors, contributors, version, created data, etc.
• Implementation mapping: represent and update relationships among functions and implementations, and map the abstract inputs and outputs to the
implementation-specific parameters.
• Execution description: represent the description of a function execution, (i.e., its
inputs, outputs, and implementation mapping), and the metadata associated with
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the execution (i.e., its provenance). This additional information allows connecting
argument data to a function, and automatically invoking an implementation mapped
to a function.
• Semantics: include the types, links, and semantic constraints of the handled function, input, output, problem, and implementation descriptions. Explicit semantics
make the descriptions unambiguous and machine-understandable, thus allowing for
automatic implementation instantiation. Explicit semantics also have following advantages: (i) exploration improves as implicit links between, e.g., specific implementations and broader problem domains can be inferred; (ii) uniquely identifiable resources are universally discoverable and linkable; and (iii) storing additional execution metrics and comparing different implementations is eased, as adding metadata
to semantic descriptions is natively supported. Finally, explicit semantics make resource more interoperable and reusable, thus aid in adhering to the FAIR principles.

To adhere to all requirements, we need an approach to provide function descriptions,
and we need ways to consume these descriptions. The description and publication of functions and their mapped implementations is further detailed in Section 3.4, and the consumption of these descriptions is further detailed in Section 3.5.

3.4

Description and publication

The requirements show the need to distinguish between the (abstract) function and the
(concrete) implementation, similarly observed by Garijo et al. for workflows [40]. We describe functions and implementations separately, and further model the mapping between
abstract functions and (parts of) implemented packages or services. This allows us to make
use of existing implementations. If we would specify a new abstract programming language,
existing implementations cannot be reused, and functions would need to be re-coded in this
new language. One function can be linked to multiple implementations, for example: a date
normalization function is linked to a maven package, a JavaScript snippet, and a RESTful
Web service. We retain a result’s provenance information by separately describing the function’s execution. The model is further detailed in Section 3.4.1. Using these function descriptions and associations to (existing) implementations requires a publication approach,
further detailed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1

Modeling function descriptions

Functions are represented as a transformation of input data into output data. The main
components are modeled in the Function Ontology (FnO) (Figure 3.1) [41], a revised and
extended version of our original proposal [42]. FnO is based on existing work on semantic
service descriptions such as Hydra, but focuses on implementation-independence and can
as such be seen as an abstraction of existing work. Its main components are: the Function,
the Execution of a Function, and a Mapping that maps (a part of) an Implementation to a
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R10
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Functions associated with specific implementations
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Instantiating/executing implementations
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3
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Table 3.1: Summarized and generalized requirements, according to four main categories and the scenarios – Describe (1), Explore (2),
Instantiate (3), and Update (4) – they belong to
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function10 . FnO is a reusable ontology of base concepts, which needs to be specialized for
real world use cases, following the Content Ontology Design Pattern11 . The specification
is available at https://w3id.org/function/spec, a normative SHACL shape is available at
https://w3id.org/function/shape. The latter allows users to validate whether their FnO
descriptions conform to the FnO model.
Function A Function expects a list of Parameters and returns a list of Outputs (Figure 3.1,
top-left). The parameters are ordered in a list, define the relationship that is used for the
execution (predicate) and can have a specific type or other metadata (e.g., required or not,
having a default value or not). A function’s output is also a list, as multiple values can be
returned (e.g., a Web API can return a body and a status code, a local implementation can
return a value or throw an error). Functions can be linked to Problems, which are more
general descriptions than functions, e.g., the “Euclidean distance”-function is related to
the “Distance”-problem. To create a more specific organization, problems can be further
interlinked with each other using the SKOS standard.
Execution An Execution links the input data and resulting output data with the function’s parameters and outputs (Figure 3.1, bottom). This allows to describe how specific input data gets transformed in output data, independent of the implementation. On the one
hand, this allows a declarative approach for specifying the input data of a concrete execution of an implementation. On the other hand, this allows attaching additional provenance
after an execution, useful for publishing reproducible results. The function and execution
model are aligned [43] with the W3C recommended provenance ontology, PROV-O [10].
Implementation An Implementation is a set of function units (Figure 3.1, top-right): a
Web API can consist of multiple endpoints, and a software package can implement multiple functions. The description of the implementation itself is decoupled from FnO. By
allowing any development context to be specified, our model is not limited to a specific set
of supported development contexts. Existing specifications can be reused: DOAP is reused
to further describe a piece of JavaScript code (JavaScriptFunction), and Hydra is reused to
describe a Web API (ApiDocumentation). The types of development contexts are thus addressed in a generic way. In order to support emerging needs, it allows extensions to existing
and new development contexts.
Mapping A Mapping connects an abstract function with a specific part of a concrete implementation (Figure 3.1, middle). This connection is twofold: link between the function
and the implemented method, and link between the function’s inputs and output and the
method’s parameters and return values. For example, a method name can be mapped to a
function, and the first argument of that method can be mapped to a parameter. This way,
10

Mapping and Implementation are novel contributions, enabling automatic implementation instantiation.

11 http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Category:ContentOP
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two implementations that implement the same function, but where the order of parameters
is different, can be mapped to the same function. Moreover, existing software component
descriptions can be used as implementation metadata, and specific methods within those
components can be linked to abstract functions using a mapping description. Multiple parameter mapping types can exist: Web APIs are not executed using an ordered list of parameters, but using properties in the body of the Web API request. Currently, two parameter
mappings are modeled: mappings for software packages (PositionParameterMapping) and
for Web APIs (PropertyParameterMapping). As with the Implementation model, the Mapping model allows extensions.

3.4.2

Publishing and linking functions as data on the Web

As evidenced [5], following the Linked Data principles [4] allows us to publish resources on
the Web FAIRly. These principles state: (i) use IRIs as names (i.e., identifiers) for things,
(ii) use HTTP IRIs so that people can look up those names (i.e., making those IRIs dereferenceable and available in any browser), (iii) provide useful information when someone
looks up a IRI (by showing the resources that are related to that IRI), and (iv) include links
to other IRIs, so anyone can discover additional information.
Publishing functions and their resources as Linked Data has the following advantages:
(i) linking resources is a native feature of Linked Data; (ii) interoperability is achieved by
design, using standardized HTTP operations and formats; and (iii) already available (Web)
resources can be linked to, e.g., by referring to existing implementations in package managers using their published IRI.
We use the established publishing method used for government data [44] and other
domains such as energy consumption [45]. This method consists of five main steps: speciﬁcation, modeling, generation, publication, and exploitation.
Specification The URI naming convention for the created resources is designed and the
resulting dataset’s license is defined. All generated IRIs follow the W3C recommendation
for cool IRIs [46]: they are unique, permanent, and produced under a domain of our
control. Each IRI identifies a resource that can be individually accessed and dereferenced
with content negotiation [47]: the same IRI can handle requests from humans (returning
HTML) and machines (returning, e.g., JSON). The generated IRIs adopt the following
naming scheme:
Base IRI = https://w3id.org/function/
Ontology IRI = https://w3id.org/function/ontology#
Assertion IRI = https://w3id.org/function/hub/data/resource/[Type]/[ID].
We use the CC0 license12 , putting all published data in the public domain and allowing
everyone to copy, modify, and distribute them as they desire.
12 https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
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Modeling Which vocabularies to use are decided according to the aforementioned requirements and scenarios. We use the presented Function Ontology (FnO) together with
well-established standardized vocabularies such as SKOS [13] and PROV-O [10, 43].
Generation The data is serialized in a structured format, using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [48], and possibly cleaned and linked with other sources. We rely
on both manual and automatic generation. On the one hand, we provide an editing environment for manual generation of function descriptions, where the identifiers and resulting
descriptions are generated automatically according to best practices. On the other hand, we
provide the necessary APIs for programmatic access, e.g., for adding automatically generated function descriptions based on analysis of a package manager’s dataset. To this end,
existing efforts such as the LSD framework [19] and CodeOntology [17] can be re-used.
Publication The RDF data produced by the generation step is made available online. We
load the data into a triple store and make it available through a public endpoint (i.e., an access point for both users and machines). We have selected GraphDB13 as triple store, but
any triple store that provides a compliant SPARQL API can be used. The public SPARQL
endpoint is available online at https://w3id.org/function/hub/data/sparql, along with
a set of sample queries to retrieve basic data from functions and demonstrate its main
functionality14 . For non-Semantic Web experts, a GraphQL endpoint is also available at
https://w3id.org/function/hub/api/graphql, using GraphQL-LD to directly query the
SPARQL endpoint via GraphQL [49].
After these four steps, we have a published dataset of these manually created function
descriptions and associated resources such as inputs, outputs and problems, and mappings
to (existing) implementations that reside elsewhere on the Web. Querying the published
descriptions allows a user to find relevant functions and implementations. Once a suitable
implementation is found, the user can choose to write the integration code to use the implementation into his/her program, or take advantage of the semantic descriptions to either
automatically execute the implementation or use automatically generated source code. This
and other advantages of this published dataset – i.e., the exploitation step – are further detailed in Section 3.5.

3.5

Consumption

Once function descriptions are available as Web resources, each can be accessed individually.
To facilitate different use cases, more complex relationships can be retrieved by querying the
public endpoints. The data is also machine-readable and thus automatically processable, as
all resources are dereferenceable and offered in multiple serialization formats. However, the
users are anyone who wants to explore functions and instantiate implementations. Usually,
13 https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/

14 https://w3id.org/function/hub/sparql
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(public) endpoint
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UI: explore and edit

Figure 3.2: Overview of the overall architecture, showing the different steps to automatically
find, retrieve, instantiate, and execute a function. The components in cloud icons can be
remote, the components in rectangles are local.

they are not Semantic Web experts, are not familiar with query languages such as SPARQL
and GraphQL, and do not know the models or schemas of the function descriptions.
In this section, we present a suite of tools for exploiting the published function descriptions in an end-to-end scenario. We first give an overview (Section 3.5.1), after which we
detail the two main components: the Function Hub (Section 3.5.2) and the Function Handler (Section 3.5.3).

3.5.1

Overview

Our architecture follows the client-server model (Figure 3.2).
Server-side, the Function Hub is responsible for managing and publishing the function descriptions and their implementation mappings. The Function Hub connects to the
(public) querying endpoint of the data store (Figure 3.2, top-right), and provides a set of
developer-friendly APIs15 and a user interface16 (Figure 3.2, bottom-right).
Client-side, the Function Handler is responsible for retrieving function descriptions
and instantiating implementations: it acts as a proxy between the user and the function
descriptions residing in the Function Hub. The Function Hub can act independent of the
development context, whereas specific versions of the Function Handler are needed per development context that requires automatic instantiation of an implementation.
Next, we present the steps that are followed – common for any development context –
when an Agent requires automatically retrieving and executing an implementation (also
depicted in Figure 3.2). The term agent denotes both humans and machines. Examples
of agents include (i) a user that wants to execute a function on the commandline, (ii) a
piece of software that retrieves relevant implementations at runtime, and (iii) a user that
15 https://w3id.org/function/hub/api
16 https://w3id.org/function/hub
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wants to find and manually integrate an implementation for a required function in his or
her application.
1. An agent builds a query, e.g., a function that returns a float value, and accepts two
integer values as input. Keywords might be included to further narrow down the
available options.
2. The query is sent to the Function Handler. . .
3. . . . which results in an API call to the Function Hub.
4. The Function Hub interacts with the querying endpoint to receive the query’s results, i.e., function descriptions and implementation mappings.
5. The result is returned to the Function Handler as response to the request of step 3. . .
6. . . . and returned to the agent.
7. The agent chooses (manually or automatically) which implementation to instantiate.
8. The Function Handler uses the implementation mapping. In the case of a local library, the Function Handler requests the implementation code from the Web – possibly caches the result – and instantiates the implementation. In the case of a Web
API, the Function Handler creates a proxy function that accesses the Web API when
the function is invoked. Alternatively, the Function handler generates the example
code to retrieve the implementation using, e.g., a package manager, and instantiate
the specific method.
9. An instantiated implementation is returned to the agent.
10. The agent executes the implementation.

3.5.2

Function Hub: exploring and updating function descriptions

We help users explore (i.e., browse and search), and update the function descriptions, via the
user interface of the Function Hub. As FnO descriptions can be seen as an implementationindependent abstraction of related descriptions such as WSDL, the Function Hub’s API
can be seen as an implementation-independent registry, similar to web service discovery
registries that employ the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration specification
(UDDI) [50]. The Function Hub further allows users to interact with the dataset without
needing to execute any queries via the public querying endpoint.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of the Function Hub showing the information of a function
Browse In the Function Hub, users can navigate the different function descriptions, and
their implementation mappings. The entry point for the application is a function name.
Whenever a user selects a function, information appears on the screen as shown in Figure 3.3.
For every function, the Function Hub shows the name, description, parameters, outputs,
and a list of implementations. Each resource is a link that can be resolved in the browser
for more information. The Function Hub’s browse functionality, available as a Web application, makes it easy to discover the available implementations of a function, what type of
parameters are used, and code is automatically generated to instantiate the implementation.
Search Two interfaces are available for searching in the Function Hub: a simple search
which performs a keyword search over the functions’ names and descriptions, and an advanced search which includes filtering functionality, e.g., by parameter or return type (Figure 3.4). All search operators are applied directly on the SPARQL endpoint: keyword search
is applied by filtering on linked string literals. The usage of semantics allow to also search
within linked resources, for example, broad problem descriptions can be taken into account
when searching for specific functions and vice versa. The results are displayed as a list of
functions, which can be further inspected via the browse functionality.
Update The editing environment supports creating new and editing existing function
descriptions (Figure 3.5). More specifically, all metadata of the function and its associated
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Figure 3.4: Snapshot of the Function Hub’s search functionality
resources (inputs, outputs, problems) can be edited, and mappings with implementations
can be added. Updates are directly reflected in the function dataset.

3.5.3

Function Handler

A Function Handler is a type of client application that interacts with the Function Hub and
published implementations. When automatically integrating data from the Function Hub
with a software project in a specific development context, a specific Function Handler for
that development context is needed. A Function Handler receives the implementation code
and performs the necessary tasks to instantiate a subroutine that can be executed in the application. As such, it allows non-Semantic Web experts to interact with the Function Hub.
Multiple implementations of the Function Handler are currently available, specifically, a
JavaScript17 and a JAVA18 Function Handler.
Listing 3.1 shows how we can use the JavaScript Function Handler. A query is built
(lines 5–9), and the Function Hub is queried for functions with mapped implementations
(line 12). In the example, the first returned function is selected (line 15). The Function Handler automatically filters for implementations compatible with the current development
context. In the example, the first implementation is used (line 18). That implementation
is invoked automatically, returning the required result (line 21). Note how any other (automatic) selection process can be used, both for function and implementation results.
1 // Import the package and specify the Function Hub location
2 const fnHub = require('functionHub')('https://fno.io/hub/api');
3
4 // Construct a query that provides us with a function to indent a string
5 const indentQuery = {

17 https://github.com/FnOio/function-handler-js
18 https://github.com/FnOio/function-handler-java
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Figure 3.5: User interface to add a function to the Function Hub

6
7
8

expects: [{ type: 'string' }, { type: 'integer' }],
returns: { type: 'string' },
keywords: ['indent']

9 };
10
11 // Query the FunctionHub server with the constructed query
12 const queryResult = await fnHub.doQuery(indentQuery);
13
14 // Use the first function that has been returned
15 const func = queryResult[0];
16
17 // Use the first implementation of this function
18 var indentImplementation = (await fnHub.getImplementationsFromFunction(func))[0];
19
20 // Execute this implementation with the parameters 'Hello' and '8'
21 console.log(indentImplementation('Hello', 8));
22 // Output: "

Hello"

Listing 3.1: Using the JavaScript Function Handler to retrieve and invoke an indenting function.
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The automatic implementation invocation allows easily substituting an implementation, or combining multiple implementations. For example, a mobile application that uses
image recognition could, by default, make use of a remote Web service to execute the image
recognition. However, when online connectivity is not stable, this Web service can be substituted with a local implementation using the Function Handler, using the same interface.
Moreover, a Function Handler can also automatically generate the code needed to integrate a function in an existing codebase due to the detailed semantic descriptions residing in
the Function Hub. For example, a command-line interface can generate the code to require a
specific NPM module and invoke a function within that module. This way, when preferred,
existing package managers such as NPM and Maven are fully leveraged and no overhead is
necessarily introduced to process a function description. For example, Figure 3.3 shows how
a Function Handler is integrated in the Function Hub: exemplary code of how the “leftpad” function can be directly instantiated using NPM is shown, automatically generated
based on the metadata of the function, implementation, and mapping.

3.6

Results and discussion

In this section, we validate the feasibility of our publishing method (Section 3.6.1), present
function descriptions’ usage (Section 3.6.2), assess whether our suite of tools fully addresses
the requirements identified in Section 3.3 (Section 3.6.3), and evaluate adherence to the
FAIR principles (Section 3.6.4).

3.6.1

Publishing feasibility

Our model is validated by answering each of the requirements listed in Table 3.1 with the
FnO model and examples from the Function Hub. For each requirement, we assigned a
SPARQL query to address it. The table from this effort is available online at https://w3id.
org/function/requirements/conformance.
The publication of the resources is validated according to the Linked Data principles [4], the Best Practice Recipes for Publishing RDF Vocabularies [51], and the cool IRIs
specification [46] using the Vapour system [52]19 . Vapour launches a set of tests retrieving the exposed data in different formats typically consumed by humans (e.g., HTML) and
machines (e.g., RDF/XML). The test results are available online at https://w3id.org/
function/hub/vapour.
Every requirement can be (partially) answered successfully, and the Vapour test results
are positive. We thus conclude that FnO is sufficient to represent functions and link them
to implementations and executions, and that our approach is sufficient to publish FnO resources as data on the Web.
19 http://linkeddata.uriburner.com:8000/vapour
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3.6.2

Function description usage

To showcase that our approach is use case independent, we present different use cases and
development contexts where function descriptions were applied.
General data transformations We manually produced function descriptions of an existing software package of commonly used functions. Specifically, we provided descriptions
for the GREL functions20 , a set of functions and implemented software package defined for
the OpenRefine framework21 . These descriptions are available at http://semweb.mmlab.
be/ns/grel/.
Docker files We provided the description of Dockerfiles using a list of function descriptions. The individual statements within a Dockerfile are described using FnO [39]. This
allows (i) adding additional knowledge to the instructions, (ii) sharing (references to) instructions outside the context of a Dockerfile, and (iii) using these semantic annotations
for self-descriptive instructions that are understandable outside of the Docker ecosystem.
Knowledge graph generation We combined function descriptions with a declarative
knowledge graph generation language. Specifically, we combined FnO with the RDF Mapping Language (RML) [53]. This allowed for a fully descriptive process, applied to the DBpedia Extraction Framework [34], responsible for generating the DBpedia dataset [7]. The
implementation-independent function descriptions allowed us extracting the implementation of transformation functions from the DBpedia Extraction Framework as is, and publishing it as an independent software package22 . We validated that this approach can generate an equivalent dataset in a sustainable way [33]. As opposed to the original framework,
the created system is use case independent, and the data transformations are reusable across
systems and data sources.

3.6.3

Function exploitation: conformance to the requirements

In this section, we analyze whether the requirements defined in Section 3.3 are addressed by
the tools proposed to facilitate the exploitation of function data.
Function descriptions Thanks to the Function Hub’s browse functionality, function
metadata like inputs and outputs (R2) and documentation (R4) are shown to the user when
accessing a function by its identifier (R1) or name (R4). The search functionality allows
to find functions associated with specific input parameters (R3). No data currently exists
concerning the version information of the function data itself (R5). However, version information of linked implementations is available in package managers and version control
systems.
20 https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/GREL-Functions
21 http://openrefine.org/
22 https://github.com/FnOio/dbpedia-parsing-functions-scala
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Implementation link When browsing functions in the Function Hub, implementations are identified (R6) and listed (R9) by name (R11), each linked to their original publication location (R7), with explicit links to the software package or Web service (R8) and
their inputs and outputs (R10). The Function Hub itself does not host any code, thus, code
descriptions or insights thereof are available on the relevant repositories instead (R11).
Execution The execution requirements are addressed by the Function Handler. Provenance traces can be generated automatically based on the execution data [43]. These contain
the used function, input and output data (R12), and additional metadata (R16). In the case
of using a software package, the Function Handler can automatically retrieve the code via
a download location (R13). It provides a uniform API for automatically instantiating and
executing implementations (R14) of different development contexts (R15). Furthermore,
the Function Hub contains Function Handler functionality: each linked implementation
on the Function Hub is also visualized using automatically generated code snippets, based
on the detailed mapping metadata.
Semantics The semantics requirements are handled by both the Function Hub and the
Function Handler. The advanced search functionality allows filtering on specific semantic constraints for parameters and outputs (R17), and implementations (R18). Search takes
implicit links, such as related broader functions or problems (R20) into account. The execution data is implementation independent and can thus be compared across development
contexts (R19). However, no dedicated software is currently available.
In summary, 17 out of 20 requirements are fully supported by our suite of tools. For the
remaining requirements, 2 are supported by source code repositories, and the final requirement can be handled using dedicated visualization tools for test result metrics.

3.6.4

Function exploitation: adherence to the FAIR principles

We review adherence to the FAIR principles [5]23 of our approach and suite of tools. Each
(sub-)principle is denoted between brackets (e.g., “(F1)”).
Findable As we make use of the Linked Data principles, we assign globally unique and
persistent identifiers (F1). Our data model is shown to be sufficient (F2), and functions can
be linked to existing implementations (F4). All data is indexed in the Function Hub (F3).
Accessible Standard HTTP is used to retrieve all resources (A1), with standardized APIs
such as REST and SPARQL (A1.1). Authentication and authorization is complementary,
and available by default, for example via HTTP authorization (A1.2). The function descriptions are complementary to the implementations. Even when an implementation is no
longer available, the function metadata remains accessible (A2).
23 https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
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Interoperable The function descriptions are serialized in RDF [48], a standardized representation format (I1). By adhering to the Linked Data principles, the used vocabularies
follow the FAIR principles by design (I2). References to complementary data is available,
e.g., via the use of keywords (I3).
Reusable The Function Ontology model has been tested to be conform to the requirements, so we can state the functions are accurately described (R1). All metadata is published
with a CC0 license (R1.1), and with detailed generation provenance (R1.2). We evaluated
that our publishing approach meets the community standards, by testing our published
data against a third-party system, Vapour (R1.3).
We conclude that our proposed systems allows for FAIR publishing and sharing of function descriptions.

3.7

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our presented exploitation tools. Specifically, we evaluate the
Function Hub in which a Function Handler is integrated that automatically generates code
snippets. We evaluate how, for different development contexts, the exploitation tools affect
developers’ effectiveness during software retrieval – i.e., when discovering functions and retrieving their linked implementations – compared to traditional methods such as investigating the programmer documentation or querying general-purpose search engines. Next, we
describe the evaluation’s research questions (Section 3.7.1), scope (Section 3.7.2), methodology (Section 3.7.3), set-up (Section 3.7.4), results (Section 3.7.5), and threats to validity
(Section 3.7.6).

3.7.1

Research Questions

Effectiveness of using the Function Hub for a software retrieval task can be measured
(i) quantitatively as efficiency, namely, correctness of task result and time to complete, and
(ii) qualitatively as perceived usability. We pose the following Research Questions (RQ),
with the following hypotheses (H):
RQ1 To what degree does using the Function Hub affect the efficiency during software
retrieval?
H1 Developers can immediately use the Function Hub without any statistically significant difference in correctness of task result or time to complete of executing
a given software retrieval task, compared to using traditional methods.
RQ2 To what degree does using the Function Hub affect the perceived usability during
software retrieval?
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H2.1 Developers perceive using the Function Hub as a more appropriate method for
software retrieval tasks compared to traditional methods, and this difference is
statistically significant.
H2.2 The system usability score (SUS) [54] of the Function Hub is above average,
i.e., above 68, based on the findings of Bangor et al. [55].

3.7.2

Scope

Development contexts We use development contexts that use a declarative programming language. This way, results of the evaluation focus on the effect of using semantically
enhanced versus plain-text descriptions, as the amount of used programming syntax is limited. The domain-specific languages SQL, XPath, and SPARQL are used as they are W3C
Recommendations – thus well-documented and accepted by a wide community – and parts
of their documentation explicitly link each other. We added a less-known language to validate that our evaluation’s findings are not influenced by pre-cognition effects of the participants. Specifically, we include a related general-purpose language used in OpenRefine: the
General Refine Expression Language (GREL).
Data We use the programmer documentation’s data to provide descriptions within the
Function Hub, making sure the amount and detail of metadata is the same across methods.
Tasks The tasks are devised from a set of functions commonly defined across all development contexts (e.g., extracting the year from a date object, or retrieving a substring), and
their phrasing is based on highly-voted StackOverflow questions. This way, we make sure
the amount of needed metadata is the same across development contexts and the tasks are
representative for real-life problems.

3.7.3

Methodology

Our user evaluation follows Armaly and McMillan’s methodology [56], which evaluates an
implementation-dependent software retrieval solution. The methodology consists of three
steps. First step: collect the participants’ profile using an initial survey inquiring about
general demographics and development expertise based on surveys of related works [56, 57].
Second step: present software retrieval tasks to be solved by the participants. Third step:
take an exit survey which asks each participant to quantitatively rate and qualitatively compare both methods they had employed during the study, and which includes the SUS questionnaire. Ratings require multiple-choice Likert-Scale answers that range from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
The second step consists of two rounds. For the first (scoped) round, participants are
only allowed to use either the programmer documentation (made available by directly accessing their online version via a browser), or a Function Hub instance containing the function libraries’ metadata. For the second (real-world) round, participants of either groups
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could additionally use any means they deemed necessary (e.g., Web search), to measure the
effect of using the Function Hub in a real-world setting.
Each round consists of two randomly picked tasks. In the first round each task is solvable using one function, in the second round each task is solvable using a combination of at
least two functions, thus further increasing the real-world effect. The order was alternated
for each participant per round: for every round, half of the participants performed the first
task using the Function Hub and the second task without, and the other half vice versa. By
alternating, we ensure against possible bias of one method falsely appearing more effective
because the participant was already introduced to the task in the preceding task. Each task
needs to be solved twice for two randomly picked development contexts, i.e., each task contains two sub-tasks. For each sub-task, we measured correctness and completion time, and
an intermediate survey was conducted after every sub-task’s completion.
As such, both functionality of the Function Hub (i.e., exploring functions and linked
implementations) and the Function Handler (i.e., automatic execution or code generation
of implementations) are evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively, both in a scoped and a
real-world scenario.

3.7.4

Set-up

Tests We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [58] with Pratt modification [59] to determine
whether differences between participants’ paired answers are statistically significant. We use
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for this analysis because (i) it is nonparametric, applicable to
our data as we cannot test that our data is normally distributed due to the small sample size;
and (ii) it is paired, which is conform with the design of this test: each participants performs
similar tasks both with and without the Function Hub. We use the Pratt modification to
deal with the limitation of the original Wilcoxon signed-rank test, namely, that it is unable to
handle equal results. For example, in the case of a 5-point Likert scale, equal results are likely,
hence the Pratt modification. The time duration to complete each sub-task was limited to
at most 15 minutes after internal validation, as the Wilcoxon signed-rank test requires that
data is measured on at least an interval scale [58].
Participants We recruited 11 developers to participate in our study. These participants
have an average programming experience of 10 years, and their experience with the given
domain-specific languages is distributed: the average experience for the given languages,
scored 1 (inexperienced) to 5 (experienced), is GREL 1.6, XPath 2.7, SPARQL 3.6, and SQL
4. Our assumption that GREL is a less known language is thus confirmed. The participants were further inquired about their experience with handling programmer documentation and using the Function Hub, to validate that the Function Hub is less known. There
was a statistical significant difference between their experience with handling programmer
documentation compared to using the Function Hub (p-value 0.0067), i.e., they are more
experienced using programmer documentation, confirming our assumption.
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Metrics We answered RQ1 using the results of the tasks with or without using the Function Hub: on the one hand comparing the number of correctly found methods (to test
correctness of discovery), and on the other hand comparing the number of correctly used
methods (to test correctness of instantiation). Furthermore, we compared the total amount
of time spent for each task. We answered RQ2 by evaluating the qualitative answers, and by
calculating the average SUS score.

3.7.5

Evaluation Results

We evaluated both quantitatively as qualitatively the Function Hub, as discussed below.
All relevant evaluation surveys, tasks, and (anonymized) evaluation results are available as a
dump at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9879890.v1.
Function Hub Effectiveness Statistical testing showed no statistical significance between correctness of functions found, functions applied, and overall solution, or for time
spent for the given tasks. Such statistical significance was neither found when filtering the
results for either the first or second round. However, the participants were not given any
introduction of how to use the Function Hub, and were less experienced in using the Function Hub compared to using programming documentation. We thus conclude that using
the Function Hub functionally provides a complementary solution to the software retrieval
problem, without affecting effectiveness.
Perceived Ease of Use After each task, and in general after the evaluation, participants
were inquired about the perceived ease of use. For each task and per used method, they
were given the questions "I found the task very difficult", "I found the method I used to be
appropriate for this task", and "I can see why someone would use this method for this task",
taken from [56]. For all three questions, there is a strong statistically significant difference
between the answers that compare using the Function Hub or programming documentations. Overall, participants found (i) tasks easier using the Function Hub, (ii) using the
Function Hub more appropriate for software retrieval tasks than using the programmer
documentation, and (iii) prefer using the Function Hub for the given tasks (p-values
respectively 0.0307, 0.0007, and 0.0020).
After the evaluation, we also inquired to general feedback and compared the results to
the answers of “I found the Function Hub very easy to use” versus “I found examining
the programmer documentation very easy to use”. Participants found the Function Hub
statistically significantly easier to use than examining the programmer documentation
(p-value 0.0046). This is supported by the average SUS score of 83.4. This puts the usability
score of the Function Hub in the top quartile compared to other SUS evaluations [55].
Finally, we summarize the participants’ feedback and link them to the requirements
of Section 3.3.
• The Function Hub’s common layout across implementations was well-received
(signifying the importance of a common metadata framework, i.e., R2,3,4,9,10,11).
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• The importance of search functionality was apparent both when using the Function Hub as when examining programmer documentation (signifying the importance of the explore scenario requirements). For the latter case, the browser search
functionality was commonly used as a substitute.
• The fact that within the Function Hub a function descriptions with linked implementation contains an auto-generated code snippet was well-received (signifying
the importance of detailed metadata mappings functions and implementations, i.e.,
R12,14,15).
• Getting presented with many search results was not well-received. In this case, advanced filtering was sporadically used (signifying the importance of detailed metadata, i.e., R2,3,9,10,17,18,20).
• The need for the Function Hub to contain more data was expressed commonly
(signifying the importance of the update scenario requirements).
• Function descriptions linked to multiple implementations, on the one hand, provide more context to understand a function, but, on the other hand, cause confusion in certain cases, e.g., GREL’s substring function starts counting the first character as index 0, SQL’s substring function starts from index 1 (signifying the importance of the links between implementation, i.e., R2,9,10, but also the need for better
descriptions for specific implementations).
• The semantic descriptions were well-received, (i.e., R2,3,17,18,20) specifically, the
datatype descriptions, the fact that broader and related keywords also lead to the right
function, and links to additional information is provided.
• Some suggestions were given about possible improvements to the Function Hub:
autocomplete, relevance sorting of the search results, and inclusion of versioning
metadata.

We can conclude that this feedback closely follows the requirements as presented in Section 3.3, and provides us with insightful insights for future work.

3.7.6

Threats to validity

As with any study, our evaluation carries threats to validity.
For any search interface, the amount of data in the index is important to make sure all
relevant results are found. This is no issue during the first round, as the amount of data
within the Function Hub is the same as found in the programmer documentation. For the
second round, we investigated the effect of including global search engines such as Google
and StackOverflow, and notice no statistical significant difference in effectiveness compared
to the first round. This threat can be mitigated by the update functionality of the Function
Hub to harness the power of the crowds, together with related efforts that automatically
generate implementation-dependent metadata [17].
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The proposed tasks are limited, and tailored to the contents available in the Function
Hub. This is partially due to the mitigation of the previous threat. Indeed, a large-scale
evaluation where the Function Hub contains a large body of functions is envisaged in the
future. For this evaluation, we chose commonly occurring problems, derived from and
phrased like popular StackOverflow questions, to make the tasks real-world, partially mitigating this threat.
The evaluation could create experimenter bias [60]: the participant supports our approach, knowing it is what we want. We attempted to mitigate this threat through our
evaluation design which rotated the order of the methods used in each round. We also recruited our participants from a diverse body of developers and confirmed our results with
accepted statistical testing procedures.

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter handles the publication of abstract function descriptions, with mappings to
concrete implementations as Linked Data resources on the Web. This way, we can link to
existing implementations, and we provide a uniform search interface, usable across development contexts, with more advanced search operators. Additionally, we provide tooling
for users to consume these resources, and allow for automatic execution and code generation. As shown, our proposed approach and set of tools are functionally sufficient for
(automatic) exploration of functions and exploitation of implementations, and the user
evaluation shows it is more usable than traditional methods.
The approach is interoperable, extensible, and scalable. Standards are used where possible, whether it be for the format (RDF, JSON), the query interface (SPARQL, GraphQL),
or the model (PROV-O, SKOS). This improves interoperability of the published dataset
with other systems. The proposed model, FnO, consists of the base concepts with little restrictions, to be highly reusable, and the mappings model is extensible: existing and new
development contexts can be facilitated. The declarative mapping has the advantage that
translating or wrapping existing implementations into a new defined interface is not needed:
there is no need to wrap or re-code existing implementations into a new programming interface, instead, pre-existing package and source code repositories can be used as is. This
decreases the effort for creating function descriptions and increases chance of uptake by the
development community. The Function Hub provides merely links to implementations:
the amount of stored data is limited to metadata, leading to better scaling behavior with respect to the amount of available descriptions. Finally, we made a long-term commitment to
preserve its longevity, as presented at https://github.com/FnOio/fnoio.github.io/wiki/
Sustainability-Plan.
The exploration of functions and exploitation of implementations are complementary.
The Function Hub can be used as a context-independent search engine that returns sufficient metadata to manually integrate an implementation of a requested function. The
Hub can thus already be used in existing software projects, without depending on a Function Handler. A Function Handler can be used to automatically invoke implementations
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or generate example code, based on a set of metadata. This metadata is self-descriptive, i.e.,
it does not need to originate from – or be published in – the Function Hub.
Multiple areas for future work can be identified: improved natural language search,
more generic Function Handlers, integration with automatic function description approaches, and implementation-independent testing suites. The current search functionality is limited to SPARQL operators. Using engines specialized for natural language search,
such as ElasticSearch, in combination with the addition of synonym lists, are topics for
future work that could further improve the usability of the Function Hub for end-users.
Different Function Handlers are needed for different development contexts: a Function
Handler for a JavaScript development context is tailored at executing JavaScript functions,
and cannot be used in a JAVA development context. The usage of code generators could partially alleviate this issue: common functionality such as querying the Function Hub can be
maintained within one development context, and other code, specific for the development
context at hand, can be generated on request. This, together with investigating the role of
Docker containers to (partially) remove the dependency on the development context, are
topics for future work.
Our current tooling relies on manual creation of the function descriptions and implementation mappings. To scale up, automatic metadata extraction approaches can be used.
We can make use of existing frameworks to automatically generate meaningful function descriptions, based on data of package managers such as NPM, and web service hubs. Then,
the Function Hub represents – and allows searching for – the contents of these software
packages in a uniform, development-independent way.
This work further paves the way for implementation-independent testing suites. There
are existing efforts for describing evaluations, such as the DAWG test case structure [61] or
the Evaluation and Report Language (EARL) [62]. However, executions of these evaluations still require manual development. By aligning with FnO descriptions, and making use
of the Function Hub and Function Handler, we can provide automatic executions of these
evaluations, for existing and new implementations.
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Chapter 4

Validating Knowledge Graphs
Whereas previous chapters mostly handled the data value quality of a knowledge graph,
this chapter handles the intrinsic dimension of a knowledge graph, namely, the semantic
relationships within knowledge graph concepts.
This chapter presents our following contribution to validation: We created a rule-based
reasoning solution based on N3Logic and the EYE reasoner (Validatrr), and validated that
this solution is more flexible to take all semantics into account compared to the state of the
art, and allows fine-grained refinement due to the inherent root cause analysis.
We address Research Question 3 “How can we validate a knowledge graph, taking finegrained semantics into account?” and validate Hypothesis 3 “A rule-based reasoning solution allows validating a knowledge graph, taking all semantics explicitly into account, and
provides fine-grained root cause analysis.”. We show that, using Validatrr, we can assess a
knowledge graph’s quality in finer detail regarding semantic annotations, compared to the
state of the art.

*

Ben De Meester, Pieter Heyvaert, Dörthe Arndt, Anastasia Dimou and Ruben Verborgh
Accepted as “RDF Graph Validation Using Rule-Based Reasoning”, Semantic Web
Journal, 2020.
Abstract
The correct functioning of Semantic Web applications requires that given RDF
graphs adhere to an expected shape. This shape depends on the RDF graph and the
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application’s supported entailments of that graph. During validation, RDF graphs are
assessed against sets of constraints, and found violations help refining the RDF graphs.
However, existing validation approaches cannot always explain the root causes of violations (inhibiting refinement), and cannot fully match the entailments supported
during validation with those supported by the application. These approaches cannot
accurately validate RDF graphs, or combine multiple systems, deteriorating the validator’s performance. In this chapter, we present an alternative validation approach using
rule-based reasoning, capable of fully customizing the used inferencing steps. We compare to existing approaches, and present a formal ground and practical implementation
“Validatrr”, based on N3Logic and the EYE reasoner. Our approach – supporting an
equivalent number of constraint types compared to the state of the art – better explains the root cause of the violations due to the reasoner’s generated logical proof,
and returns an accurate number of violations due to the customizable inferencing rule
set. Performance evaluation shows that Validatrr is performant for smaller datasets,
and scales linearly w.r.t. the RDF graph size. The detailed root cause explanations can
guide future validation report description specifications, and the fine-grained level of
configuration can be employed to support different constraint languages. This foundation allows further research into handling recursion, validating RDF graphs based
on their generation description, and providing automatic refinement suggestions.

4.1

Introduction

Semantic Web data is represented using the Resource Description Framework (RDF), forming an RDF graph [1]. The quality of an RDF graph – its “fitness for use” [2] – heavily
influences the results of a Semantic Web application [3]. An RDF graph’s fitness for use
depends on its shape, i.e., the RDF graph itself and the application’s supported entailments
of that RDF graph. For example, some applications support inferring rdfs:subClassOf entailments [4], whereas other applications require the RDF graph to explicitly contain all
classifying triples (i.e., rdfs:subClassOf entailment is not supported). When thinking of
culinary applications, a first application could infer that, based on the fact that each type
of meat is non-vegetarian (:Meat rdfs:subClassOf :NonVegetarian), a recipe containing
chicken is non-vegetarian (:chicken a :Meat). A second application would need the explicit
metadata that chicken is non-vegetarian. Data that is of high-quality for the first application
might not be of sufficient quality for the second application.
RDF graphs are validated by assessing their adherence to a set of constraints [5], and
different applications (i.e., different use cases) specify different sets of constraints. Via validation, we discover (portions of) RDF graphs that do not conform to these constraints,
i.e., the violations that occur. These violations guide the user to the resources and relationships related to the constraints. Reﬁning these resources and relationships results in an RDF
graph of higher quality [6], thus, RDF graph validation is an important element for the correct functioning of Semantic Web applications. In the case of the culinary applications, for
the correct functioning of the second application, it could explicitly require all ingredients
annotated with either vegetarian or non-vegetarian.
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4.1.1

Validation problems

Let us consider the following example: an RDF graph containing people and their birthdates is validated. The use case dictates the set of constraints and the supported entailments.
Specifically, we validate eq. (4.1)1 , with a relevant ontology represented in eq. (4.2).
:Bob :firstname "Bob" ;

(4.1)

:birthdate "1970-01-01"ˆˆxsd:date .
:birthdate rdfs:domain :Person .

(4.2)

:Bob a :Person .

(4.3)

Problem 1 (P1): finding the root causes of violations. An example use case dictates
that every resource should have either a firstname and lastname, or a nickname. This constraint, ccompound , is thus a compound of several constraints. When the RDF graph contains
eq. (4.1) and eq. (4.3), :Bob should be marked as a resource violating ccompound . However,
the RDF graph cannot be refined solely by knowing which resources violate the constraint.
The root cause of the violation is needed: does the resource lack firstname, lastname, or nickname?
For constraint types such as compound constraints, existing validation approaches typically return the resource that violates the constraint. More detailed descriptions are typically
not provided, and manual inspection is needed to discover the root cause of a violation, i.e.,
why a resource violates a constraint. Without the root cause, it is hard to (automatically)
refine the RDF graph and improve its quality.
Problem 2 (P2): the number of found violations depends on the supported entailments. A mismatch between which entailments are supported during validation and
which entailments are supported by the use case influences, e.g., whether eq. (4.3) is inferred
or not. Thus, either too many or too few violations can be returned [7]. This difference
in number of found violations gives a biased idea of the real quality of the validated RDF
graph.
Too many violations: eq. (4.2) specifies the domain of :birthdate. Let us validate that
“every resource in the RDF graph that has a birthdate, is a person” given eq. (4.1). When
the entailments of eq. (4.2) are not supported, this would result in a violation: eq. (4.3) is
missing in the RDF graph. However, when the entailments of eq. (4.2) are supported, we
can infer eq. (4.3), and no violation is returned.
Too few violations: Let us validate that “every person in the RDF graph adheres to constraint ccompound ” given eq. (4.1). Equation (4.3) is not explicitly stated and the entailments
of eq. (4.2) are not supported. No violations are found: :Bob is not explicitly classified as a
:Person, thus :Bob is not targeted by ccompound . However, supporting those entailments can
1 For the remainder of the chapter, empty prefixes denote the fictional schema http://example.com/, other
prefixes are conform with the results of https://prefix.cc.
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create new statements to be validated, and lead to new violations. For example, by inferring
eq. (4.3) using eq. (4.2), :Bob is targeted by – and violates – ccompound . Such violations are not
found in the original RDF graph, but discovered due to the supported entailments.
Customizing the set of inferencing steps during validation (e.g., whether rdfs:domain
entailments are supported or not) allows to match the entailments supported by the use
case with those of the validation approach. However, support for customizable inferencing
steps is limited. When a fixed set (or no set) of inferencing steps is supported, a separate
reasoning process is needed to infer unsupported entailments, and edge cases handling this
fixed set cannot be validated accurately. For example, let us look at the W3C recommended
Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL): a language for validating RDF graphs against a
set of constraints [8]. SHACL specifies a fixed set of inferencing steps during validation,
namely, rdfs:subClassOf entailment when targeting resources of a certain class. Thus, one
cannot validate, e.g., whether an RDF graph explicitly contains all triples that link resources
to all their classes given a set of rdfs:subClassOf axioms, as rdfs:subClassOf triples are inferred by a conform SHACL validator2 . RDF graphs that do not contain all classifying
triples will be valid according to SHACL validators, however, they are handled poorly by
applications that do not support rdfs:subClassOf entailment.
Problem 3 (P3): Combining validation with a reasoning preprocessing step decreases
performance Entailments can be inferred by performing reasoning as a preprocessing
step prior to validation [7], thus combining multiple systems. The resulting RDF graph
then explicitly contains all supported entailments, given that the reasoner can be configured
to only infer the entailments that are supported by the use case. The number of found violations is then accurate with respect to the use case. This solves P2, but requires a sequence of
independent systems, which decreases performance (P3). Thus, the preprocessing step possibly produces entailments not relevant for validation [7]. This independent generation of
unnecessary entailments can decrease the performance compared to a single validation system. More, due to this sequence of independent systems, finding the root causes involves
investigating the results of both systems: the validator who detects violations, and the reasoner who infers entailments.

4.1.2

Hypotheses

To solve aforementioned observed validation problems, we pose following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1 Root causes can be explained more accurately compared to existing validation approaches when using a logical framework that can be configured declaratively.
Hypothesis 2 An accurate number of violations are found compared to existing validation approaches when supporting a custom set of inferencing steps.
2

For a detailed example, please see https://idlabresearch.github.io/validatrr/blog/2019/09/shacl-

subclassof.html.
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Hypothesis 3 A validation approach supporting more accurate root cause explanations
and a custom set of inferencing steps can support an equivalent number of constraint types
compared to existing approaches.
Hypothesis 4 A validation approach supporting a custom set of inferencing steps is faster
than an approach including the same inferencing as a preprocessing step.

4.1.3

Contributions

In this chapter, we propose an approach for RDF graph validation that uses a rule-based
reasoner as its underlying technology. Rule-based reasoners can generate a proof stating
which rules were triggered for which returned violation. Thus, the root causes of violations
can be accurately explained (solving P1).
A validation approach using rule-based reasoning natively support the inclusion of a
custom set of inferencing steps by adding custom rules. The supported entailments during validation can thus be matched to the entailments supported by the use case, and the
validation returns an accurate number of found violations (solving P2).
Moreover, rule-based reasoners only need a single language to declare both the constraints and the set of inferencing rules, and only a single system to execute the validation.
Compared to a combination of a reasoner and a validation system, this approach does not
lead to the generation of entailments unnecessary to the validation step, making it potentially faster than including an inferencing preprocessing step (solving P3).
Our contributions are as follows.
i An analysis of existing validation approaches and comparison to a rule-based reasoning approach.
ii A formal ground for using rule-based reasoning for validation.
iii An application of that formal ground by providing an implementation using
N3Logic [9] to define the inferencing and validation rules, executed using the EYE
reasoner [10], supporting general constraint types as described by Hartmann et al. [11,
12].
iv An evaluation of our approach, positioning it within the state of the art by functionally validating the hypotheses and comparing the validation speed.
We validated that (a) the formal logical proof explains the root cause of a violation more
detailed than the state of the art; (b) an accurate number of violations is returned by using
a custom set of inferencing rules up to at least OWL-RL complexity and expressiveness;
(c) the number of supported constraint types is equivalent to existing validation approaches;
and (d) our implementation is faster than a combined system, and faster than an existing
validation approach when RDF graphs are smaller than one hundred thousand triples.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We start by giving an overview of
the state of the art (Section 4.2), after which we position and compare rule-based reasoning
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as validation approach (Section 4.3). Then, we discuss the logical requirements (Section 4.4)
and apply them to achieve a practical implementation (Section 4.5). Finally, we evaluate our
proposed approach (Section 4.6) and summarize our conclusions (Section 4.7).

4.2

State of the art

In this work, we propose an alternative validation approach using rule-based reasoning. We
first provide a background on validation and reasoning in Section 4.2.1. Then, we give an
overview of existing validation approaches in Section 4.2.2, and of related vocabularies and
ontologies in Section 4.2.3. We conclude with an overview of general constraint types in
Section 4.2.4, which allows us to functionally compare validation approaches. Our categorization is derived from the general quality surveys of Zaveri et al. [2], Ellefi et al. [13], and
Tomaszuk [14], and from the “Validating RDF Data” book [3]. The related works are extended with recent works published in, among others, the major Semantic Web conferences
(ESWC and ISWC), and the major Semantic Web journals (Journal of Web Semantics and
Semantic Web Journal).

4.2.1

Background

Validation Data quality can be assessed by employing a set of data quality assessment
metrics [15]. Quality assessment for the Semantic Web – and more specifically, for Linked
Data – spans multiple dimensions, further categorized in accessibility, intrinsic, trust,
dataset dynamicity, contextual, and representational dimensions [2]. Validating an RDF
graph directly relates to intrinsic quality dimensions, as defined by Zaveri et al. [2]: (i) independent of the user’s context, and (ii) checking if information correctly and compactly
represents the real world data and is logically consistent in itself, i.e., the graph’s adherence
to a certain schema or shape. In this chapter, we specifically focus on RDF graph validation,
i.e., the intrinsic dimensions.
Validation of an RDF graph can be automated by using a set of test cases, each assessing
a specific constraint [5]. Violations of those constraints are then indicated when a validation
returns negative results. Validation is typically achieved following Closed World Assumption (CWA): what is not known to be true must be false. For example, a validation assesses
for a specific RDF graph if all objects linked via the predicate schema:birthdate are a valid
xsd:date, or if all subjects and objects linked via the predicate foaf:knows are explicitly
listed to be of type :Human. Negative results are returned, indicating violations.
Reasoning Ontologies are prevalent in the Semantic Web community to represent the
knowledge of a domain. Ontology languages are used to annotate asserted facts (axioms).
Examples include RDF Schema (RDFS) [4] and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [16].
Reasoning on top of these axioms is achieved, as the calculus of the used logic specifies a
set of inferencing steps, inferring logical consequences (entailments) from these axioms [17].
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Logics for the Semantic Web – given the open nature of the Web – typically follow the Open
World Assumption (OWA): what is not known to be true is simply unknown.
Semantic Web reasoners are typically description logic-based reasoners supporting OWLDL or subprofiles such as OWL-QL [18], or rule-based reasoners [19]. Description logicbased reasoners are typically optimized for specific description logics, such as KAON23 for
SHIQ and FaCT++4 for SROIQ . Rule-based reasoners typically follow two types of
inferencing algorithms: forward chaining and backward chaining [19]. Whereas forward
chaining tries to infer as much new information as possible, backward chaining is goaldriven: the reasoner starts with a list of goals and tries to verify if there are statements and
rules available that support any of these goals [19]. The employed rules define the logic followed by rule-based reasoners such as EYE [10] or cwm [20]. Whereas description logicbased reasoners have (optimized) inferencing steps for, e.g., rdfs:subClassOf and other
RDFS or OWL constructs embedded, rule-based reasoners commonly rely on the general
“implies” construct. Each rule specifies “A implies B”, where both the antecedent “A” and the
consequence “B” can consist of statements [19]. Certain constructs such as rdfs:subClassOf
can be translated into one or more rules5 .
There is a clear distinction between ontologies and the constraint set for RDF graph validation: ontologies focus on the representation of a domain, whereas RDF graph validation
checks whether the resources of that graph conform to a desired schema [3]. It is not required that the representation of a domain aligns with the schema for validation. However,
they can complement each other. The usage of ontologies prescribes a set of inferencing
steps, for example, the FOAF ontology declares the rdfs:range of the foaf:knows predicate as foaf:Person [21]. Whether these inferencing steps are taken into account during
validation or not, influences the number of found violations [7].

4.2.2

Validation Approaches

In this section, we discuss RDF graph validation approaches. Tools and surveys that cover
quality dimensions other than the intrinsic dimensions such as accessibility or representational dimensions are out of scope. We discuss the approaches roughly in chronological
order: hard-coded, using integrity constraints, query-based, and using a high-level language.
Except from hard-coded systems, these validation approaches propose or use some kind of
declarative means to describe RDF graph constraints.
4.2.2.1

Hard-coded

Hard-coded systems are a black box where the business logic lies within the code base: the
implementation embeds both description and validation of constraints. Hogan et al. analyzed common quality problems both for publishing and intrinsic quality dimensions [22],
3 http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/

4 http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/tools/fact/
5 http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/#theories
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providing an initial set of best practices [23]. Efforts focus on a limited set of configurable
settings (i.e., turning constraint rules on or off) [24].
4.2.2.2

Integrity Constraints

For these validation approaches (so-called “logic-based approaches”), the axioms of vocabularies and ontologies used by the validated RDF graph are interpreted as integrity constraints [25, 26, 27]. For example, disjointness forces a description logic-based reasoner to
throw an error, which is interpreted as a violation. To combine CWA typically assumed for
validation with OWA assumed in ontology languages, alternative semantics for these ontology languages are proposed. The underlying technology used is a description logic-based
reasoner or a SPARQL endpoint.
Description logic-based reasoner Motik et al. [25] propose semantic redefinitions,
where a certain subset of axioms are designated as constraints. To know which alternative
semantics for OWL apply, constraints have to be marked as such. They propose to integrate their implementation with KAON2. Furthermore, custom integrity constraints for
Wordnet have been verified using Protégé [28] with FaCT++ [29].
SPARQL endpoint Tao et al. [26] propose using OWL expressions with Closed World
assumption and a weak variant of Unique Name assumption to express integrity constraints. OWL semantics are redefined, without being explicitly stated as such during validation. They use SPARQL [30] for axioms described in RDF, RDFS, and OWL [26], e.g.,
using SPARQL property paths to simulate rdfs:subClassOf entailment. Tao et al. work
in a general OWL setting, where their approach is sound but not complete. In an RDF
setting the approach is both sound and complete, as there is only a single model that needs
to be considered [27]. This implementation is incorporated into Stardog ICV [31]. PatelSchneider separates validation into integrity constraints and Closed World recognition [27],
showing that RDF and RDFS entailment can be implemented for both by translation to
SPARQL queries.
4.2.2.3

Query-based

In query-based approaches, constraints are described and interpreted similar to SPARQL
queries [32, 12]: only RDF graphs whose structure is compatible with the defined structure
are returned. These approaches use an embedded or external SPARQL endpoint as underlying technology.
CLAMS [33] is a system to discover and resolve knowledge graph inconsistencies. They
define a violation as a minimal set of triples that cannot coexist. The system identifies all
violations by executing a SPARQL query set. Knublauch et al. propose the SPARQL Inference Notation (SPIN) [34]: a SPARQL-based rule and constraint language. The SPARQL
query is described using RDF statements instead of using the original SPARQL syntax.
Kontokostas et al. [5] propose Data Quality Test Patterns (DQTP): tuples of typed pattern
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variables and a SPARQL query template to declare test case patterns. The validation framework that validates these DQTPs is called RDFUnit. The DQTPs are transformed into
SPARQL queries, where every SPARQL query is a test case. RDFUnit additionally allows
automatically generated test cases, depending on the used schema.
RDFUnit is also used to validate knowledge graph generation rules in the RDF Mapping Language (RML) [35], by manually defining different DQTPs to target the generation
description instead of the generated RDF graph [6]. This means the RDF graph can be
validated before any data is generated, as the generation description reflects how the RDF
graph will be formed.
4.2.2.4

High-level language

These approaches use a terse high-level language specifically designed to describe constraints
for validation [3]. These languages are independent of underlying technologies, and alternative implementation strategies can be devised. We first discuss initial high-level languages,
after which we discuss high-level languages with wide adoption from the community: ShEx
and SHACL.
Description Set Profiles (DSP) [36] define a set of constraints using Description Templates, targeted specifically to Dublin Core Application Profiles, and implemented using
SPIN [37]. Other high-level languages to describe constraints include OSLC Resource
Shapes [38] – part of IBM Resource Shapes – and RDF Data Descriptions [39]. Luzzu [40]
uses a custom declarative constraint language (Luzzu Quality Metric Language, LQML).
Any metric that can be expressed in a SPARQL query can be defined using LQML. Moreover, quality dimensions other than the intrinsic dimensions are also expressible using
LQML. Luzzu supports basic metrics and custom JAVA code allowing users to implement
custom metrics.
ShEx Shape Expressions (ShEx) [41, 42] is a structural schema language which can be used
for RDF graph validation. The grammar of ShEx is inspired by Turtle and RelaxNG, its
semantics are well-founded, and its complexity and expressiveness are formalized [43, 44].
ShEx provides an extension point to handle advanced constraints via Semantic Actions,
which allows to evaluate a part of the validated RDF graph using a custom function.
SHACL The Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is the W3C Recommendation for
validating RDF graphs against a set of constraints [8]. The core of SHACL is independent of SPARQL, which promotes the development of new algorithms and approaches to
validate RDF graphs [45]. The original specification does not include a denotational semantics such as ShEx, however, the recent work of Corman et al. propose a concise formal
semantics for SHACL’s core constraint components, and a way of handling recursion in
combination with negation [46]. Advanced features of SHACL include SHACL Rules (to
derive inferred triples from the validated RDF graph) and SHACL Functions (to evaluate
a part of the validated RDF graph using a custom function) [47].
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4.2.3

Validation reports

Validation reports handle identification of which data quality dimensions are assessed in
general, and the representation of violations in particular.
To identify data quality dimensions, Radulvic et al. extended the Dataset Quality Ontology (daQ) [48] to include all data quality dimensions as identified by Zaveri et al. [2],
leading to the Data Quality Vocabulary [49]. This allows the comparison of data quality
dimension coverage of different frameworks.
The violations report itself allows to distribute and compare the violations found in
an RDF graph, and can refer to the dimension specifications using aforementioned general vocabularies. For example, the Quality Problem Report Ontology assembles detailed
quality reports for all data quality dimensions [40]. The Reasoning Violations Ontology
(RVO) is used to represent integrity constraint violations [50], and Kontokostas et al [5]
use the RDF Logging Ontology6 (RLOG) to describe RDFUnit’s violation results. Both
ShEx and SHACL provide violation report descriptions, with means to specify the violating
resources, using a ShapeMap [42] and a Focus node [8], respectively.

4.2.4

Constraint types

Hartmann né Bosch et. al identify eighty-one general constraint types [51, 12]. These constraint types are an abstraction of specific constraints, independent of the constraint language used to describe them. A constraint type can be defined in different ways. For example, the property domain constraint type specifies that resources that use a specific property should be classified via a specific class, e.g., all resources using the :birthdate property
that are not classified as a :Person are violating resources. Using RDFS [4], the property
domain constraint type can be assessed by interpreting rdfs:domain as an integrity constraint. Using SHACL, this can be achieved by defining a sh:property with sh:class for a
sh:targetSubjectsOf shape [8].
Moreover, Hartmann et al. provide a logical underpinning stating the requirements
for a validation approach to support all constraint types [7]. For thirty-five out of eightyone constraints types (43.2%), reasoning (up to OWL-DL expressiveness) can improve the
validation: without reasoning, either too many or too few violations can be returned.

4.3

Comparative analysis

Different types of validation approaches are proposed in the state of the art. The most
prominent approaches are hard-coded, based on integrity constraints, query-based, and using high-level languages. In this section, we compare them with our proposed rule-based
reasoning approach. Our analysis is summarized in Table 4.1.
We adapt the framework presented by Pauwels et al. [52], which introduces comparative
factors of key implementation strategies for compliance checking applications. We adjust
6 http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/rlog#
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Table 4.1: Comparing the prominent validation approaches with rule-based reasoning, using factors explanation, time, customization, inferencing steps, and reasoning preprocessing.
The time row indicates which approaches’ execution time is influenced due to the reasoning preprocessing using an asterisk. The asterisk in the inferencing steps row indicates that
approaches based on integrity constraints cannot combine with a custom set of inferencing
steps that overlaps with the integrity constraints, as their semantics are redefined.
Approach

Hard-coded

Explanation
Time
Customization
Inferencing steps
Reasoning preprocessing

No
Short*
Limited
No / Limited
Yes

Integrity
constraints
Limited / Yes
Long
Limited
Yes*
Limited

Query-based
Limited
Long*
Open
Limited / Yes
Yes

High-level
language
Limited
Short*
Open
Limited / Yes
Yes

Rule-based
reasoning
Yes
Long
Open
Yes
N/A

these factors with respect to the validation problems identified in Section 4.1.1. We generalize the factors time, customization, and inferencing steps, and introduce explanation and
reasoning preprocessing as validation-specific factors.
Explanation The explanation as to why a certain violation occurs (i.e., the root cause).
The more specific a validator can explain, the easier it is to (automatically) refine the RDF
graph and improve its quality. Existing approaches typically have the means to explain violations up to the level of which resource violates which constraint. Explanations of hardcoded approaches either need to be explicitly implemented, or are provided by inspecting
the code base. When using integrity constraints, approaches exist for resolving inconsistencies. These approaches perform some sort of root cause analysis, but are usually targeted at
refining the axioms of the ontologies themselves [53]. It is not a standard feature to produce
proofs of the results of description logic-based reasoners [54]. In a query-based approach,
the used SPARQL endpoint returns bindings [30]. In the case of validation, it returns the
violating resources, without additional explanation. High-level languages can have mechanisms to additionally include the violating resources in the validation report. For example,
ShEx and SHACL provide ShapeMaps [42] and Focus nodes [8], respectively. SHACL’s
Focus nodes can further specify which predicate and object cause the violation, except for,
e.g., compound constraints. Using rule-based reasoning allows the generation of a logical
proof, as rule-based reasoning relies on a general “implies” construct to describe rules, and
rule-based reasoners typically do not contain description logic optimizations. Such a logical
proof declares which rules were triggered to arrive at a certain conclusion, giving a precise
explanation for the root causes of constraint violations. Where existing approaches typically
have the means to explain violations up to the level of which resource violates which shape,
a logical proof can provide a more detailed explanation.
Time The time needed to execute the validation: short versus long. Typically, specialized
approaches allow for optimizations, making them faster than general approaches. Hard-
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coded is usually the fastest and needs the shortest processing time, followed by systems that
use high-level languages: both can be optimized for validation tasks. The other approaches
(using integrity constraints, query-based, and rule-based reasoning) are typically built using
an underlying existing technology (description logic-based reasoners, SPARQL endpoints,
and rule-based reasoners, respectively). They are not built (or optimized) for validation
tasks. This makes them independent of the constraint language, but can also slow down
the validation. The total execution time of validation approaches depends on whether a
reasoning preprocessing step to include additional inferencing steps is required or not. Using rule-based reasoning is thus potentially slower than existing approaches, however, it does
not require inclusion of reasoning preprocessing.
Customization The extent of customization each type of approach enables. Typically,
ease of customization is improved by using a declarative language. Customization of a
hard-coded system requires development effort, as the business logic is embedded within
the code. Other approaches rely on declarations to customize the validation. Declarations
are decoupled, i.e., independent of the tool’s implementation. Thus, they can be shared
and easier customized to a certain use case. Description logic-based reasoners used to identify integrity constraints are typically optimized for description logics such as OWL-QL and
OWL-DL. Customization is limited to the description logic that the reasoner is optimized
for. Query-based approaches allow customization by defining additional SPARQL queries
and registering custom functions [55]. Systems using high-level languages are customized using the declarations as specified by the used language. The adoption of ShEx and SHACL
shows that these languages provide sufficient customization. The extension mechanisms
of these languages such as Semantic Actions [42] and SHACL Advanced Features [47], respectively, allow to customize the validation even further. Using rule-based reasoning allows
customization by adding and removing rules. As opposed to existing approaches, users can
customize both the constraint types and the set of inferencing steps within the same declarative language.
Inferencing steps Whether the validation approach supports a (custom) set of inferencing steps. Hard-coded systems can support a fixed set of inferencing steps, but this set cannot
be inspected or altered without investigating the code base. Approaches that use integrity
constraints for validation propose alternative semantics of commonly agreed upon ontology
languages to include, among others, some form of CWA [25, 26]. This leads to ambiguity in
the Semantic Web as an existing, globally agreed upon logic, is changed [56]. It is not possible to combine such validation with a (custom) set of inferencing steps within a description
logic: the same inferencing step has different semantics whether it is used for validation
or for inferring new statements. SPARQL endpoints used for query-based approaches can
support up to OWL-RL reasoning [57], or support up to RDF and RDFS entailment via
translation of the SPARQL queries using property paths [26]. High-level languages such as
SHACL allow specifying the entailment regime used [58]: SHACL validators may operate
on RDF graphs that include entailments using the sh:entailment property [8]. Further-
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Figure 4.1: The preprocessing approach: first (optionally, hence the dashed line), a reasoner
is used to generate intermediate data (RDF graph*). That intermediate data is then the input
data for the Validator. Using a rule-based reasoner only needs a single system and language
to combine reasoning and validation.
more, SHACL Rules [47] can be used to a certain extent to generate inferred statements
during validation. By design, rule-based reasoning allows inclusion of a set of additional
(custom)) inferencing rules [19]. Whereas existing approaches mostly allow configuration
to support, e.g., a specific entailment regime, the customization of the set of inferencing
steps is more fine-grained for rule-based reasoners. This can increase complexity, but also
allows catering the validation to use cases that depend on a specific set of inferencing steps.
The importance of such use cases is evidenced by the fact that SHACL Rules is proposed
as an advanced feature to the SHACL specification [47].
Reasoning preprocessing Existing approaches have no support for including a custom
set of inferencing steps, propose alternative semantics, or allow a specific entailment regime.
By including a reasoning step as preprocessing step to these approaches (see Figure 4.1.1),
the entailments valid during validation can be matched with the entailments valid for the
use case, even when that use cases requires a custom set of inferencing steps [7]. First, a
reasoner – optionally, hence the dashed line – infers all valid entailments of the original RDF
graph (Figure 4.1.1, Reasoner), taking into account the axioms of the relevant ontologies and
vocabularies (Axioms). Then, the newly generated RDF graph (RDF graph*) is validated
with respect to the specified constraints (Figure 4.1.1, Validator).
By using a preprocessed inferred RDF graph, multiple systems (i.e., the reasoner and
the validator) need to be combined, configured, and maintained. This separates concerns,
however, this also means that different languages may need to be learned and combined for
specifying the inferencing steps and constraints. As these multiple systems are not aligned,
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the reasoner could infer a large number of new triples that are irrelevant to the defined constraints, which could lead to bad scaling (Figure 4.1.1, RDF graph*). Also, explaining the
violation is hindered. Even when the reasoner can differentiate between the original triples
and the inferred triples, finding the root causes involves investigating the output of both
systems: the validator detecting the violations, and the reasoner inferring the supported entailments.
Reasoning preprocessing is not required when using rule-based reasoning. The set of
inferencing steps and the set of constraints can be defined using the same declaration (Figure 4.1.2, Inferencing rules and Constraints*), and executed simultaneously on the RDF
graph and the axioms. Which statements need to be inferred can be optimized guided by the
set of constraints, and only the output of a single system needs to be investigated to explain
the found violations.

4.4

Logical Requirements

In this section, we discuss the logical requirements needed for RDF graph validation, and
argue for using a rule-based logic.
Constraint languages need to cope with different constraint types depending on users’
needs. Each constraint type implies logical requirements. The constraint types and the requirements they entail are investigated by Hartmann et al., claiming that Closed World Assumption (CWA) and Unique Name Assumption (UNA) are crucial for validation [7].
These requirements typically do not apply to logics for the Semantic Web, as data on the
Web is decentralized, information is spread (“anyone can say anything about anything” [1]),
and single resources can have multiple URIs. Instead, relevant logics such as OWL-DL assume OWA and in general non-Unique Name Assumption [18]. Hartmann et al. emphasize the difference between reasoning and validation, and favor query-based approaches for
validation. When needed, query-based approaches can be combined with reasoning (e.g.,
OWL-DL or OWL-QL) as a preprocessing step.
However, in this section, we show how rule-based reasoning can be used for validation
in a Semantic Web context, even though this reasoning typically does not follow CWA and
UNA. Specifically, we state that the requirements for using rule-based reasoning are (i) supporting Scoped Negation as Failure (SNAF) [59, 60, 61] instead of CWA (Section 4.4.1),
(ii) containing predicates to compare URIs and literals instead of supporting UNA (Section 4.4.2), and (iii) supporting expressive built-ins, as validation often deals with, e.g.,
string comparison and mathematical calculations (Section 4.4.3).

4.4.1

Scoped Negation as Failure

Existing works claim that CWA is needed to perform validation [7, 27, 26]. Given that most
Web logics assume OWA, this would require semantic redefinitions to include inferencing
during validation [25], which leads to ambiguity. However, as validation copes with the
local knowledge base, and not the entire Web, we claim Scoped Negation as Failure (SNAF)
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is sufficient. This is an interpretation of logical negation: instead of stating that ρ does not
hold (i.e., ¬ρ), it is stated that reasoning fails to infer ρ within a specific scope [59, 60, 61].
This scope needs to be explicitly stated. As such, SNAF keeps monotonicity.
To understand the idea behind Scoped Negation as Failure, let us validate following
RDF graph:
:Kurt a :Researcher;
:name "Kurt01".

(4.4)
(4.5)

We validate the constraint “every individual which is declared as a researcher is also declared
as a person”. This thus means a violation is returned when an individual is found during
validation which is a researcher, but not a person:
∀x : (( x a :Researcher )∧
¬( x a :Person ))

(4.6)

→ ( :constraint :isViolated "true". )
As stated, this constraint cannot be tested with OWA: the knowledge base contains the triple
of eq. (4.4), but not of:
:Kurt a :Person.
(4.7)
The rule is more general: given its open nature, we cannot guarantee that there is no document in the entire Web which declares the triple of eq. (4.7).
This changes if we take into account SNAF. Suppose that K is the set of triples we can
derive (either with or without reasoning) from our knowledge base of eqs. (4.4) and (4.5).
Having K at our disposal, we can test:
∀x : ((( x a :Researcher ) ∈ K )∧
¬(( x a :Person ) ∈ K ))

(4.8)

→ ( :constraint :is :violated. )
The second conjunct is not a simple negation, it is a negation with a certain scope, in this
case K . If we add new data to our knowledge base, e.g., the triple of eq. (4.7), we would have
a different knowledge base K 0 for which other statements hold. The truth value of eq. (4.8)
would not change since this formula explicitly mentions K . SNAF is what we actually need
for validation: we do not validate the Web in general, we validate a specific RDF graph.

4.4.2

Predicates for Name Comparison

UNA is deemed required for validation [7], i.e., every resource taken into account can only
have one single name (a single IRI in our case) [62]. UNA is in general difficult to obtain for
the Semantic Web and Web logics due to its distributed nature: different RDF graphs can
– and actually do – use different names for the same individual or concept. For instance, the
IRI dbpedia:London refers to the same place in Britain as, e.g., dbpedia-nl:London. That
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fact is even stated in the corresponding datasets using the predicate owl:sameAs. The usage
of owl:sameAs conflicts with UNA and influences validation [7].
Let us look into the following example.
We assume dbo:capital is an
owl:InverseFunctionalProperty. Our knowledge base contains:
:Britain dbo:capital :London.

(4.9)

:England dbo:capital :London.

(4.10)

Since both :Britain and :England have :London as their capital and dbo:capital is an inverse functional property, an description logic-based reasoner would derive that
:Britain owl:sameAs :England.

(4.11)

This thus influences the validation result. Such a derivation cannot be made if UNA holds,
since UNA explicitly excludes this possibility.
The related constraint – defined as INVFUNC by Kontokostas et al. [5] – specifies that each
resource should contain exactly one relationship via dbo:capital, i.e., the capital is different
for every resource. The constraint INVFUNC is related to owl:InverseFunctionalProperty,
but it is slightly different: while OWL’s inverse functional property refers to the resources
that are in the domain of dbo:capital, the validation constraint INVFUNC refers to the representation of those resources. The RDF graph of eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) thus violates the INVFUNC
constraint. Even if our logic does not follow UNA, this violation can be detected if the logic
offers predicates to compare the (string) representation of resources.

4.4.3

Expressive Built-ins

Validation often deals with, e.g., string comparison and mathematic calculations. These
functionalities are widely spread in rule-based logics using built-in functions. While it typically depends on the designers of a logic which features are supported, there are also common standards. One of them is the Rule Interchange Format (RIF), whose aim is to provide
a formalism to exchange rules in the Web [63]. Being the result of a W3C working group
consisting of developers and users of different rule based languages, RIF can also be understood as a reference for the most common features rule based logics might have.
Let us take a closer look to the comparison of IRIs from the previous section.
func:compare can be used to compare two strings. This function takes two string values
as input, and returns -1 if the first string is smaller than the second one regarding a string
order, 0 if the two strings are the same, and 1 if the second is smaller than the first. The
example above gives:
("http://example.com/Britain"
"http://example.com/England")
func:compare -1.

(4.12)
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To refer to an IRI value, RIF provides the predicate pred:iri-string which converts a
URI to a string and vice versa. To enable a rule to detect whether the two IRI names
are equal or not, an additional function is needed: the reasoner has to detect whether
the comparison’s result is different from zero. That can be checked using the predicate
pred:numeric-not-equal, which is the RIF version of ≠ for numerical values. In the example, the comparison would be true since 0 ≠ −1. Using these RIF built-ins, a reasoner can
check the name equality between :Britain and :England, and return a violation. Whether
a rule based Web logic is suited for validation highly depends on its built-ins. If it supports
all RIF predicates, this can be seen as a strong indication that it is expressive enough.

4.5

Application

In this section, we present our approach that uses rule-based reasoning for validation. We
discuss the different components and the workflow in Section 4.5.1, the underlying technologies in Section 4.5.2, and implementation in Section 4.5.3. We end with an example
using rules in Section 4.5.4.
RDF graph
Inferencing
rules

RDF graph*
with all valid
entailments

Axioms

Validation

Constraints

Constraint
translation

Constraints*
using general types

Violations

Report

Violations*
using specific
report format

Rule-based reasoner

Figure 4.2: Components view of our approach. All double-snipped rectangles are rule sets,
the single-snipped rectangles are RDF graphs or constraint declarations. The large overlapping rectangle is the rule-based reasoner. By taking all rule sets into account, the rule-based
validator is formed. Four parts can be identified within the validation execution: (i) possibly
guided by provided Axioms, all supported entailments of the given RDF graph can be generated using the Inferencing rules, resulting in RDF graph*; (ii) the general Constraints* are
inferred from the given Constraints using a set of rules for Constraint translation; (iii) the
rules for Validation generate Violations; and (iv) the returned Violations* are structured
given a set of rules that specify the Report format.

4.5.1

Customizable validation

Our validator consists of multiple components that can be configured by adjusting the different rule sets (Figure 4.2). The execution is primarily handled using the rule-based reasoner as underlying technology.
The set of Inferencing rules specifies the supported entailments during validation. This
set can either be a predefined set to support, e.g., RDFS entailment [4], or can be fully
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customized. Optionally, the relevant axioms are provided during validation. As such, the
entailments supported by the use case can be matched during validation.
The set of rules forming the Constraint translation allows our validator to infer the general constraint types – common across existing constraint languages [51, 12] – from specific
constraint descriptions. It can thus infer these types from the constraints described in a specific language such as SHACL [8]. The general constraint types are described using RDFCV, which generalizes the constraint types into a coherent structure [51]. The purpose of
RDF-CV is not to invent a new constraint language: it is a concise ontology which is deemed
universal enough to describe constraints expressible by other constraint languages such as
SHACL7 . Our rule-based validator is thus constraint language-independent.
The set of rules forming the Validation allows our validator to infer violations on the
RDF graph with all supported entailments, based on the general constraint types. This set
of rules specifies how to detect each constraint type.
The set of rules forming the Report allows our validator to infer the resulting violations
in the required format. This set can be adapted to, e.g., the SHACL report format [8].
As a result, this declarative approach is decoupled from ontology language, constraint
language, and report format. When no additional rule sets are included (i.e., only the Validation rule set is used), this validator does not infer any entailments, only validates constraints described using RDF-CV, and returns a report in a format based on RDF-CV.
All rule sets and input data are taken into account during a single reasoner execution.
As opposed to using a reasoning preprocessing step, the inferred entailments can be geared
towards the specified constraints (when making use of a backward chaining reasoner), and
no unnecessary entailments are produced. For example, when an axiom specifies the range
of a certain path, but no constraints are related to that path, this range might not need to
be inferred. Moreover, as you only have a single system, finding the root cause does not
require investigation of multiple systems: the logical proof contains the complete overview
of which rules were used to generate which entailments and which violations.

4.5.2

Used Technologies

The most important technological considerations are the rule-based web logic and reasoner
in accordance with that logic.
Rule-based web logic Rule-based web logics include the Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) [65], the Datalog+/- framework [66] and N3Logic [9]8 . We use N3Logic as it
fulfills all requirements: SWRL does not support the logical requirement SNAF9 , and the
Datalog+/- framework does not support production of logical proofs. N3Logic is being
actively supported and used, as evidenced by recent papers and patents [68, 69, 70, 71], and
7

For a detailed description of RDF-CV, we refer to the original papers [64, 51], or the source: https://

github.com/boschthomas/RDF-Constraints-Vocabulary
8

For a more thorough discussion of relevant rule languages, we refer to Section 3.2 of [67].

9 https://github.com/protegeproject/swrlapi/wiki/SWRLLanguageFAQ#Does_SWRL_support_Negation_

As_Failure
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by the recently founded W3C Notation 3 (N3) Community Group fostering development,
implementation, and standardization10 .
We follow the formalized semantics of N3Logic [67] as implemented in the EYE reasoner [72]: a clear formal definition of Notation3’s semantics was missing from its initial
proposal [9]. Verborgh et al. formalised the basics of the model theory of a logic with similar properties to N3Logic, excluding the constructs which lead to different interpretations
(mainly nested implicit quantification) [67]. This work also proves the correctness of the
calculus N3 reasoners use. Thus: the results of the reasoners are correct if the defined model
theory is followed. Arndt et al. expanded on this work, specifically investigating the excluded constructs, and defined two different mappings from N3 syntax to core logic syntax
covering two possible interpretations of N3Logic [72]. Even though this work defines two
possible semantics, the difference between these two semantics does not influence the use of
N3 in our work since the semantic differences are only relevant for deeply nested formulas,
our formulas are not of that nature (see Listing 4.3).
More, N3Logic supports at least OWL-RL inferencing [73, 74], which can be included
during validation: the rules for OWL-RL are specified11 and are supported by every rule language that is at least as expressive as Datalog. This includes N3Logic: the concrete realisation
of these rules in N3 can be found online12 .
N3Logic, among others, covers existential rules, thus typically rendering the logic undecidable. This brings three trade-offs. First, we note that decidability does not imply that
reasoning times are acceptable: even decidable logics can result in reasoner time-outs. Second, we expect the validation rules to be used in a distributed context (the Web). Thus,
even though relevant research investigates the maximal subset of existential rules which are
still decidable [75, 76, 77], we have no control over all potential rules used together with
our validation rules, and cannot use these well-studied mechanisms ensuring a set of existential rules to be decidable. These mechanisms need to consider all rules together. Third,
for example, the logic framework Prolog is a widely used Turing complete programming
language. Even though this is a desirable property for a programming language, making it
very expressive, checking properties over a Turing complete language is undecidable. Prolog remains a popular choice: we can conclude that using this undecidable logic allows for
expressiveness, without necessarily introducing a performance bottleneck.
The rule language introduced together with N3Logic is N3 [78, 9]. Everything covered
by RDF 1.1 Semantics [79] is covered in N3. Syntactically, it is a superset of Turtle [80].
N3 allows declaring inferencing rules, axioms, and constraints in the same language. As in
RDF, blank nodes are understood as existentially quantified variables and the co-occurrence
of two triples as in the RDF graph of eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) is understood as their conjunction.
More, N3 supports universally quantified variables, indicated by a leading question mark ?.
?x :likes :IceCream.
10 https://www.w3.org/community/n3-dev/
11 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#Reasoning_in_OWL_2_RL_and_RDF_Graphs_using_Rules
12 http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/2003/03swap/eye-owl2.html

(4.13)
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stands for “Everyone likes ice cream.”, or in first order logic
∀x : likes(x, ice-cream)

(4.14)

Rules are written using curly brackets { } and the implication symbol =>. An
rdfs:subClassOf relation such as :Person rdfs:subClassOf :Researcher can be expressed
as:
{?x a :Researcher} => {?x a :Person}.

(4.15)

The general rdfs:subClassOf relation can be expressed as:
{?C rdfs:subClassOf ?D. ?X a ?C}
=> {?X a ?D}.

(4.16)

Reasoner Reasoners supporting N3Logic include FuXi, cwm, and EYE. FuXi13 is an N3
forward chaining production system whose reasoning is based on the Rete algorithm [81].
The forward chaining cwm [20] reasoner is a general-purpose data processing tool which
can be used for querying, checking, transforming, and altering information. EYE14 [10] is a
high-performance reasoner written in Prolog, enhanced with Euler path detection, allowing
the creator of the rules to decide when to do forward reasoning and when backwards. EYE
has generous support for built-in functions15 , among which, the RIF functions.
We choose the EYE reasoner as it fulfills the requirements as presented in Section 4.4.
Furthermore, its ability to combine forward and backward chaining proves especially useful
since constraint types are mostly localized to single relationships [7]. This means backward
chaining has a potentially large performance impact: reasoning during validation can be
very targeted, and in most cases, only facts relevant to the defined constraints are inferred.

4.5.3

Implementation

Our implementation is dubbed “Validatrr”: a validator using rule-based reasoning. A
Node.js JavaScript framework was created to discover and retrieve the vocabularies and ontologies as required by the use case, manage the commandline arguments, etc. The implementation is available at https://github.com/IDLabResearch/validatrr, and the set of
validation rules (Figure 4.2, center) is available at https://github.com/IDLabResearch/
data-validation.

4.5.4

Execution example

As example, we validate an RDF graph with a custom set of inferencing steps using SHACL
constraints. We take into account the example of the introduction (eq. (4.1)), but the case
where :Bob has two birthdates defined. The implications of rdfs:domain (eq. (4.2)) should
13 http://code.google.com/p/fuxi/

14 https://github.com/josd/eye
15 http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/2003/03swap/eye-builtins.html
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be taken into account as defined in RDFS [4] during validation, and the SHACL constraint
states that each person should have exactly one birthdate (listing 4.1). The result should
be in the SHACL validation report format. Using this example, we can detail every step
as show in Figure 4.2: the RDF graph with all supported entailments (RDF graph*) and
general constraint types (Constraints*) are inferred using a (custom) set of inferencing rules
(Inferencing rules) and constraint translation rules (Constraint translation), after which the
validation occurs (Validation), and the resulting violations are translated via rules (Report)
in a specific report format (Violations*).
1 :PersonShape a sh:NodeShape ;

sh:targetClass :Person ;
sh:property [
sh:path :birthdate ;
sh:minCount 1 ; sh:maxCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:date ] .

2
3
4
5
6

Listing 4.1: Person Shape in SHACL
To make sure rdfs:domain is correctly interpreted during validation, we include additional inferencing rules16 (Inferencing rules), described in N3 as
{?P rdfs:domain ?C. ?X ?P ?Y}
=> {?X a ?C} .

(4.17)

Given eq. (4.17), it is inferred that :Bob is a person (RDF graph*).
To make sure SHACL constraints are correctly interpreted, SHACL translation rules
need to be included during validation (Constraint translation). The general “Exact Qualified Cardinality Restrictions” RDF-CV constraint is inferred from the SHACL constraint
of listing 4.1, using the rules of listing 4.2 (Constraints*).
1 {

?sh a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass ?Class ;
4
sh:property [
5
sh:path ?p ;
6
sh:minCount ?v ; sh:maxCount ?v1 ;
7
sh:datatype ?C ] .
8
?v pred:numeric-equal ?v1
9 } => {
10
?constraint a rdfcv:SimpleConstraint ;
11
:originalShape ?sh ;
12
:constraintType :ExQualCardRestr ;
13
rdfcv:constrainingElement
14
:exact-cardinality ;
15
rdfcv:contextClass ?Class ;
16
rdfcv:leftProperties ?p ;
17
rdfcv:classes ?C ;
18
rdfcv:constrainingValue ?v
2

3

16 http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/2003/03swap/rdfs-domain.html
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19 } .

Listing 4.2: Translate the SHACL shape to a general constraint type
Validation makes use of general rules, i.e., listing 4.3 (Validation). Lines 11–14 define how to find a violation, relying on built-ins: gather a set of resources in a list
(e:findall), calculate the length of that list (e:length), and mathematically compare numbers (math:notEqualTo). For all objects of a certain class or datatype related using predicate
?p (in this case :birthdate) where the number of objects is different from the constraint
value ?v (in this case 1), a violation is returned (lines 16–21).
1 {

?constraint a rdfcv:SimpleConstraint ;
:constraintType :ExQualCardRestr ;
4
rdfcv:constrainingElement
5
:exact-cardinality ;
6
rdfcv:contextClass ?Class ;
7
rdfcv:leftProperties ?p ;
8
rdfcv:classes ?C ;
9
rdfcv:constrainingValue ?v .
10
?x a ?Class.
11
_:x e:findall
12
( ?C {?x ?p ?o. ?o a ?C} ?list) .
13
?list e:length ?l .
14
?l math:notEqualTo ?v
15 } => {
16
_:v a :constraintViolation ;
17
:violatedConstraint ?constraint ;
18
:class ?Class ;
19
:instance ?x ;
20
:objectClass ?C ;
21
:property ?p
22 } .
2

3

Listing 4.3: Validate using general constraint types
The general violations are translated into a report format (Figure 4.2, Violations*), e.g.,
using the SHACL Validation Report [8] (see listing 4.4). The result is a set of triples using the exact same input and output as a SHACL processor. However, the RDF graph’s
supported entailments can be matched to the use case, and the process is a single reasoning
execution with transparent rule sets.
1 {
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

_:v a :constraintViolation ;
:violatedConstraint [
:originalShape ?sh ;
:constraintType :exact-cardinality
] ;
:class ?Class ;
:instance ?x ;
:objectClass ?C ;
:property ?p
} => {
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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_:y a sh:ValidationReport ;
sh:conforms false ;
sh:result [
a sh:ValidationResult ;
sh:resultSeverity sh:Violation ;
sh:focusNode ?x ;
sh:resultPath ?p ;
sh:resultMessage "No exact match" ;
sh:sourceShape ?sh ]
} .

Listing 4.4: Translate the general violations to the SHACL validation report
Moreover, different constraint descriptions are easily supported via the general constraint types. Given the OWL restriction of listing 4.5: using a different set of rules, we can
translate this restriction into the same constraint type (listing 4.6). The validation process
continues exactly the same.
1 :Person rdfs:subClassOf _:x .
2 _:x a owl:Restriction ;
3
4
5
6

owl:onProperty :birthdate ;
owl:qualifiedCardinality
"1"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
owl:onDataRange xsd:date .

Listing 4.5: An OWL restriction
1 {

?Class rdfs:subClassOf ?c .
?c a owl:Restriction ;
4
owl:onProperty ?x ;
5
owl:qualifiedCardinality ?v ;
6
owl:onDataRange ?C
7 } => {
8
?constraint a rdfcv:SimpleConstraint ;
9
:originalShape _:x ;
10
:constraintType :ExQualCardRestr ;
11
rdfcv:constrainingElement
12
:exact-cardinality ;
13
rdfcv:contextClass ?Class ;
14
rdfcv:leftProperties ?p ;
15
rdfcv:classes ?C ;
16
rdfcv:constrainingValue ?v
17 } .
2

3

Listing 4.6: Translate the OWL restriction to the general constraint type

4.6

Hypothesis validation

To validate the hypotheses of Section 4.1.2, we compare Validatrr to different validation approaches. We show that Validatrr (i) accurately explains the root cause of why a violation occurs in more cases than specified in SHACL, given the SHACL core constraint components
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(accepting Hypothesis 1, see Section 4.6.1); (ii) returns an accurate number of validation results with respect to the used set of inferencing steps, compared to an integrity constraints
validator with a fixed set of inferencing steps using RDFUnit (accepting Hypothesis 2, see
Section 4.6.2); and (iii) supports an equivalent number of constraint types than existing
approaches (accepting Hypothesis 3, see Section 4.6.3). The performance evaluation shows
that our implementation is faster than the state of the art when combining inferencing and
validation for commonly published datasets (accepting Hypothesis 4, see Section 4.6.4).

4.6.1

Root cause explanation of constraint violations

Using the logical proof, we increase the explanation’s accuracy compared to what is currently expected of a validation approach. SHACL is a W3C Recommendation standardizing the description of constraints and violation reports for RDF graph validation. We
show that the logical proof produced by the rule-based reasoning execution provides more
detailed root cause explanations of constraint violations, compared to SHACL’s violation
report description.
The SHACL recommendation provides a set of test cases, enabling implementations to
prove compliance17 . The validation report denotes the violating resources via sh:focusNode,
and in some cases can further specify the violating path via sh:resultPath and the violating value via sh:value [8]. However, it is not always possible to retrieve such additional
information about the root cause. We revisit the previous example constraint that given a
resource r, this resource has (rﬁrstname ∧rlastname ) ∨ (rnickname ) 18 . Validation of eq. (4.1) using
a conforming SHACL implementation results in a validation report similar to listing 4.7.
The validation report does not provide any further details to explain why :Bob is invalid19 .
1 [
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

rdf:type sh:ValidationReport ;
sh:conforms "false"^^xsd:boolean ;
sh:result [
rdf:type sh:ValidationResult ;
sh:focusNode :Bob ;
sh:resultSeverity sh:Violation ;
sh:sourceConstraintComponent
sh:OrConstraintComponent ;
sh:sourceShape :PersonNameShape ;
sh:value :Bob ; ] ; ]

Listing 4.7: Validation report of an OR constraint
Validatrr’s rule-based reasoning execution can generate a proof, showing the rules used
to reach a conclusion. This logical proof allows to determine, for each violation, which
part of the RDF graph is the violation’s root cause, and which axiom of the used ontology
triggered an inference causing the violation. listing 4.8 shows the part of the proof which
17 https://github.com/w3c/data-shapes/tree/gh-pages/data-shapes-test-suite/tests
18 This example is similar to the following SHACL test case: https://github.com/w3c/data-shapes/blob/

gh-pages/data-shapes-test-suite/tests/core/node/or-001.ttl
19 https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/#validator-OrConstraintComponent
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contains the rules deriving the violation. For :firstname, :lastname, and :nickname, we
query objects that are linked using the respective predicate (listing 4.8, lines 12–15, 18–21, and
24–27). K is the scope of our knowledge base, in which we look for violations. We count
the number of objects found and compare them with the needed number. For :firstname,
one linked object is found (listing 4.8, lines 16–17), however, no linked object is found for
:lastname nor :nickname (listing 4.8, lines 22–23 and 28–29): a violation is returned.
1 <#lemma20> a r:Inference;
2 r:gives {
3 _:b1 a :constraintViolation.
4 _:b1 :violatedConstraint _:b2.
5 _:b1 :class :Man.
6 _:b1 :instance :Bob.
7 _:b1 :property :lastname.
8 _:b1 :property :nickname. };
9 r:evidence (
10 ...
11 <#lemma37>
12 [ a r:Fact; r:gives { (K

1) e:findall

13 (1
14 {:Bob :firstname _:b3}
15 (1))}]
16 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {(1) e:length 1}]
17 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {1 math:greaterThan 0}]
18 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {(K

1) e:findall

19 (1
20 {:Bob :lastname _:b3}
21 ())}]
22 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {() e:length 0}]
23 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {0 math:lessThan 1}]
24 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {(K

1) e:findall

25 (1
26 {:Bob :nickname _:b3}
27 ())}]
28 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {() e:length 0}]
29 [ a r:Fact; r:gives {0 math:lessThan 1}]).

Listing 4.8: Validation proof of an OR constraint
Due to this proof, Validatrr can provide detailed explanations for the root causes of
violations for all SHACL core constraint components, compared to 46%–75% of SHACLconforming implementations. Analysis of the SHACL specification shows that, out of the
28 core constraint components, 13 (46%) provide a full explanation of the root cause (summarized in Table 4.2). For eight of the remaining components (an additional 29%), the
validation report returns which resource violates which constraint, but does not return a
detailed explanation. For example, a sh:class violation occurs when the targeted node is
a literal, or when the targeted node is not classified accordingly, but this disjunction is not
reflected in the validation report. For the remaining seven components, the validation report does not provide an explanation at all. For example, violations of nested shapes are not
reflected in the validation report, only violations of top-level shapes.
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Compared to SHACL-conforming implementations, Validatrr supports, among others, explanation of disjunction and nested shapes. Our approach provides detailed explanations for all core components of W3C’s recommended high-level language to describe
constraints. We thus accept Hypothesis 1.

4.6.2

Accurate number of found violations

Validatrr finds an accurate number of violations when using a custom set of inferencing
steps. To prove this, we first compare Validatrr with the state of the art functionally, and
then include a set of inferencing steps to clarify the difference.
Specifically, we compare with RDFUnit [5]. Hartmann et. al explicitly proposed using
query-based approaches for validation [64], and RDFUnit is such a query-based approach,
relying on a SPARQL endpoint, and describing the constrains using SPARQL templates
named Data Quality Test Patterns (DQTP). As such, RDFUnit is highly configurable and
one of the implementations that supports SHACL20 .
Functional comparison We compare with the original pattern library of RDFUnit [5].
This pattern library is the closest to the constraint types as introduced by Hartmann et al. [51,
12]: the mapping between those two is presented in previous work [56]. We test all unit
tests defined by RDFUnit21 after retrieving them as-is from the RDFUnit repository. As
Validatrr validates general constraint types, a custom profile was created that translates the
RDFUnit patterns to general constraint types. For a detailed explanation of the different
test cases, we refer to the original RDFUnit paper [5].
The validation results depend on the used set of inferencing steps. RDFUnit implicitly takes “every resource is an rdfs:Resource” and the rdfs:subClassOf construct into account, forming the custom set of inferencing steps υ. We compare RDFUnit with Validatrr
using three sets of inferencing steps, taking into account (i) no entailment at all (∅), (ii) the
custom set of inferencing steps (υ), and (iii) full RDFS entailment (ρ).
Table 4.3 summarizes the results. For each constraint, we mention the test case’s name,
the number of violations that RDFUnit detects, and the number of violations that Validatrr
detects using the different sets of inferencing steps. The table shows the impact of using
different sets of inferencing steps: depending on the set, Validatrr finds a different number
of violations. More, Validatrr detects more violations using the same set of inferencing steps:
there is a higher number of found violations for Validatrr under υ compared to RDFUnit.
Validatrr finds more violations and supports more constraint types than RDFUnit, denoted as starred test cases rdfsrange-miss_wrong, rdfsranged_wrong, rdfsrange_correct, and rdfsrange_wrong. RDFUnit does not yet support the constraint
type multiple ranges: when a certain predicate is used, each resource linked as an object to
that predicate should be classified into multiple classes. In all other cases, both solutions
20 https://w3c.github.io/data-shapes/data-shapes-test-suite/
21 https://github.com /AKSW/RDFUnit/tree/master/rdfunit- core/ src/test/resources/org/aksw/

rdfunit/validate/data
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identify the same number of violations when using the same set of inferencing steps. Validatrr thus functionally outperforms the pattern library (i.e., the corresponding constraint
types) of RDFUnit.
Impact of including sets of inferencing steps during validation Running Validatrr
using different sets of inferencing steps impacts the number of found violations. Validatrr
is designed to easily configure this set using inferencing rules (Figure 4.2, top-left). The results are found in Table 4.3, comparing the different Validatrr columns. On the one hand,
certain violations are not found without entailment (∅), as is the case for invfunc_wrong
and owldisjc_wrong. For example, owldisjc_wrong contains resources that have multiple classes assigned, and these classes are subclassed from other classes which are disjoint.
The constraint is that no disjointness should be found. Without entailment (∅), no classes
are inferred thus no violation occurs. With entailment (ρ), the inferred classes generate violations. On the other hand, violations are resolved early-on when including RDFS entailment (ρ), as is the case for rdflangstring_wrong. This constraint says that every object
of a predicate should be of a certain type, conforming with the ranger property defined in
the ontology. Including RDFS entailment (ρ), this type is always inferred thus no violations
occur. Without entailment (∅), non-explicitly typed objects are found to be violations.
Compared to existing validation approaches, our approach allows including custom
sets of inferencing steps during validation. The inferencing provenance is retained in the
proof, as all inferencing occurs during a single reasoning execution. The logical proof can
thus distinguish between violations that are caused due to constraint violations in the original RDF graph, or due to entailment during validation. We thus accept Hypothesis 2.

4.6.3

Equivalent number of constraint types

Validatrr can support an equivalent number of constraint types compared to existing validation approaches such as RDFUnit and SHACL. In the previous section, we showed we
functionally outperform the original pattern library of RDFUnit whilst including a custom set of inferencing steps during validation. In this section, we compare our number of
supported constraint types to that of SHACL [8].
We test Validatrr against general constraint types [82, 12], to show that the number
of supported constraint types is equivalent to SHACL. We do not test specifically against
SHACL’s test cases, as Validatrr is independent of the constraint language. We provide a set
of test cases, used to test these different constraint types22 .
Hartmann et al. investigated the constraint type support of SHACL, and stated that its
coverage is 52% [82]. We updated the coverage report as presented by Hartmann et al. to take
the latest SHACL specification and advanced features into account [8, 47]. The relevant
data is available at appendix A, and online23 . This updated report shows that SHACL’s
constraint type coverage is 84%.
22 https://github.com/IDLabResearch/data-validation
23 https://github.com/IDLabResearch/constraint-types-coverage
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Validatrr can cover up to 94% of all constraint types – given the current expressive support for built-ins – and has been tested to cover a similar number of constraint types as
SHACL24 . After including the rules for the remaining constraint types, we support an
equivalent number of constraint types compared to SHACL. We thus accept Hypothesis 3.
Achieving 100% coverage (i.e., the remaining five constraint types) requires additional
development on the reasoner to support specific built-ins. “Whitespace Handling” and
“HTML Handling” require parsing built-ins, and “Valid Identifiers” requires a built-in to
test URIs’ dereferencability. The remaining two types (“Structure” and “Data Model Consistency”) are general constraint types, defined by Hartmann et al., requiring SPARQL support. Supporting these constraint types requires a translation from SPARQL queries to N3
rules, for which we refer to related work [83].

4.6.4

Speed

A validation approach that supports a custom set of inferencing steps is faster than a validation system that includes a reasoning preprocessing step. We first compare the performance
of Validatrr to that of RDFUnit, both without and with a custom set of inferencing steps.
For these performance evaluations, we used 300 data sets with sizes ranging from ten to
one million triples, and an executing machine consisting of 24 cores (Intel Xeon CPU E52620 v3 @ 2.40GHz) and 128GB RAM. All evaluations were performed using untampered
docker images for both approaches to maintain reproducibility, the different tests were orchestrated using custom scripts. All timings include the docker images’ initialization time.
The data is available online25 .
Performance comparison We compare the execution time of Validatrr to RDFUnit, following RDFUnit’s original evaluation method. We use a default set of constraints for a
fixed set of schemas, as defined by Kontokostas et al. [5]. We consider six commonly used
schemas: FOAF, GeoSPARQL, OWL, DC terms, SKOS, and Prov-O. For each schema,
we use RDF graphs of varying size. The validated RDF graphs’ size range from ten triples
to one million triples, in logarithmic steps of base ten. At most ten different RDF graphs
– per schema, per RDF graph size – were downloaded, by querying LODLaundromat’s
SPARQL endpoint [84].
We validate the different RDF graphs against their respective schema using the default
set of constraints and set of inferencing steps (υ) of RDFUnit, and measure total execution
time of Validatrr and RDFUnit. The median execution time across all schemas is plotted
against RDF graph size per approach in a log-log scale (see Figure 4.3). To make sure we can
combine execution times across schemas, we tested the null hypothesis that no significant
difference in execution time was found between schemas, by performing an ANOVA statistical test with single factor “used schema” for measurement variable “execution time per
24 The test report is available at https://github.com/IDLabResearch/validatrr/blob/v0.2.0/reports/
validatrr-rdfcv-earl.ttl
25 https://github.com/IDLabResearch/validation-benchmark/tree/master/data/validation-journal
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triple”, executed pairwise for all used schemas. The null hypothesis with α = 0.05 was accepted for every pair. The number of found violations are not plotted, as statistical analysis
shows no large correlation between execution time and number of found violations, neither
for Validatrr or RDFUnit (−0.0203 and 0.0458, respectively).
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Figure 4.3: Validatrr’s execution speed (dotted line) is up to an order of magnitude faster
than RDFUnits’s (solid line) when the number of triples per RDF graph is below 100,000.
Validatrr’s execution time is highly correlated with the number of triples of the validated
RDF graph. Regression analysis shows an R square value of 0.9998, the null hypothesis
with α = 0.05 is accepted: Validatrr’s execution time grows linearly with respect to the size
of the validated RDF graph. Meanwhile, the execution time of RDFUnit remains constant
at around 30s. This could largely be due to the set-up time required by RDFUnit, however,
the timings attained via RDFUnit’s docker image does not allow us to draw further conclusions. The set-up time of RDFUnit thus possibly dominates the total execution time.
Without customizing the set of inferencing steps and docker images, Validatrr is faster
for small RDF graphs. Validatrr is about an order of magnitude faster until 10,000 triples,
namely, 1-2s per RDF graph compared to 30s per RDF graph for RDFUnit. After 100,000
triples, Validatrr is slower than RDFUnit, as Validatrr’s linearly growing execution time surpasses RDFUnit’s execution time.
Custom inferencing steps’ performance impact We compare the execution time of
Validatrr to RDFUnit when using a custom set of inferencing steps. We use RDFS entailment (ρ): it is commonly used, and the evaluation of Section 4.6.2 showed it affects the
number of violations found. For Validatrr, we include the RDFS rules during validation.
For RDFUnit, we include an RDFS entailment preprocessing step, as RDFUnit’s docker
image does not allow configuration to use a SPARQL engine that has inferencing capabilities. However, even if it would be possible to use a different SPARQL engine, a reasoning
preprocessing step would still be needed for use cases that require support for a specific set
of inferencing steps, not covered by typical entailment regimes [30].
To keep the measures comparable, we use the EYE reasoner as used in Validatrr with the
same RDFS entailment rule set to execute the reasoning preprocessing step. This also precludes the need to compare with other sets of inferencing steps than RDFS entailment: the
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Figure 4.4: Validatrr’s performance is not affected when including the RDFS inferencing
rules (dotted line, compared to the lighter dotted line), whereas the reasoning preprocessing
time deteriorated RDFUnit’s performance (solid line, compared to the lighter solid line).

conclusions will be similar due to the usage of the same reasoner. Figure 4.4 depicts the timings of RDFUnit and Validatrr. For RDFUnit, it depicts the combined timings of RDFS entailment as preprocessing step and validation on the newly inferred RDF graph(RDFUnit
(ρ)), and it depicts solely the validation timings on the newly inferred graph (RDFUnit).
For Validatrr, it depicts the timings of the validation with the two sets of inferencing rules
(Validatrr (ρ) and Validatrr (υ), respectively).
Validatrr’s performance is not affected by using a different set of inferencing steps,
whereas the preprocessing step deteriorates RDFUnit’s performance. This effect is noticable starting from RDF graphs of 10,000 triples. For RDF graphs of one million triples,
compared to the previous evaluation, median execution time rises from 27s to 210s for RDFUnit, largely due to the reasoning preprocessing step.
The number of found violations inversely affects the validation execution speed. Most
original violations handle missing domain and range classes, which is inferred in RDFS entailment. Statistical analysis does not allow us to accept the null hypothesis that the number of violations found is inversely correlated to the execution time. However, we notice
increased performance for both approaches when less violations need to be handled. Compared to previous evaluation, for one million triples, execution time (without reasoning
preprocessing) drops from 27s to 21s for RDFUnit, and from 116s to 80s for Validatrr.
The performance evaluations show that the execution time of Validatrr outperforms
RDFUnit for small RDF graphs up to 100,000 triples, and its linear scaling behavior is not
affected by including RDFS entailment during validation. Validatrr outperforms RDFUnit
when reasoning preprocessing is needed, i.e., when the used SPARQL endpoint does not
support inferencing up to the needed expressiveness, or cannot be sufficiently customized to
the use case. Where RDFUnit first needs to infer all implicit data before validation, Validatrr
can infer this data during validation, and thus performs better. We thus accept Hypothesis
4.
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Conclusion and future work

In this section, we discussed our rule-based reasoning validation approach and introduced
implementation. We provide concluding remarks and guide towards future work with respect to (i) the detailed root cause explanations, (ii) the fine-grained level of configuration,
(iii) the number of constraint types supported by our approach, and (iv) the scaling behavior of Validatrr’s performance. We close by providing some further research perspectives.
The logical proof of a validation execution, generated by the rule-based reasoner, provides a more detailed root cause explanation of why a violation occurs than the state of the
art. Our evaluation does not imply that existing approaches and implementations are not
capable of providing a similar level of detail. However, it does show the feasibility of more
detailed explanations, and our approach’s capability to generate them. To improve the detail
level of explanations provided in the validation report, our work can guide future iterations
of, e.g., SHACL’s validation report descriptions, and the algorithms that generate them.
Our approach is fully configurable by adjusting different rule sets: only a single declaration and single implementation is needed to support different constraint languages, sets of
inferencing steps, and validation report descriptions. This level of control considerably increases expressiveness and complexity of the validator, and a small change in a rule set could
have large effects on the validation results. However, such fine-grained configuration is not
needed for every use case. Future work requires investigation into configuration defaults
for, among others, ShEx and SHACL: to what extend can Validatrr be configured to function as a compliant ShEx or SHACL validator, and how will the combination of inferencing
rule sets look like? A short-term goal is showing that Validatrr with the right configuration
passes the core SHACL tests and is included as a compliant SHACL validator in the respective W3C documentation26 . As such, we can provide a compliant SHACL validator where
sh:entailment is accurately supported: the user can choose exactly which inferencing rule
set is supported during validation, and can choose not to rely on the predefined custom set
of inferencing steps (i.e., support for rdfs:subClassOf, but no other RDFS entailments) as
currently specified in SHACL [8]. On a more fundamental level, we could prove whether
the SHACL formalizations can be captured by the expressiveness of RDF-CV. For that, we
assume to need built-in functions, which are under discussion in the N3 community.
Our approach supports an equivalent number of constraint types compared to the state
of the art, with description logic-expressiveness up to at least OWL-RL. An important point
of interest is handling recursion, one of the main differences between ShEx and SHACL.
The semantics of ShEx are defined, also for recursion [44], and – as it is currently undefined
in the SHACL specification [8] – current works are investigating recursion in combination
with negation for SHACL [46]. Future work for our approach is investigating recursion,
taking into account the conclusions and mentioned complexity issues of aforementioned
works. Accepting that the general problem is NP-Hard, using rule-based reasoning gives
us a strong tool to handle recursion. A rule-based reasoner such as the EYE reasoner has
path detection: different validations calling each other can be handled, as path detection
26 https://w3c.github.io/data-shapes/data-shapes-test-suite/
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prevents the reasoner from applying the same rule to the same data twice. In this regard, we
can further investigate whether the strategies of Answer Set Programming [85] help to solve
related problems, taking into account their two kinds of negation (Negation as Failure and
strong negation). After investigating which rules are needed to handle recursion, the user
can choose whether or not recursion should be supported during validation, as these extra
rules can be added or not.
Validatrr’s performance is up to an order of magnitude faster than RDFUnit for RDF
graphs up to 100,000 triples, and scales linearly w.r.t. the number of triples in the RDF
graph. However, it scales less than RDFUnit, making Validatrr less suitable for large RDF
graphs. Analysis of Linked Open Data indices shows that 60-94% of published RDF graphs
contain less than 100,000 triples27 , thus, our approach is applicable to the majority of published RDF graphs. Still, a trade-off must be made: our approach allows fine-grained configuration and detailed explanation, and its current implementation performs better for
smaller RDF graphs but has worse scaling behavior compared to implementations of other
approaches. However, those other approaches do not allow fine-grained configuration and
detailed explanation. Future work includes investigation into related works that aim to improve the performance of rule-based reasoners – such as the work of Arndt et al. that improves the reasoning of OWL-RL rule-based reasoners by 75% [73] – to improve the current scaling behavior of Validatrr. Also, researching formal foundations more deeply would
give insights into the current ruleset’s expressiveness and complexity. This allows us to see
whether we could substantially improve our current implementation’s scaling behavior.
Further research perspectives include validation of RDF graph generation descriptions,
and automatic graph refinement based on violation explanations. The combination reduces
the effort required to provide high-quality RDF graph generation descriptions, and is being
further investigated by Heyvaert et al. [86].
On the one hand, a declarative description for generating an RDF graph – e.g., using the
RDF Mapping Language (RML) [35] – can be validated, to show whether that description
produces a valid RDF graph [6]. Certain constraints that apply to the description can be
inferred based on the constraints that apply to the RDF graph. By including a custom inferencing rule set that reflects such inferencing in Validatrr, the generation description can be
validated based on the set of constraints that apply to the RDF graph. As such, only a single
set of constraints needs to be maintained and understood. The requirements of this custom
inferencing rule set, and which constraint types can be applied to generation descriptions,
is future work.
On the other hand, rules that handle the accurate explanations of why a violation is returned, can provide suggestions to (automatically) resolve the violation. For example, the
constraint specifying “every book should have either an ISSN or an ISBN number” is violated by a resource that has both numbers. Suggestions include removing the ISSN number
and removing the ISBN number. Which types of suggestions can be provided, and in which
order these should be applied, is future work.
27 https://ben.de-meester.org/blog/2017/05/2017-05-15-average-size-of-published-rdf-graphs.
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Table 4.2: Analysis of root cause explanation of violations for SHACL core constraint components. Validatrr can provide more detailed explanations for up to 56% of the components
compared to SHACL-conforming implementations.

SHACL Name
sh:class
sh:datatype
sh:nodeKind
sh:minCount
sh:maxCount
sh:minExclusive
sh:minInclusive
sh:maxExclusive
sh:maxInclusive
sh:minLength
sh:maxLength
sh:pattern
sh:languageIn
sh:uniqueLang
sh:equals
sh:disjoint
sh:lessThan
sh:lessThanOrEquals
sh:not
sh:and
sh:or
sh:xone
sh:node
sh:property
sh:qualifiedValueShape,
sh:qualifiedMinCount,
sh:qualifiedMaxCount
sh:close,
sh:ignoredProperties
sh:hasValue
sh:in

Root
Cause
Explanation
~
~
~
7
7
3
3
3
3
~
~
3
~
7
3
3
3
3
3
~
~
3
7
7
7

Comment
disjunction
disjunction
disjunction
no explanation
no explanation

disjunction
disjunction
disjunction
no explanation

conjunction
disjunction
nesting
nesting
nesting

3
3
7

nesting
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Table 4.3: Comparing RDFUnit to Validatrr using different sets of inferencing steps (∅, υ,
and ρ). Validatrr finds more violations given the same set of inferencing steps, and the set of
inferencing steps used impacts the result. Test cases where Validatrr outperforms RDFUnit
are starred. Rows where Validatrr and RDFUnit differ are marked gray.
Test Case

invfunc_correct
invfunc_wrong
owlcardt_correct
owlcardt_wrong_exact
owlcardt_wrong_max
owlcardt_wrong_min
owldisjc_correct
owldisjc_wrong
owlqcardt_correct
owlqcardt_wrong_exact
owlqcardt_wrong_max
owlqcardt_wrong_min
rdflangstring_correct
rdflangstring_wrong
rdfsrange-miss_wrong*
rdfsranged_correct
rdfsranged_wrong*
rdfsrange_correct*
rdfsrange_wrong*
rdfsrang_lit_correct
rdfsrang_lit_wrong

# found violations
RDFUnit
Validatrr
υ
∅ υ ρ
0
0 0 0
2
0 2 2
0
0 0 0
6
6 6 6
2
2 2 2
2
2 2 2
0
0 0 2
6
2 6 6
0
0 0 0
6
6 6 6
2
2 2 2
2
2 2 2
0
0 0 0
2
2 2 0
1
3 3 0
0
0 0 0
2
3 3 0
0
5 4 0
1
3 3 3
0
0 0 0
3
3 3 1

Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this chapter, I review the research questions and hypotheses, and how the contributions
impact the challenges (Table 5.1). Furthermore, I discuss remaining challenges and future
directions.
Table 5.1: Alignment between the contributions, challenges, research questions, hypotheses, and whether the contribution is part of data value generation, data value completion, or
knowledge graph assessment.
Contribution
RML+FnO
FnHub
Validatrr

5.1

Research
challenge
I
I
II

Research
question
1
2
3

Hypothesis

Impact

1
2
3

Generation
Completion
Assessment

Impact of the Contributions

I discuss each research question and corresponding hypothesis together with the contribution that tackles them, followed by how the contribution impacts the challenges. The first
research question is
Research Question 1: How can we improve quality when generating knowledge graphs,
speciﬁcally concerning the data values?
with corresponding hypothesis
Hypothesis 1: Including declarative data transformations in a declarative knowledge graph
generation framework allows for a sustainable generation framework where data values of the
generated knowledge graph can be improved.
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The alignment of FnO and RML (RML+FnO) enabled a fully declarative, use-case independent knowledge graph generation framework that encompasses both schema and data
transformations. As opposed to the state of the art, there are no limitations on the complexity of data transformations, and implementations are reusable across systems and data
sources (Section 2.1). I applied the framework, generating the DBpedia dataset, showing
its capability to handle a complex real-world generation use case. While the work currently
has not yet influenced the quality of new versions of the DBpedia dataset, it enables the
community to suggest and verify (fine-grained) changes without requiring use-case specific
development, and to generate high-quality knowledge graphs that include data transformations (Section 2.2). As such, I accept Hypothesis 1.
Since its application to the DBpedia dataset, RML+FnO has been extensively used in
multiple past and ongoing research projects such as EcoDaLo, ESSENCE, DyVerSiFy, and
DAIQUIRI1 . As such, the general applicability of the framework has been tested in advertisement, media, and Internet of Things use cases.
Meanwhile, there has also been wider uptake of RML+FnO outside of IDLab. The
alignment of FnO and RML has been implemented in external RML generation frameworks such as RocketRML2 and CARML3 . The need for advanced knowledge graph generation frameworks is also evidenced by the formation of the Graph Construction W3C
Community Group4 and the Knowledge Graph Building workshop5 . This work serves as a
basis for such advanced generation needs: data owners can generate knowledge graphs based
on advanced functionalities, without needing effort to develop a use-case dependent system.
High-quality knowledge graphs can be generated and refined more easily, with more robust
tooling. As more high-quality data is available, decision-making processes can be improved.
The second research question is
Research Question 2: How can we automatically complete the knowledge graphs, speciﬁcally concerning calculated data values?
with corresponding hypothesis
Hypothesis 2: A declarative data transformation model with links to actual implementations allows for automatic execution of functions, and thus automatic completion of a knowledge graph.
The extension of FnO to include explicit mappings to implementations allows for automatic retrieval and execution of implementations based on declarative, implementationindependent statements. The user evaluation also proves that the introduced Function
Hub and Function Handlers facilitate the exploration, retrieval, and execution of functions
1

See https://rml.io/ for an updated list of projects where RML(+FnO) is being applied.

2 https://semantifyit.github.io/RocketRML/
3 https://github.com/carml/carml

4 https://www.w3.org/community/kg-construct/
5 http://kgb-workshop.org/
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for developers (Chapter 3). Thus, I accept Hypothesis 2. Compared to the state of the art
(e.g., semantic web services), the approach is implementation-independent and thus more
broadly applicable to easily discover and (automatically) execute functions, both for Semantic Web experts and developers. This diminishes development time and paves the way for
more automatic processing.
Ongoing efforts encompass directly connecting the RMLMapper to the Function Hub.
This allows the RMLMapper (and alternative RML frameworks) to take advantage of a
crowdsourced collection of functions and implementations. That said, impact is currently
limited, as this research line is relatively new6 . This work concludes a first exploration and
proof-of-concept, but further research into the advantages and challenges of a semantic
function description is certainly needed.
By addressing Research Question 1 and Research Question 2, the extended FnO and
exploitation tools contribute to tackling Challenge I to include data transformations in
knowledge graphs to improve quality. The alignment of FnO and RML allows to include
data transformations during the generation of knowledge graphs, and the exploitation tools
allow to automatically derive additional data values in knowledge graphs. Combined, these
works enable data values in knowledge graphs to be made (i) of higher quality using data
transformations during knowledge graph generation, and (ii) more complete using data
transformations on existing knowledge graphs.
The third research question is
Research Question 3: How can we validate a knowledge graph, taking ﬁne-grained semantics into account?
with corresponding hypothesis
Hypothesis 3: A rule-based reasoning solution allows validating a knowledge graph, taking
all semantics explicitly into account, and provides ﬁne-grained root cause analysis.
Validatrr, based on rule-based reasoning, allows for detailed root cause explanations due
to its formal proof, is very configurable making use of additional rule sets to support both
constraint types and inferences, and supports more constraint types than the state of the
art, without prohibitively increasing the execution time for datasets up to 100.000 triples
(Chapter 4). Allowing detailed configuration options allows Validatrr to explicitly combine specific semantics with constraint checking, and as such, improve the state of the art
with respect to Challenge II, namely, validating knowledge graphs. Thus, I accept Hypothesis 3. Knowledge graphs can be validated with specific semantics in mind, paving the way
for advanced applications that fully exploit knowledge graph semantics of incoming data.
The current work was mostly aimed at showcasing practical feasibility and merit of using
rule-based reasoning for validation. Broad adoption would require more work to properly
support widely used constraint languages such as SHACL and ShEx.
6

The journal publication was accepted October 11th , 2019 [1].
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Remaining Challenges and Future Directions

This work done in this dissertation stem from practical use cases and tries to solve generalized problems, but does not aim to cover the problems’ formalizations. Fundamental research challenges remain. On the one hand, proving expressiveness and complexity could
generalize the dissertation’s claims. On the other hand, fundamental research could also
inform future directions to improve the performance of the different contributions. Established techniques in, e.g., the database theory domain could be applied to optimize the
introduced tools. Apart from these general directions, future directions specific to the individual contributions can be explored.
RML+FnO has seen the most adoption and paves the path for more advanced knowledge generation frameworks and application to new use cases. For example, the novel
streaming implementation allowing Big Data processing [2] presents new challenges in data
transformations on streaming data. More fundamental research is further needed to classify
which kind of functionalities are needed for a knowledge graph generation framework (e.g.,
data transformations on data values, data analytics, data partitioning, inferencing, etc.), and
which alternatives exist to provide those functionalities. For example, information extraction methods to generate knowledge graphs from unstructured data seems to be complementary to the work of this dissertation, but integration efforts should be investigated7 .
Initial steps into reviewing functionalities have been taken [3], but consolidation and
agreement in the community is essential. The creation of the Graph Construction W3C
Community Group and the Knowledge Graph Building workshop will hopefully guide us
towards the right direction. We should also be wary not to merge too much functionality
in one declarative solution, to not loose the overview and keep human understanding.
Continuing on this, I conducted additional work on providing a humanunderstandable format to describe the mappings [4], Experience showed that clear,
concise mappings help in creating high-quality knowledge graphs: when the mappings are
unclear or verbose, errors slip in the document unnoticed.
The FnO exploitation tools can be improved to improve the user experience, e.g.,
having better search suggestions and result ranking. Also, better integration with developer
tools such as code editors can improve uptake. As the current Function Hub’s applicability
is limited due to its limited datatset, future research directions include automatic detection
and interlinking of function descriptions from code repositories such as GitHub and package management platforms such as NPM and Maven.
We can take advantage of the explicit semantics by connecting functions’ and parameters’ FnO descriptions to semantic concepts. This allows automatically designing
implementation-independent function workflows, comparable to, e.g., RESTdesc [5]. To
assure semantic equivalence between different implementations of the same function, we
can look into an automatic implementation-independent testing suite. The advantage is
that a single set of test cases can be used to test a range of different implementations of
7 We have performed initial work to include Entity Detection in mappings (https://git.io/JvKIY), but no
further processing of the detected entities is currently investigated: detected entities are just added to the knowledge
graphs, as if they were keywords. More can be done here.
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the same function. Property-based testing would allow to automatically generate test cases
from the function descriptions [6]. Research into advanced function combinations such as
nested functions, recursive functions, etc. was not in scope of this dissertation. Finally, I assume that, similar to workflow descriptions, a granularity trade-off exists. Which function
structures should be described in fine detail depends on use case, personal taste, etc.
The advantage of Validatrr is its high degree of customization and capability of including custom inferencing rule sets. This can allow to validate derived RDF graphs and
automatic graph refinement based on violation explanations (further investigated by Heyvaert et al. [7]).
Finally, the three contributions can be tied together by applying Validatrr on the
aligned FnO and RML mapping documents (the RDF generation graph), building on top
of existing work [8]. We can, e.g., verify SHACL shapes applying to an RDF data graph to
the RDF generation graph. Validating this RDF generation graph, using constraint rules of
the RDF data graph, can then be computationally compared with validating the generated
dataset. For example, instead of validating every resource of class schema:Person of the data
graph, only one part of the generation graph needs to be validated, namely, the part handling
the generation of resources of class schema:Person. The latter is thus assumed more computationally efficient. By enabling validation approaches to validate the generation process
based on constraint rules of the RDF data graph without needing manual adjustments, we
can enable a more qualitative generation process without additional effort.
In all, the work in this dissertation has given practical results, usable for both Semantic Web experts as developers. Both in research and industry, the contributions have been
used to generally end up with high-quality knowledge graphs, being frameworks that are
use-case independent. The state of the art was improved in a practical fashion, and many
future directions allow this work to be continued, within IDLab and the Semantic Web
community. I sincerely hope – and will personally strive for – the contributions to keep
impacting industry and academia, and improve data-driven decision-making processes for
the larger public.
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Afterword
Finishing of a doctoral dissertation is a nice moment to reflect on the time before and the
time to come8 . Not in the least, because you are kind of obliged to write a foreword9 , making
it the single most important section of your dissertation: everyone wants to make sure they are
being thanked personally. I hereby apologize for forgetting people. I will forget people.
To make it easy, this section will be split in three parts, a “how did I get here” part, a
“thank you all for getting me here” part, and a (short) “where do I go now” part, divided by
Friends-quotes: the series pulled me through every examination period since high school.
They’ll range from slightly irrelevant but great to highly relevant and still great.
Ross: “I’m supposed to attach a brackety thing to the side things, using a bunch of these
little whim guys. I have no brackety thing, I see no whim guys whatsoever and – I
cannot feel my legs.”
— Season 1, Episode 1: The First One

My academic path started when I pursued my university degree at Ghent University.
I went from conservatory auditions – boy that didn’t work out well – to civil engineering,
partly because the first year of the civil engineering studies are still general: I could postpone
choosing my future for at least another year10 . Soon it became clear that I preferred anything
involving software. I completed my university degree of Computer Science, clearing sufficient weekday evenings for my hobbies of music and theater, which both happened mostly
in my beloved hometown Schellebelle, or very close by.
During my second Master, I fulfilled my Master thesis with Ruben Verborgh and Pieterjan De Potter, with Rik Van de Walle being my promoter. I picked Rik because I liked his
courses, and Pieterjan I knew from a design project course. I got Ruben for free. I got the
advice to pick a Master thesis based on the people guiding you, not the subject. As I’m not
good with choices, this felt like a good strategy, and it turned out to be as such. The success8 It’s a pity I only feel such urge at these kinds of moments, I’m pretty sure it would be better to have
’reflection’-Tuesdays or something.
9 Muha, afterword! #rebel.
10 In high school, I was so unnerved with making a study choice that I consistently picked “Opening a bakery”
when someone asked. People never asked twice.
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ful finishing of my Master thesis allowed me to start at IDLab (MMLab at that time), and
started this journey. Well. Kind of.
As a newbie researcher named Ben De Meester, I did what I do best: say yes to everything. I helped in any project I could, with anyone that could use me. This gave me insights
in a variety of subjects such as digital publishing, semantic reasoning, data exploration, and
digital learning. Needless to say I was a DVD screensaver: all over the place.
In 2016, Greece took over. Anastasia Dimou, a “junior researcher” at the time, gave me
direction, told me to say “no” if it was not in line with my research goals (advice I almost
never followed), and helped me jump through the necessary hoops to get the right kind of
academic publications. This resulted in the dissertation your are reading right now. The
topics were suggested by Anastasia, executed by me, reviewed by Anastasia, submitted as
papers within minutes of the deadline by me, celebrated by Anastasia, and bundled here.
My dissertation in this form would not exist without her.

Rachel: “Yeah, you know what we should all do? We should play that game where
everyone says one thing that they’re thankful for.”
— Season 5, episode 8: The One With All The Thanksgivings

Which brings me seamlessly to the “thank you” part. Gratitude is an amazing thing that
I don’t express nearly enough. It’s also a horrible thing to forget people, which brings me
in this neat little situation. I will do a best effort11 to thank everyone, in no particular order.
Dear Filip, Steven, Erik, Juan, Heiko and Jose, thank you for being in my jury, asking the
right questions – being, the ones I could answer – and in general helping me achieve my
doctoral title. A special thanks to Erik: you leading this lab (and hiring me) gave a great environment to work and be. To Ruben and Anastasia: thank you for being my promotors.
As said, I would not have done it without Anastasia for guiding me every step of the way,
and not without Ruben for creating an open and constructive research environment, and
for being a great example of how research can and should be done. To my other colleagues:
together, you have made our office a great place to work for me12 . To me, it’s the perfect balance between everyone-working-with-earphones and telling-dad-jokes-for-the-entire-office.
To Pieter, thanks for being my partner in crime so many times. I can say much more but
I won’t, for both our sakes. To Sven, thanks for being you13 . To Dörthe, thanks for being
with me for everything reasoning-related, it’s the kind of formalizing jibber jabber that I did
not understand enough to respect in the beginning, but now respect a great deal, and still
not understand fully. To Joachim, thanks. You’re the kind of glue this office needs. To all
11

X Hereby, you agree to the terms and conditions.

IDLab is the only place I have ever worked, so these words might not have much a weight for you. They do
for me.
13 Really, you’re hilarious and great.
12
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the other colleagues (both past and present, both in our lab as outside): a sincere thanks14 .
Truly and really. You’re awesome.
Thanks to all the others outside of work: I have been very lucky to have such a diverse
and large group of people I can call friends. I hope I never bored or annoyed you too much
about work, only a little bit. To the Wetteren crew (Stefaan, Mechtild, Jens, Laura, Bart,
Ayla, Mariska, Pieter, Jolien, Sander, Giles, Evelien, Dimi, Robbe): it’s a unique thing to still
keep tight bonds with over 15 people from high school, fighting against geography and childbearing. The longer I know you, the more I appreciate what we have. To the Schellebelle
crew: whether I know you since I was born (Wouter), I see you almost daily (Arne, Arno,
Jelle, Wouter, Bernard, Roald), or I see you barely every year, you shape my life and I’m
sincerely grateful. To my family and girlfriend: thanks. I’m truly, truly lucky for the amount
of support I get from you. To my sisters Leen en Nele, and their respective partners Dimi
and Kristof: thanks. You make our family a whole, remember and help me to get birthday
gifts, and make me want to be together as much a we can. We all live within a 200m radius
and still have the urge the meet up almost weekly. That’s amazing and I love you. To Marlies:
thanks for already understanding me, bearing with me, and making me laugh. It took some
time before we got to meet, but it’s worth it.
To my parents: this, and all my small achievements before this, are because of you. I
thank you the least, and you deserve it the most. You keep up with me (and my schedule) and
support me for way longer and way more than I could have imagined. With this, I sincerely
thank you for everything you have done, I hope you know that I’ve always appreciated you,
and I love you.
Rachel: “Should we get some coffee?”
Chandler: “Where?”
— Season 10, episode 17: The Last One

There’s one clear theme in my “how do I get here” part: I’m a sucker for strategic
choices. I won’t pretend to have a master plan, however, I will do my best to not let these
gifts I’ve been given be in vain, and pursue impact with my research, my extracurricular life,
and my relationships. Thanks for being with me until here, you’ve been part of my journey,
and I hope to continue seeing all of you the coming years. You wouldn’t be reading this far
if you wouldn’t be worth holding on to.

14 With the danger of forgetting someone, specifically, these, who I had the chance to work or laugh together:
Pieterjan, Sam, Wesley, Peter, Tom, Laurens, Pieter (x3), Miel, Ruben (x20 at this point), Hajar, Brecht, Harm,
Martin, Julian, Thomas, Gerald, Dylan, Femke, Gilles, Dieter (x2), Aza, Kristof, Laura, Joke.
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APPENDIX A. UPDATED CONSTRAINT TYPES COVERAGE

Table A.1: Coverage of validation approaches w.r.t. constraint types. Taken from Hartmann
et al. [1], updated take the recent advancements of SHACL into account [2, 3]. Changes
w.r.t. the original tabe of Hartmann et al. are marked grey.
Type
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
A06
A07
A08
A09
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19

Name
*Functional Properties
*Inverse-Functional Properties
*Primary Key Properties
*Subsumption
*Sub-Properties
*Object Property Paths
Allowed Values
Not Allowed Values
*Class Equivalence
*Equivalent Properties
Literal Value Comparison
Value is Valid for Datatype
*Property Domains
*Property Ranges
*Class-Specific Property Range
Data Property Facets
Literal Ranges
Negative Literal Ranges
IRI Pattern Matching

SHACL
3
7
7
3
7
7
3
∼
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
∼
3

Validatrr
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Table A.2: Coverage of validation approaches w.r.t. constraint types. Taken from Hartmann et al. [1], updated take the recent advancements of SHACL into account [2, 3].
Changes w.r.t. the original tabe of Hartmann et al. are marked grey (2).
Type
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A31
A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A41
A42
A43
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
A55
A56

Name
Literal Pattern Matching
Negative Literal Pattern Matching
*Existential Quantifications
*Universal Quantifications
*Value Restrictions
Use Sub-Super Relations in Validation
Negative Property Constraints
Language Tag Matching
Language Tag Card.
Whitespace Handling
HTML Handling
Structure
*Minimum Unqualified Card.
*Minimum Qualified Card.
*Maximum Unqualified Card.
*Maximum Qualified Card.
*Exact Unqualified Card.
*Exact Qualified Card.
*Cardinality Shortcuts
Vocabulary
Provenance
Required Properties
Optional Properties
Repeatable Properties
Conditional Properties
Recommended Properties
Severity Levels
Labeling and Documentation
Context-Sp. Property Groups
Context-Sp. Exclusive OR of P.
Context-Sp. Exclusive OR of P. Groups
Context-Sp. Inclusive OR of P.
Context-Sp. Inclusive OR of P. Groups
Mathematical Operations
Ordering
*Inverse Object Properties
*Symmetric Object Properties

SHACL
3
∼
3
3
3
7
∼
3
∼
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
∼
3
3
∼
∼
∼
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
∼
3
3
3

Validatrr
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
∼
3
∼
3
3
3
3
3
∼
∼
3
∼
∼
3
3
∼
∼
∼
∼
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Table A.3: Coverage of validation approaches w.r.t. constraint types. Taken from Hartmann et al. [1], updated take the recent advancements of SHACL into account [2, 3].
Changes w.r.t. the original tabe of Hartmann et al. are marked grey (3).
Type
A57
A58
A59
A60
A61
A62
A63
A64
A65
A66
A67
A68
A69
A70
A71
A72
A73
A74
A75
A76
A77
A78
A79
A80
A81

Name
*Asymmetric Object Properties
*Transitive Object Properties
*Self Restrictions
Valid Identifiers
Recursive Queries
*Reflexive Object Properties
*Class-Sp. Reflexive Object P.
*Irreflexive Object Properties
*Class-Specific Irreflexive Object Properties
Data Model Consistency
Handle RDF Collections
Membership in Controlled Vocabularies
Disjoint Properties
Disjoint Classes
String Operations
Aggregations
*Individual Equality
Individual Inequality
Context-Specific Valid Classes
Context-Specific Valid Properties
Property Assertions
*Intersection
*Disjunction
*Negation
*Default Values

SHACL
3
7
3
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
∼
∼
3
3
3
7
3
∼
3
3
3
3

Validatrr
3
∼
∼
7
∼
∼
∼
3
∼
7
∼
∼
3
3
∼
∼
∼
∼
∼
∼
∼
3
∼
3
3
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